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Exordium
Ccin still recall seeing the ad in STARLOG magcizine during my childhood, way back in late

1978. It teased an upcoming sister publication called FANTASTICA that would be devoted

to the more monstrous and, well, fantastical side of cinema, with Godzilla emblazoned on

the first cover. Being a huge fan of the Big G, 1 quickly subscribed...then waited while legal

issues surrounding the mag’s moniker were cleared up, and it emerged the following summer
as FANGORIA. This transpired right around the time 1 saw my first R-rated horror film in a

theater: Don Cosccirelh’sPiianfasm.

You coxild say that Fango and 1 found our devotion to fright films simultaneously. Within a

year, 1 had become a die-hard fan of scary cinema, and the magazine had left the Star Wars

and Star Trek covers behind to put The Shining’s Jack Nicholson, “Worniface” from Zombie and
Motel Hell's chainsaw-wielding, pig-masked maniac up front. 1 caught every horror movie 1

could on the big screen—largely R-rated fcire that 1 and my friends attended without a par-

ent or adult guardian, for years before we were officially allowed to. With few schoolmates

quite as into the genre as 1 was, though, 1 started a Xeroxed review-zine called Scareaphana-

lia to communicate with others of the same mind, and traded subscriptions with fan-eds from

both the U.S. and as far away as Australia and New Zealand (two of the latter were Michael

Helms, now Fango’s longtime Down Under correspondent, and Ant Timpson, who has gone on

to produce Housebound, Deathgasm and more)

.

It ciU led to that day 1 walked into Fango’s Manhattan offices seeking a college internship,

and four hours later got the call to write my first article (an interview with The Seventh Sign

director Carl Schxiltz). Within two years, 1 myself was being interviewed by editor-in-chief

Tony limpone and associate publisher MUburn Smith to replace exiting managing editor J.

Peter Orr. 1 can also still remember receiving the word that 1 had landed the job, and how
excited 1 was to be a regular staff member on the publication 1 had grown up reading. My
first issue on the editorial masthead: #95, with an eye-popping Rob Bottin creation from Total

Recall on the cover.

In the 25 years since, collaborating with Tony and then Chris Alexander on Fango, two

incarnations of GOREZONE, assorted special editions and our website. I’ve seen enormous
changes. I’ve seen horror go from a dirty word at the studios and networks during the eeirly

and mid-’90s to an established staple of mainstream culture. I’ve seen the death ofVHS and

the rise of the Internet. I’ve seen new talents work their way up from ambitious low-budget

indies to long careers and, in some cases, to become influential major moviemakers. To have

been a part of the scene, and being able to make some small contribution to the culture of

terror, support films and filmmakers 1 believed in and share my enthusiasm with readers

worldwide, has been an ameizing experience and a true privilege.

The friends and colleagues I’ve made and the experiences I’ve had over these years have

been incomparable, and to thank all those folks here by name would fill pages. I’m grateful

to them all, for Tony and Chris’ guidance over the years, for the tireless work of art director

Bill Mohalley (stiU the longest-lived member of the Fango team), to all of our many contribu-

tors and for the opportunity to now steer the ship I’ve been sailing on for more than half my
life. So where do we go from here? Right now, there’s a certain amount of “If it ain’t broke,

don’t fix it” to my view, and we’U continue to balance coverage of new movies, TV, etc. with

interviews giving veteran actors and filmmakers the chance to dish on terrors past. 1 am
looking forward to introducing new columns while bringing back an old favorite or two that

have gone defunct—with the pendulum now having decisively swung back toward physical

creatures and gore on the screen scene, look for Makeup FX Lab to return—and running

more reviews of books and home-video releases.

And I’m anxious to hear what you want to see emd read in our pages. FANGORIA is for the

fans (dare 1 say we’re dead without you?), so your suggestions are encouraged via the e-mail

address below. 1 and newly minted mag managing editor Ken W. Hanley look forward to tak-

ing Fango into a fruitful and frightening future!

—Michael Gingold, Editor

gingold@fangoria.com
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**Hannibal*’
Holocaust

...FANGORIA #343 was truly worth the wait.

It's my favorite issue in recent memory! Great

job on the Hannibal extravaganza, and I loved

the article about the vinyl soundtrack revival.

Perhaps you can make this into a semi-regular

column? There are literally dozens of releases

every month, and the list seems to keep getting

longer. Anyway, I just wanted to let you know
that your hard work is appreciated. It's a shame
that Hannibal was cancelled, but that's nothing

new. At least we got three mind-bogglingly

twisted and beautifully scripted, shot and
acted seasons.

Esteban Medaglia

Ft. Lauderdale, FL

...I loved your Hannibal coverage in issue

#343, which actually gave me insight into

some elements I missed. To call the show bril-

liant is an understatement, with its blackest of

black humor and the beautiful and gory set-

pieces. However, I am disappointed about

NBC's cancellation of the show, even as I can

see how it's not for a typical audience. On the

other hand, I must commend the network for

airing shows like Hannibal, Grimm, Constan-

tine and Dracula. Let's hope the trend continues

and that maybe, just maybe, Hannibal may
find a home somewhere else. After all, how
many times has Dracula risen again?

Alan Levine

Ewing, NJ

...Thank you for your lovely tribute to Christo-

pher Lee in Fango #343. I was extremely sad-

dened to learn of his death, especially because

I was lucky enough to meet him in 2000. Mr.

Lee was in Australia filming, and at the time I

was working at the NSW Police Headquarters

in Sydney, and received a telephone call to say

he would be coming in to pick up some police

memorabilia; he was apparently an avid col-

lector! He and his wife spent a good half hour

talking with myself and my colleagues about

his films and interests. He was completely gra-

cious and unassuming, and I felt very fortunate

to have met him. It's huge loss for the film and
horror industry; he will certainly be missed.

Carmen McCormack
Sydney, Australia

...Never in a million years did chef Janice Poon

probably think she would be involved in

designing food to resemble human body
parts. I was amazed by the story about her

and Hannibal in Fango #343, as I had always

been curious how they did it. Now I know. I

will probably never eat pork again, since it

can resemble something that was once hu-

man. Then to read that a lot of the meat and
blood was supplied by a Toronto butcher who
specializes in blood sausages... Poon has

quite an imaqination: white corn hominy for

human teeth?

The way Mads Mikkelsen as Hannibal

takes his time preparinq delicacies and eatinq

various morsels makes it seem so tantalizing.

and then I have to stop and think, "We are

dealing with cannibalism here." The Hannibal

story and legacy will always live on— I love

this series!

Paul Dale Roberts

Halo Paranormal Investigations

...Thanks for another great issue with Fango
#343. I was shocked tnat the fact that Betsy

came along. Alexander created the perfect

blend of the past, present, weird, experimental

and unexpected.

At 44 years old, I have been reading Fango
for a long time (I got my first issue, #6, when I

was able to sucker my parents into picking it up
since it had Star Wars on the cover), and I have

been here ever since. All I con say to Alexan-

der is a heartfelt and sincere thanks for saving

Like Hannibal (Mads Mikkelsen), Fanga readers know what they like.

Palmer passed away on a Friday wasn't men-

tioned in David DeCoteau's nostalgic obit. I do
love the "Heavens to Betsy" headline, though

—

great job to whoever wrote that! DeCoteou is

right as to how frightening Friday the 13th

remains to this day, and I don't understand why
critics say it's so lousy. Its storytelling is superior

to all of its sequels, and that's why it did so well,

in addition to the onscreen blood, scary music,

etc. The movie was still quite frightening when
I saw it on TV with the gore cut out—it's the story-

telling, I tell you!

Thanks also for the great write-up about

Day of the Animals, which was a '70s staple on

commercial TV. I also loved your write-up on

the "hagsploitation" movies of the 1960s, in-

cluding Suddenly, Last Summer, which I now
must rewatch— I don't remember the cannibal-

ism. Looking forward to the next issue!

Glenn Allen

Parsippany, NJ

Editorial Transitions
... I was extremely bummed to read the news on

the Fango website that Chris Alexander was
leaving as editor. He injected some badly

needed new blood and vitality into my favo-

rite mag of all time, and one that I had feared

did not have much of a future before he

the mag, and hopefully laying down a plan

that will be followed by the next editor, even

though there is no way to match his imprint.

ThanKs again, brother—you were easily the

best since Uncle Bob, and may have even taken

that title from him!

Jim Eschert

No address

. . .1 am very pleased to see that longtime Fango
managing editor Michael Gingold got the edi-

tor-in-chief position after Chris Alexander de-

parted. I'm sure he will do a fantastic job. I am
concerned that recently, the print mag has had
little or no coverage of Crimson Peak, The Gal-

lows, Fear the Walking Dead and Ash vs. Evil

Dead. I realize that you have covered some of

these on the website, but you should include at

least some coverage of all of the current films

and TV in the magazine as much as possible. I

want an Ash vs. Evil Dead cover! Otherwise,

you are doing great; ! loved the Hannibal issue.

Thanks for all your hard work. I've been read-

ing since Fanqo #8—the Zombie cover!

Herb Young

Durham, NC

Send your comments and craziness to gingold©

fangoria.com.
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GORIA FRIGHT FILE OF UP-TO-THE-MINUTE
NEWSBREAKS AND OTHER HORRIBLE HAPPENINGS

F
or actress-turned-writer/director Toro

Subkoff, there was no question as to

what kind of movie she wanted to

make for her debut behind the camera.

Growing up playing with action figures and
watching science fiction and horror films with

tion of a group of spoiled, rich young girls,

then observing the ways they terrorize one

another. Subkoff found herself fixating on

the narcissism of our modern culture: the

obsession with taking images of ourselves

and with Likes, and the ongoing popularity

her younger brother, she developed a love of

genre at an early age, and it was only nat-

ural for her to be drawn to that style of story-

telling. Beyond that, #Horror (which should

be pronounced "hashtag horror") is Subkoff's

reaction to her concerns on where our culture

is headed, and the real-life horrors of grow-

ing up in an age when we can choose to

broadcast every moment of our lives.

"I love the genre, but I feel we've

come a long way from some of my
' favorites," says Subkoff, perhaps most

recognizable as an actress to genre

fans as Vincent D'Onofrio's captive in

The Cell. "I love paranormal stories and
ghosts, but I find humanity more terrifying. In

The Shining, you think you know someone,

and then he turns. That's really interesting to

me—how we, as people, become monsters."

That's exactly the direction #Horror (in

theaters and on VOD November 20 from IFC

Films) goes, starting subtly with the introduc-

contest of social media, especially among
young women. After watching the kids of

close friends fall victim to on-line abuse, Sub-

koff began to find the elements of #Horror.

"You can't escape cyberbullying; you can't

just change schools anymore," she says. "It

is its own demon, and it's man-made. I

thought doing that as a horror story would

be interesting."

After checking statistics to learn who makes

up the audience for current horror films, she

discovered some surprising facts: A staggering

number of 1 2-to-l 9-year-old girls are watch-

ing scary movies now, despite the genre's

obviously male leanings. "Horror films are

usually made by men, and are male-driven

with female characters who are pretty weak.

They're getting killed, or running around be-

ing protected by a man. I thought it would be
interesting to do something that really focuses

on young girls—their stories, what they are

going through—and to have it feel real."

Aside from a group of recognizable faces

recruited for small roles, including Chloe

Sevigny as well as Taryn Manning and
Natasha Lyonne from Orange is the New
Black, the stars of #Horror are a group of

young girls who were all 1 2 years old at the

time of shooting. Moreover, each had experi-

enced some form of cyberbullying in their

everyday lives, whether it was directed at

them or a close friend. Although most kids

will never experience such attacks on the

level #Horror takes them to, that aspect of

relatable real-life trauma is still there. Sub-

koff intends this to be a film that young girls

can watch and relate to—but don't

worry, gorehounds, she didn't hold

back on the bloodshed. She adds

that the tween actresses all loved

horror movies, and were excited

for every bloodsoaked sequence.

Although #Horror isn't an art

film per se, it does boast a tony

setting. Subkoff shot it in a mas-

sive, elegant house in a wealthy

and woodsy Connecticut neighbor-

hood, decorated with real artwork

by a long list of talents. The house

was first furnished with a creepy

array of borrowed antiques, and
then Subkoff's husband, artist Urs

Fischer, helped cover the walls and

empty spaces in strange and
intriguing modern art, giving the

movie an eerie, unreal atmos-

phere.

Having grown up in a similar

area of Connecticut, Subkoff points

out her familiarity with the high

sophistication and both the emo-

tional and literal chilliness of the

snowy area. #Horror delves into

the fixation with expensive lifestyles and
objects, as the girls mock one another for just

about everything, from the location of their

houses to the size of their bodies. And then

there's the obsession with technology: All the

characters spend much of the film with cell

phones glued to their hands. Even Sevigny,

as one of the young girls' mothers, depen-

dently totes two of the devices.

Subkoff has already started writing her

rbonext movie, and promises it's another horror

film, this time about adults. Working in the

genre not only speaks to her interests, but

allows her to tell stories through which she

can communicate different kinds of ideas by
inspiring fear. "Clive Barker was once asked

why he always wrote such dark stories," she

explains, "and he said that he thinks it's so

much easier for people to believe in the

dark. But if you believe in the dark, you also

have to believe in the light."

—Madeleine Koestner

t
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NOVEMBER/
DECEMBER
HIGHLIGHTS

NEW MOVIES
BLOODSUCKING BASTARDS (Shout!
Factory, Nov. 3): Cabin in the Woods'

Fran Kranz tangles with workplace vampires,

on Blu-ray and DVD with commentary, an on-

set segment and a gag reel.

FOREIGN FRIGHTS

GOODNIGHT MOMMY (Anchor
Boy/Rodius, Dec. 1 ): Chilling study of

what happens when twin boys believe their

Keanu Reeves should never

have opened the door when

Lorenzo Izzo and Ana de

Armas come Knock Knock-ing.

[

BOUND TO VENGEANCE (Shout!
Factory, Nov# 1 0): A young woman
escapes her serial-murdering captor, and the

horror really starts when she tries to rescue his

other victims. On Blu-ray/DVD combo.

A CHRISTMAS HORROR STORY
(RU, Nov. 34): An evil-battling Santa, a

family-stalking Krampus and more interweave

through this Yuletide anthology, on Blu-ray

and DVD.

COOTIES (Lionsgate, Dec. 1): Elijah

Wood and his fellow teachers get a lesson in

terror from infected grade-schoolers, on Blu-ray

and DVD with commentary, deleted scenes,

featurettes, etc.

DJINN (Screen Media, Nov. 3): Tobe

Hooper traveled to the United Arab Emirates to

film this story of a couple tormented by the titu-

lar shapeshifting demons.

THE FINAL GIRLS (Sony Pictures,
Nov. 3): Teens become trapped in an '80s

slasher film, with plenty of laughs, jolts and
heart; on Blu-ray and DVD with commentaries

and much more.

KNOCK KNOCK (Lionsgate, Dec.
8): who's there? A couple of sexy girls who
torment Keanu Reeves, on Blu-ray and DVD
with commentary, deleted scenes, a featurette

and stills.

PAY THE GHOST (RU, Nov. 10):
, Nicolas Cage aims to get his daughter back

by other means after she vanishes during a

^ Halloween parade; on Blu-ray and DVD.

SINISTER 2 (Universal, Nov.
1 O): Bughuul and his youthful minions set

their sights on a new, troubled family while Ex-

Deputy So & So tries to stop them, on Blu-ray

and DVD.

STUNG (Shout! Factory, Nov. 3):
Lance Henriksen et al. are buzzed by giant

wasps at a remote mansion; on Blu-ray and

DVD with commentary, a making-of and pro-

duction blog videos.

mother is an impostor; on Blu-ray and DVD
with a filmmakers' interview.

SYMPHONY IN BLOOD RED ('h'oma,
Nov. 10): Italian shocker in the giallo tradi-

tion about a psychiatrist unleashing a patient's

madness, with Dario Argento among the extras.

OLDIES

AXE/KIDNAPPED COED
(Severin, Dec. 8): Frederick R.

Friedel's pair of drive-in favorites,

restored on Blu-ray and DVD with com-

mentaries, a documentary, the combo feature

Bloody Brothers, etc.

BLOOD AND LACE (Shout! Factory,
Nov. 24): Early slasher film—or basher, since

its murders are committed with a hammer—on

a Blu-ray/DVD combo with commentary.

BLOOD RAGE (Arrow, Nov. 24):
Thanksgiving murderama a.k.a. Nightmare at

Shadow Woods on a Blu-ray/DVD combo
with three versions (!), a documentary and
other extras.

GHOST STORY (Shout! Factory,
Nov. 24): Peter Straub's best seller adapted

to the screen with Dick Smith makeup FX, on

Blu-ray with commentary, interviews and pro-

motional material.

THE HAUNTING OF MORELLA (Scor-
pion, Nov. 1 7): Sexy (and loose) adapta-

tion of the Edgar Allan Poe story with curses,

adultery and murder; includes commentary and
an interview segment.

THE INCREDIBLE TWO-HEADED
TRANSPLANT (Kino Lorber Classics,

Nov. 24): AlP opus of a double-domed

experiment on a deadly rampage, on Blu-ray

with Rifftrax commentary and more.

THE MASK (Kino Classics, Nov.
24): Canada's first horror film, with 3D seg-

ments restored on this Blu-ray release, including

glasses so you can "Put the mask on now!"

FEARFILMFORECAST
November I 3. Condemned (limited)

Nov. 20: #Horror (limited)

Nov. 25: Victor Frankenstein

Nov. 27: Submerged (limited)

December 4: Dementia (limited),

JeruZalem (limited), Krompus
Dec. I 8: Anguish (limited), He Never
Died (limited)

January 8, 20 1 6: The Forest, Untitled

Blumhouse Horror 2

Jan. 22, 20 1 6: The Boy (20 1 6)

Jan. 29, 20 1 6: Lights Out
Jan.: The Abandoned (a.k.a. The Confines;

limited)

February 5, 20 1 6: Pride and Prejudice

and Zombies, Regression

Feb. I 9, 20 1 6: Shut In, Viral

Feb. 26, 20 1 6: The Other Side of the

Door, The Witch (limited)

April 1 , 20 1 6: De/irium, Green Room,
Rings

April I 5, 20 1 6: Amityville: The Awak-
ening

May I 3, 2016: Untitled BHTilt Horror

June 1 0, 20 1 6: The Conjuring 2

July I, 2016: The Purge 3

July 22, 20 1 6: Ghostbusters (new film)

August 1 2, 20 1 6: Spectral

Aug. 26, 20 1 6: A Man in the Dark
September 2, 20 1 6: Patient Zero

Sept. 9, 20 1 6: Untitled New Line

Horror Film

October 1 4, 20 1 6: A Monster Calls

Oct. 21, 20 1 6: Ouija 2, Underworld 5

January 13, 20 1 7: The Dark Tower,

Friday the 13th (new film)

Jan. 20, 20 1 7: Split

Jan. 27, 201 7: Resident Evil: The Final

Chapter
March 1 0, 20 1 7: Kong: Skull Island

March 24, 20 1 7: The Mummy (new

film)

June 9, 20 1 7: World War Z 2

March 30, 201 8: Untitled Universal

Monster Franchise Film

June 8, 20 1 8: Godzilla 2

June 22, 20 1 8: Jurassic World sequel

2020: Godzilla vs. Kong
Undated: Untitled Alien sequel, The
Autopsy ofJane Doe, Backtrack, Baskin

(limited), Before I Wake, The Blob (new

film). Cabin Fever (remake; limited). Cell,

Cherry Tree (limited). Clown, Darling (lim-

ited), Demonic, The Disappointments

Room, Emelie (limited). Excess Flesh (lim-

ited), 47 Meters Down, Frankenstein (lim-

ited), The Greasy Strangler, Holidays, Howl,

Incarnate, The Invitation (limited). The
Neon Demon, Nina Forever (limited). The
9th Life of Louis Drax, The Pack (limited).

Rabid Dogs (remake; limited). Rotter, She
Who Brings Gifts, Solace, Southbound (lim-

ited), The Strangers 2, Summer Camp (lim-

ited), There Are Monsters, Torment (limited).

Troll Hunter (remake), The Veil,XX

Note: Some release dates are tentative and

subject to change.



THE MUTILATOR (Arrow, Dec. 1 ): One of fhe bloodiesf and nasH-

esf of all '80s slashers, on Blu-ray/DVD combo wifh interviews, a locaHon

visit and other supplements.

THE PIT & THE PENDULUM (Full Moon, Nov. 24): Henriksen

as a torturing Torquemada in Stuart Gordon's gruesome Poe picture, on a

new Blu-ray and DVD with commentary.

OUEEN OF BLOOD (Kino Lorber, Dec. 1 ): A spaceship crew

(including John Saxon and Dennis Hopper) is terrorized by the eponymous
alien seductress, on Blu-ray with interviews.

ROCK N' ROLL FRANKENSTEIN (Camp Motion Pictures,
Nov. 1 O): New DVD of the seriously politically incorrect monster mash,

with commentary, a featurette and a music video.

THUNDERCRACK! (Synapse, Dec. 8): Curt McDowell and George

Kuchar's old-dark-house adult art-horror film, on DVD with interview com-

mentary, and Blu-ray with that plus a documentary and more.

TROLL/TROLL 2 (Shout! Factory, Nov. 1 7): The Empire origi-

nal and its notoriously bad in-name-only sequel, on Blu-ray/DVD combo with

the Best Worst Movie documentary, commentary and interviews.

WHITE OF THE EYE (Shout! Factory, Nov. 1 7): Donald Cam-
mell's sometimes surreal Southwestern psychodrama, on Blu-ray/DVD combo
with commentary, interviews, deleted scenes, etc.

TV

FEAR THE WALKING DEAD: The Complete First Season
(Anchor Bay, Dec. 1 ): The origins of the undead invasion on two-DVD
and two-Blu-ray sets, with a featurette and character bios.

HANNIBAL: Season Three (Lionsgate, Dec. 8): The final

course of bloody good episodes on three-Blu-ray and four-DVD sets, with

commentaries, reaturettes, deleted scenes and webisodes.

LAVALANTULA (Alchemy, Nov. 3): B/a Ass Spider! director Mike

lien tMendez returns with more giant arachnids, whi'

destruction in this Syfy flick.

) this time spit a fiery trail of

[jack Pierce, the legendary Universal makeup man, creator of|

Dracula, Frankenstein's Monster, The Mummy,

The Wolfman, Bride of Frankenstein, and countless other

monsters that have stood the test of time. Watch this 82

minute documentary drawn from recorded interviews,

historical footage, and hundreds of photos including Jack

Pierce’s personal scrap book.

MYSTERY SCIENCE THEATER 3000 XXXIV (Shout! Foe-
tery, Dec. 1 ): The latest four-DVD package of movie mockery, featuring

Viking Woman and the Sea Serpent, War of the Colossal Beast, The Undead
and The She-Creature.

INDIES

THE LAST HOUSE (Wild Eye, Nov. 24): That's where a young

man goes to rescue his girlfriend, who's been kidnapped by escaped mani-

acs; includes a director interview and deleted scenes.

LILY GRACE: A WITCH STORY (Midnight Releasing, Nov.
3): After a man returns to his childhood home, he's plagued by guilt over his

father's death and a mysterious supernatural being.

QUEEN OF BLOOD (InterVision, Nov. 1 0): Fango's Chris Alex-

ander homages Eurohorror with this female-vampire tale, on Blu-ray and

DVD with commentary, featurettes, etc.

3'S A SHROUD (Wild Eye, Nov. 24): British fright omnibus

including stories of ghosts, demons, time travel and assorted busty women,
with commentary and a bonus short film.

For the complete, updated on-line schedule of DVD/Blu-ray releases, head over

to www.fangoria.com/new/chopping-list.
—Michael Gingold



.Ki Sam Raimi spearheads a television series of

unfortunate events for the long-suffering hero.

- t J V ’ H^ s
). • ^ ' 55

Now you con "Join us"

every week os Deodites

/ like Mrs. Johnson (Sion

Davis) rampage on your TV.

and see the same thing. Is it a strange

experience to now be doing this kind of

material for television?

SAM RAIMI: Yeah, I guess it’s a testa-

ment to how television standards have

been lowered [lauff/is], that they would
actually put an Evil Dead show on TV.

FANG: So how did that all happen? It had

been reported that you were thinking about

doing a new Evil Dead movie; what led to

it maldng the transition to television?

RAIMI: Mybrother Ivan and I had written

different versions of Evil Dead 4 as a fea-

ture film, and we started to think about

actually going out and getting the financ-

ing for it, and I was worried that we
wouldn’t be able to. It was getting to be a

bigger picture, and the Evil Dead movies

have never really been financially suc-

cessful for the distributors, nor were they

ever met with a lot of critical acclaim

when they opened, except probably from

FANGORIA. So I didn’t know if we could

point to anything to show the studios why
it could be a good investment for them.

But Rob Tapert, who had a lot of ejq)e-

lience in television, said, “You know, the

landscape has changed; premium cable

channels, specifically Starz, now want
things that the audience can’t get any-

where else, and maybe this would be cool

for a cable TV show.” So my brother and I

rewrote the script for the television world,

and took Ash vs. Evil Dead around to the

various channels. To our surprise, three

different networks wanted it. I couldn’t

beheve it; I thought I’d have to explain

why we thought this could be successful,

but they all knew of it and wanted it.

Our only condition was that we had to

have absolute creative control, and that

was just born out of the desire to give the

fans what we felt they wanted. We knew
that there were going to be so many
things in this show, hke the outrageous

gore, the dumb choices our hero makes,

his bluster and his bragging, that would
likely rub the executives the wrong way,

but we knew we couldn’t compromise,

because we were really making this for

the fans who wanted to see it. And we
needed to dehver exactly what we hoped

they would hke. That’s why Starz turned

out to be a great place to go; they gave us

that authority.

n Halloween night, fright fans had a

good reason to stay home as Starz

debuted the premiere episode of Ash
vs. Evil Dead, in which Sam Raimi, his

producing partner Rob Tapert and star

Bruce Campbell reteam to subject Ash-
ley J. Wilhams to more Deadite abuse.

Thirty years after his last encounter with

Jhe evil forces. Ash was still working
retail (apparently he was let go at S-Mart,

and moved on to Value Stop) when the

4emons of the Necronomicon re-emerged,

jolting him out of his tredler-park exis-

tence and propeUing him into an ongoing,

, bloody adventure.

F#345
10-episode series, in which

.. ^ '''Ash is joined on his quest by Ray

^ Santiago’s Pablo Simon Bohvar and
. Dana DeLorenzo’s Kelly Maxwell,
^ while Michigan police detective

Amanda Fisher (JiU Marie Jones) and the
" mysterious Ruby (Lucy Lawless) also join

in on the action, follows up on Raimi,

Tapert and Starz’s successful collabora-

-dion on the assorted Spartacus series. For

Raimi, who also directed the pilot before

turning over those reins to Michael J. Bas-

sett (Solomon Kane, Wilderness), Michael

Hurst (a veteran of Raimi and Tapert’s

Hercules and Xena shows) and others. Ash
vs. EvilDead is perhaps the highest-profile

stop on a long road that began when he

and his pals set out in 1979 to film the

ultimate experience in gruehng terror...

FANGORIA: Back when The Evil Dead
first came out in 1983, it would have been
unthinkable that you could turn on the TV

^ Jt's 0 dirty, bloody job

following Asb, but Pablo

.

(Roy Santiago) and Kelly

(Dona DeLorenzo) just

y might be up for it.

-r



able to have Bruce Campbell for five hours
'

over the course of the season, which the
- ^

•

audience really hkes. They love watching , / ^
Bruce; he’s their favorite part of the \ i
Bead movies. So they can have a lot of him ' f
and the character of Ash, if not those

j
things that the movies do very well, as far

as the elements that take a tremendous

amount of time or money.

FANG: One of the advantages of doing

a TV series as opposed to a movie is

that it gives you more of an oppor-

tunity for a character to grow and_ ,

change. Yet the appeal of Ash over

the course of the Evil Dead films is that he *- » i
doesn’t change; he’s the same ridiculous 'f
guy throughout.

.^ r

RAIMI: Yeah, he’s regressed, if anything -

that’s true.

FANG: How have you, the writers and ;

Campbell approached developing him over^
the course of the first season’s 10 episodes?

“We always thought we should take the evil

“ery seriously...and the humor "ould come
from the fact that our hero is ven human.’'

there usually isn’t time or money to do it

agcun. We usually have to fix it with digi-

tal effects, which I don’t reciUy like doing,

but I guess that’s one of the tradeoffs of

going into TV. Another is that in the Evil

Dead movies. I’ve always had the desire to

do as many interesting camera shots as

possible, to suggest wild elements of the

supernatural and the unknown, so the

audience can take that and use it as a

seed to build some very scary idea in their

much love and care into it as a television

schedule will allow, though it’s a very dif-

ferent way for us to work. In the

movies, you can really craft shots, Bruce

and I could talk, we could try something

and try it again, make a tweak. But on a

TV schedule, things have to run by the

numbers, so we can’t spend as much time

doing the same wild stuff we did in the

movies.

The tradeoff of that, though, is being

FANG: You worked with pretty limited

funds on the first two Evil Dead films; did

you have a comparatively bigger budget

here, or have you stiU been working to

make a lot out of a little?

RAIMI: We’re stiU working to make a lot

out of a little, because we have a regular

cable-TV-show budget, but we’ve got a lot

of visual and mechanical and makeup
effects—or maybe all shows deal with this

kind of problem. For us, it’s more like an

Evil Dead II ejq)erience; we have profes-

sionals doing eveiything, and department

heads. It isn’t as cheap as the first Evil

Dead, but it isn’t as big as Army ofDark-

ness, where we had horses and horse

wranglers and legions of the dead. We
don’t need as big a production as that.

FANG: Speaking of the FX, there is a cer-

tain amount of digital work inAsA vs. Evil

Dead, but also a lot of great prosthetics.

Have you been attempting to keep that

faith as much as possible and do as much
as you can with physical and makeup FX?
RAIMI: Exactly—we’ve been trying to do

everything we can practically, and when
we fail, unfortunately, on a TV schedule.

head of what’s out there.

But those shots take a lot of time, and

for schedule reasons, we haven’t really

had the time to do as much as we would
like to in that area. We have tried to put as



Xena herself, Lucy Lawless, reteamed with Raimi and Roh Tapert for

modern mayhem this time.

it's three against the world threatened hy ancient evil for what will

hopefully he a good long time.

RAIMI: Well, it started with Ivan and I

figuring out where he would be now after

30 yecU's—^what had he been doing, what
does he want, how aware of the evil dead

is he? We tried to determine, for the audi-

ence, what his reality would be, what he

wanted, and itwas from that last question

thatwe started to develop ideas going for-

ward of what the series would be. We fig-

ured out who he’d interact with, who he’d

make friends with, who would be interest-

ing characters for him to share scenes

with. That’s how we came up with Pablo;

he’s someone who notices the tiniest bit of

hired a lot of people he had collaborated

with before. A director such as myself has

very little experience working with other

directors; we’re just never on the same set

together. So I counted on his knowledge,

as a producer, of erqrerienced directors,

and also, the Starz executives pointed us

toward dependable, creative people who
would be good.

FANG: Was there ever a thought of using

some of the up-and-coming filmmakers
who have adopted yorrr style and made it

their own? I’m thinking of people like

Jason Lei Howden, who did the EvilDead-

For someone no longer human, Lionel (Kelson Henderson) is getting way too personal

with Amanda (Jill Marie Jones)

nobilitywithin Ash. As hard as it is to see,

he senses that there’s some seed of great-

^ ness; it’s just buried way, way down
there somewhere, and Pablo is try-

'

-I
to bring it out. He has a positive

V influence on Ash, but he has his own

^ ^

weaknesses. So where the series

^ goes has come from the characters and

what they want, and the conflicts they

encounter.

FANG: How did you go about choosing the

directors for the series? There must be a

lot of horror filmmakers out there who
would jump at the chance to do an Ash vs.

Evil Dead episode.

RAIMI: Well, really, that was Rob; he

inspired Deathgasm down in New Zealand.

RAIMI: I haven’t seen that film yet, but I

would love to. I’ll have to look for it. I

don’t think I knew of him; it was really

about who could deliver as far as televi-

sion directing, because that’s a unique

thing, as I’m learning. You need someone
who can work on a schedule, who’s good

with the actors, who knows a little bit

about visual effects and makeup effects.

Those were some of the things that went
into our choices of directors, though I

didn’t actually choose them.

FANG: The Evil Dead franchise has been

defined in large part by the aggressive

visuals you brought to it. Was that a kind

of house style the Ash vs. Evil Dead direc-

tors were oriented toward, or were they

given the freedom to shoot the episodes as

they saw fit?

RAIMI: They were given freedom, but we
made sure theywere aware of the style we
were going for, which should be oriented

toward practical effects and interesting

camera shots, when they have time for

them, when dealing with the supernatur-

al. We really wanted to make the demons
scary and bring out that sense of the

unknown. There were a lot of aspects we
communicated to them so that tte show
could be consistent with what we wanted.

Like, we didn’t want someone going in

there and making fun of the demons, or

making them goofy.

FANG: Can you talk about that balance of

horror and humor? Certainly, in your pilot

episode, there’s a terrific balance between
scary and funny, and one never compro-

mises the other.

RAIMI: Yeah, we always thought, my
brother and I, that we should take the evil

very seriously. It should frighten the audi-

ence, it should be a real threat to mankind
and to the characters in the show, and
then the humor would come from the fact

that our hero is very human, and has all

the same problems we have and a big ego

and low intelligence, and that he’s the guy
who has to fight this very serious threat.

FANG: The bit where Ash struggles with

the doU in that first episode seems very

much like a flashback to the possessed-

hand scene in Evil Dead II. Will we see

more of that kind of shout-out to the fea-

ture films in future episodes?

RAIMI: I don’t think so. The show has

taken on its own life; it’s a juggernaut of

(continued on page 80)
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that magic served evil piirposes? What if a
kid’s Christmas wish came true in a more
sinister way?”

In this case, a young boy’s abandon-

ment of the hohday spirit in the midst of

an extremely dysfunctional family gather-

ing leads them to fall prey to Krampus and

his deadly minions. But Doughe^ says

this is no mere body-coxmt feature. “In a

number of ways, it would be easier to just

slap a horror label on this and call it a

day,” he notes. “There is a horror aspect,

obviously—^the movie’s full of monsters. I

beheve we have 10 different kinds of crea-

tures, all running armmd causing chaos.

But we’re not making some brutal torture-

ing amidst a excessively decorated model porn flick with throats being slit and dis-

North Pole. Instead, it’s anchored by the embowelments—because that, to me,
European myth of a horned man-beast doesn’t say Christmas or Krampus. If you
who serves as the dark yin to Saint Nicho- look at the Krampus legend in any serious

las’ snow-white yang, meting out punish- way, he’s very mischievous and twisted,

ment to those children whose behavior but there is also a dark playfulness to the

has fallen short of earning his joUier half’s character. So it was very important to

goodwill. Thus, Krampus dehvers all the everyone involved that we make a really

scary movie that was also really fun and

did the hohday justice. We wanted some
nutritional value underneath all the spe-

cial effects, monsters and insanity.”

If the underlying spirit of that scenario

rings a beU, you might be thinking of a

certain classic vicious-but-ultimately-life-

affirming Yuletide apocalypse that befell

the town of Kingston Fcills back in ’84.

“Yeah, Gremlins is a big one,” Dougherty

affirms. “I remember being surprisingly

touched by that movie. At its heart, it’s

the story of a boy who wants to grow up
and be independent, and ends up learning

this huge lesson about how difficrrlt and
important it is to show up and take re-

sponsibflity when it counts.” More gener-

ally, Dougherty cites as a major influence

the entire oeuvre of Steven Spielberg’s

Amblin Entertainment, which ushered in

Gremlins as well as other seminal conring-

of-age/fantasy offerings like E.T., The

Goonies, Back to the Future and more.

“A lot of the best Ambhn films are

modern suburban fairy tales, which obvi-

ously crosses over with what we’re trying

to do with Krampus," Dougherty says.

“You’re introduced to some character who
is broken or lost, or a farnfly that is broken

or lost, and through an extraordinary

event, they’re put through a trial where to

triumph means not only to win against

whatever foe they face, but also to come
out stronger and closer as a resrrlt.”

That’s a very succinct, lucid and decep-

tively simple description of what is

actually a quite

complicated
approach to con-

structing a narra-

tive. Striking the

mixed-genre/
multi-tonal balance

described above for

Krampus, Dougherty

CHRJSTMAS FEARWITH

Looks like Ted 2 wasn't the lost word in ambulatory stuffed bears.

That’s right, dear and mostly naughty horrible trimmings one wotrld expect

—

readers: The writer/director behind 2008’s but the main course is another matter

instant-cult-classic Halloween homage altogether.

Trick ’r Treat has skipped Thanksgiving “The thing that always bummed me
and barreled straight into an over-the-top out about Christmas horror was that all

Yuletide creature feature that aims to those movies went the slasher route,”

warm the cockles of your hearts, even as Dougherty explains. “None of them really

its metaphorical (and not-so-metaphori- embraced the magical, supernatural as-

cal) talons claw away at your jugular. pects of Christmas that are so central to

Yet while Dougherty is a confirmed ad- the hohday, whether you’re a kid sleeping

i ?,: r . mirer of Black Christmas cuid Silent with one eye open, hoping to catch a

Night, Deadly Night, his own vehicle ghmpse of Santa Claus and his elves, or
< for hohday fear, Krampus (opening an adult celebrating the story of the birth

''^December 4 from Uiuversal), is, as of Jesus, or a secularist who just gets

. its folkloric title suggests, not the caught up in the spirit of the season

tv sort of gift horror fans are used to find- because here’s no way around it. Bast-

ing under their soot-black trees. The film cally, I wanted to make the Christmas

does not kick off with, say, a screaming movie we haven’t seen—the one that

girl running through the desolation of a answers questions hke, what if the icons

(freezing) cold open, or feature a viscera- of Christmas went dark? What if some of

festooned, deranged man
in a Santa suit staring

transfixed at a miniature

display of figurines frohck-

acknowledges, was no mean feat. “It took

a long time to get it right,” he says.

“There are m£uiy treatments and drafts of

the script no one will ever see, thankfully.

I was writing it with a good, talented

friend of mine, Todd Casey, and we kept

hitting this wall where it just felt like oth-

er Christmas horror movies. You know

—

‘Hey, people are disappearing one by one!’

‘What could it be?’ ‘Oh, maybe it’s this

Krampus thing?’ The story wasn’t feeling

particularly organic or original. We were
stfll trying to meld all these different gen-

res, but it kept coming out a little bit too

much like a typical horror film.”

‘‘One interesting thing
about this particular

legend is that
everybody’s Krampus

IS dinerentc”
Enter a third collaborator, Zach Shields,

a writer short on produced credits who
nevertheless possessed a set of predilec-

tions and skills that, to Dougherty, ap-

peared to materialize hke the perfect toy

from Santa’s sack. “Zach was pretty hesi-

tant to come on board,” Dougherty recalls,

“because he loves Christmas. I mean, I

love Christmas too, but Zach loves Christ-

mas—to the point where he did not want
to be involved with something that tried to

subvert or sneered at the hohday.”

Shields, as foreshadowed above, need

not have worried. “Once we determined

that this movie would not just be about

gore and horror for horror’s sake, we had
to reconfigure it in a pretty fundamental

way,” Dougherty says. “The conclusion we
came to is, a good Christmas tale teaches

you something—whether you like it or

not. We realized the perfect structure for

the film we wanted to make was already

out there in the form of the Christmas

fcunily dramedy, and that, without skimp-

ing on the scares or craziness, Krampus
should really be about this group of rela-

tives struggling to unite and survive

what’s happening around them. That’s

where Zach came in.”

As it turns out. Shields’ unadulterated

adoration for the holiday meshed well

with Dougherty’s affectionate skepticism:

“I’m a fan, but Christmas always did seem
to me like it was hiding something,”

Dougherty says. “It’s sort of like meeting

that person who is really cheery and perky

24/7, and you just can’t trust them. It’s r

like, ‘You smile way too much. You’re
, . 545

^^
hiding something.’ I don’t trust any- ' ^ ^

one without a dark side, and the J \
same goes for the holidays.” _

Dougherty didn’t have to dig too
' Y

far beneath the surface to find that sus-

pected darkness. “If you just research

Christmas for even a few minutes, you’ll

find it has some interesting roots,” he

says. “A lot of the traditions we hold so

dear go back to these very strange, quasi-

mystical, pagan rituals. For example,

before it was Christmas it was Winter Sol-



slice. We all put up Christmas trees every

year, thanks to the pagans. There are a lot

of very interesting things we simply

attribute to Christmas because that’s aU
we’ve known; that’s aU we’ve been raised

with. Much hke when I was researching

Halloween for Trick ’r Treat, I discovered if

you just peek behind the curtain a little

bit, ^e hohdays get much darker, weirder

and more fun. It’s sort of a thrill to

uncover the truth behind these things,

and then work that knowledge and history

into a story.”

One dive down the Google rabbit hole

led to another, and another, and yet an-

other. Dougherty soon found himself

treading water in an ocean of trivia and

history until a conclusion matericdized to

rescue him. “All roads,” he declares, “lead

to Krampus.”

A veteran of adapting characters from

superhero comics as a screenwriter on

such mega-pictures as X2: X-Men United

and Superman Returns, Dougher-

ty did not want to simply

throw some tinsel and

a few strings of red

and green hghts

over some
thinly veiled

Pumpkin-
head clone.

“First, you
look to cre-

ate what
amounts to

a general

Adam Scott and Toni

Collette aren't

looking for hidden

presents.

character sketch that draws upon all the

creature’s essential, iconic elements,” he

says. “For us, the must-haves were horns,

chains, hooves, claws, that crazy tongue.

We tried to come up with a design that

imphed how old he is—^he’s ancient—and
then put our own spin on that formdation

in a way that was respectful of and paid

tribute to all the other portrayals of the

character that we’ve seen throughout

the ages.

“That’s important, I think, because one

interesting thing about this particular leg-

end is that everybody’s Krampus is differ-

ent from everyone else’s. If you design a

Krampus suit, it’s going to be way differ-

ent than mine, and vice versa. We wanted
to add a new twist to that history, not

overshadow other takes on the character

or try to be the definitive, fined word.”

This, of course, begs the question:

Where did Dougherty and co. take their

liberties? “The one big change we made to

the Krampus legend was that he doesn’t

work edone,” the director rephes.

“We decided that if he’s the

true antithesis of or dark
counterpart to Santa

)laus—^whichever point

of view you beheve in

—

it would follow that

everything Santa has

Once the gifts ore

unwrapped, there ore

still more surprises

underneath.

at his disposal, Krampus woxdd possess

the flip side of that.”

It’s an intriguing premise: Santa Claus

hves up in the North Pole surrounded by
elves, flying reindeer and talking toys.

He’s got his own isolated, guarded com-

pound where he sits enthroned as king, his

whims, moreds and desires the first and

last word. Likewise, Krampus—this fasci-

nating archetype who is literally called

“The Shadow of Saint Nicholas”—^has his

own inverse reedm and perverted minions.

“The conclusion we
came to is, a good

Christmas tale teaches
you something—
whether you like it

or not”
“With Krampus’ helpers, that’s where

we had a lot more creative freedom,”

Dougherty says of this menagerie, cre-

ated—^hke Krampus himself—by the team
at Weta Workshop and Weta Digital.

“Most of those creatures are original

characters, and we were able to hark back
to a lot of Christmas iconographywe’ve all

been exposed to in our own culture—you
know, we reference those great old [Itan-

kin/Bass] stop-motion Christmas specials.

The movie is filled with those toys that

aren’t technically supposed be creepy, but

definitely really are. We also tried to build

on elements we found in the backgrounds



Staying up late. Max (Emjay Anthany) encaunters a nat-sa-jally Christmas ican.

of these old Krampus postcards we pored

over, and images from the Krampus festi-

vals that take place in Europe. People

construct these gorgeous, hand-crafted

masks and costumes made of real fur,

then tear through the streets brandishing

birch sticks and chains.” Dougherty
pauses for a few moments, then offers

dreamily, “To me, it’s everything Christ-

mas should be.”

That may be, but finding the right

spirit of performance in the midst of such

an unorthodox vision of Christmas is a tall

order for virtually any actor or actress. “I

needed a cast who could sell the drama
and bring the comedy, yes,” Dougherty ac-

knowledges, “but also who would continue

to elevate the film when the scares kicked

in. That takes real talent, and the problem

with finding reeil talent for a complicated

batch of tones like this is that sometimes,

genre films are looked down on by the

very actors who could help keep an inter-

esting, smart, scary script from turning

into another disposable horror movie.”

Dougherty understands this from ex-

perience: It would be difficult to argue

that Anna Paquin, Brian Cox and Dylan

Baker did not indeed elevate Trick ’r Treat.

And Dougherty says that in this respect,

signing Toni Collette, Adam Scott, David

Koechner and Allison Tolman was deja vu

all over again. “Every day I showed up on

set, I was grateful beyond words for the

cast we got,” he raves. “We really lucked

out when it came to bringing together an

ensemble you might not see in your typical

horror film, but that you would buy in the

role of a family in a Christmas movie.

“That heightens the impact of the hor-

ror elements when they arrive,” he contin-

ues. “Like, if this wasn’t a genre film—if

this was just a straight-up Christmas dra-

medy—and you had this exact same cast,

you would buy it. That was the key to

making this movie work. Without a cast

as adept at exploring different genres and

tones, the necessary connections this sto-

ry reqirires just woirldn’t have been made.”

It doesn’t hurt that there’s a little hor-

ror in the filmographies of the main cast

members: Collette was in The Sixth Sense,

Scott graced Piranha 3DD cind Hellraiser:

Bloodline with his presence and Koech-

ner’s credits include Cheap Thrills and
Snakes on a Plane. Tolman had her break-

out role on the first season of TV’s funny-

dark-brutal reimagirring of Fargo and

subsequently did the stalker thriller The

Gift. But, like Krampus itself, none ofthem
are defined by the genre.

When Krampus is released next month,

Dougherty’s three-year scary Christmas

will come to an end, and he’s headed back
to Halloween for a project he says is

“looming for sure,” Trick ’r Treat 2. If audi-

ences connect with both, he corrld con-

ceivably get back on the scary, touching,

fun spin through the two superficially

divergent holidays. “Who knows?” he

says. “Maybe I’ll be bouncing back and
forth between Christmas and Halloween

for the rest of my life.”

Be carefrrl what you wish for, Dougher-

ty. A statement like that is obviously in

jest coming from a guy with so many cre-

ative irons in the fire, but Krampus is

always listening...

They know that Krampus knows if they've been had or good (mostly had...).

Contemporary Krampus
For the 1st time ever, 70 artists

join together for a modern look
at the devil of Christmas.
If you want to stay off the naughty list,

buy this book!

NOW IN STORESi amazon coiTi



Terror strikes the ancient city, as seen through
modern visual technology.

By MICHAEL GINGOLD

JeruZalem will appeal ta genre fans warldwide while giving Israel's taurism industry a black eye.

W
ith Israeli horror cinema on a slow

but steady rise thanks to films hke
Rabies and Big Bad Wolves, it was

only a matter of time before a film would
appear on that scene that delivered its

sccires via the verite style. But don’t call

Doron and Yoav Peiz’s JeruZalem a found-

footage movie.

“We had the idea of an entire film shot

as someone’s point of view,” Yoav says.

“We really loved the concept of actors

looking and talking straight at the cam-

era, and having the audience see every-

thing through the eyes of one character.

We didn’t aim to do a found-footage movie,

but rather a point-of-view movie, but

couldn’t find the right way to do it. Then a

few years ago, when everyone started

talking about the Google Glass and this

digital technology, we realized that this

was our solution.”

“Yes, because we could add another lay-

er of technology to teU the story in a very

effective way,” Doron adds. “It’s hke an

inner world of the protagonist that

she and the audience sees, but the

people around her cannot. It’s anoth-

er way to convey information to teU

a story. We really hked that idea.”

The result is JeruZalem, which has

played fests including Fantasia (where

FANGORIA interviewed the Pciz brothers)

and the Jerusalem Film Festival, and which

makes its theatricaWOD debut December
4 via Epic Pictures. The movie opens with

young American Sarah (Danielle Jadelyn)

being gifted with a “Smart Glass” rig just

before she sets out on a vacation to Tel

Aviv with her best friend Rachel [Rabies’

Yael Grobglas). On the plane, they meet
handsome archaeologist Kevin (Yon Tu-

markin), who convinces them to accom-

pany him to Jerusalem. Soon after they

arrive, Sarah’s bag is stolen and she loses

her glasses, requiring her to wear the pre-

scription Smart Glass for the rest of the

trip. Presto! An easy way to get around

one of the biggest bugaboos of handheld

horror flicks.

“The biggest problem,” Doron notes,

“is that you always say, ‘Why the hell do

they keep shooting? '\^y don’t they just

concentrate on running instead of keeping

everything in focus?’ So in this case,

“We wanted the
audience to

experience it not in
long shots or medium
shots, but from inside

the scenes.”
—Yoav Paz,

writer/director

Sarah’s not taping, we’re just looking

through her eyes, her point of view. It’s

not some recorded footage that someone
has found a few years later.”

What she and audience witness is an

increasingly desperate scenario, as one of

three gates to heU described in the Tal-

mud opens up and unleashes demonic
creatures into Jerusalem. The evil influ-

Armageddon doesn't discriminate, as Omar (Tom

Graziani) discovers.

ence transforms the citizens into mon-
sters as well, and the friends are soon

fleeing and fighting to survive in a city

that has been placed under mfiitary lock-

down. “Another thing we hked about the

idea of making it with that technology,”

Yoav says, “was that we could give it the

feeling of a first-person shooter. We
wanted the protagonists to run through

the alleys, to jump, to run, to fall, while

the audience experiences it not in long

shots or medium shots, but from inside

the scenes.”

Holy terror awaits Rachel (Yael Grobglas) on her

JeruZalem trip.

A first-person zombie-fighting game, in

fact, briefly appears in Sarah’s Smart
Glass view early on. It’s part of the fun the

Pazes have with the pop-up secondary

screens before the scary stuff starts,

adding humor they beheve is necessary to

a film of this kind. “If you want people to

identify with the characters and fear for

them later in the movie, you have to laugh

with them at the beginning,” Yoav ex-

plains. “We wanted to start with a fight.



our ejq)eriences when we went to South

America. That youthful feehng of going to

hostels and meeting a lot of different peo-

ple, planning to travel to one city and then

going to another—^we wanted to create

this atmosphere in Jerusalem.”

They also set out to take advantage of

the atmosphere attendant to the city, suf-

‘‘With this kind of
equipment, we were
able to shoot in the
holiest areas and

peo|ile didn’t
notice us.”

—Doron Paz,
writer/director

fused in history and Bibhcal culture. “You

can feel the intensity there,” Yoav notes.

“It’s a very mystical place, and full of

heavy atmosphere. We hve in Tel Aviv, and

it’s a beach town where everybody’s chQl

and relcixed, so we loved the idea of mak-
ing a movie in one of the most dramatic

cities in the world.”

Shooting a horror movie there, of

course, entailed a certain amount of guer-

rilla tactics when treading on sacred

ground. “It was important for us to keep

things realistic; we didn’t want to fake it,”

Doron says. “We wanted to shoot in the

holy places, so sometimes we had autho-

rization, sometimes we didn’t. Sometimes
we orrly had permission to shoot a docu-

mentary, hke when we were at the Wail-

ing Wall. Every time we took the script

out and started working on the dialogue

there, my producers would run over and

say, ‘Hide that away, we’re shooting a doc-

umentary!’ We used a DSLR Canon Mark
III camera because it was important for

us to keep a low profile, and with this kind

of equipment, we were able to shoot in the

holiest areas and people didn’t notice us.

Sometimes they thought we were tourists

like everyone else.”

“It was crucial that the audience get

the grittiness of the real locations, the

real city,” Yoav continues. “Because not

all American movies set in Jerusalem are

really shot there.”

“Like, in World War Z, the famous
scene that takes place in Jerusalem was
actually filmed in Malta,” Doron points

out. “You see Jerusalem next to the ocean,

which for us Israelis is so funny.”

Jumping back a bit to Doron’s comment
about the screenplay

—

yes,JeruZalem was
fully scripted, as opposed to many movies

of this type. For a couple of reasons, the

Pciz brothers eschewed the ad-libbed ap-

proach. “It was all very planned,” Yoav

says. “First of all, we believed it would
have abetter resrrlt acting-wise, and also,

some of the scenes were quite complicat-

ed. The camera was always moving; itwas
like a dance with the characters that need-

ed to be choreographed. Timing was very

importaut, so there was no improvisation.”

There was one small acting challenge

involved in the point-of-view style, how-

ever: “It was very hard to convince them
to look at the camera,” Yoav recalls, “be-

cause you always tell them the opposite.

They’re trained to avoid the camera, aud

now they needed to say things to the lens.

But it adds to the experience of the mov-

ie, because the characters are talking to

the audience.”

Although the three protagonists are

American, it was important to the broth-

ers to utilize an aU-Israeli cast. Even
Omar, au Arabic mau who works at the

hostel in the Muslim Quarter where the

girls stay and later tries to help them
escape, was played by an Israeli, Tom
Graziani. All of them, according to the

Pcizes, were troupers during the demand-
(continued on page 80)



Squatter splatter is the name of the game in this over-the-top New York
shocker.

By MICHAEL GINGOLD

Jon Abrahams revels in being Condemned to wear gross makeup and sticky blood.

hen you get the call to visit the set of stein) and Maya (Dylan Penn, daughter of

,
a horror movie in progress, there’s Sean) cower on the floor beneath them,

always that little doubt in the back of trying to stay out of range of the weapons,

your mind: Will you get to see a bit of the All of the actors on set today wind up
good stuff, or will the filmmakers, anxious spattered or drenched in red, an occupa-

to preserve the secrets and goiy details, tional hazard on the Condemned set. “1

have you watch as the characters spend made the careless error of wearing a white

the day talking to each other? shirt the other day,” producer Dallas Son-

Any such concern is put to rest when nier admits, “and when you pass by some-
FANGORIA heads for New York City’s Up- one in a hallway or staircase here, you’re

per East Side to observe the filming of the inevitably going to touch the walls, and 1

independent feature Condemned (no rela- got an entire blood streak across my shirt.”

tion to the recent Puerto Rican chiller of It’s the sort of thing Sonnier should be

the same name, and arriving in theaters used to by now, as he and his Caliber

and on VOD/iTunes November 13 from Media partner Jack Heller (who are pro-

ducing Condemned with Jason Sokoloff)

are having a horrifically busy year. After

this project, they’ll jump straight into

Adam Egypt Mortimer’s Some Kind of
Hate, also starring Rubinstein, and
they’ve also had Dark Was the Night and
Bone Tomahawk out in the last several

months. Each of the films has explored a

different avenue of the genre, and here

they’re backing a distinctive take on the

infection story.

“This is the punk-rock, Icirger-than-Ufe

version” of that modern staple, Heller

points out. “Most of these movies take you
into a building or some other confined

space and pull you into the dark corners,

and there’s sort of an introverted feel to it.

‘IThe makeupl was a
creative challenge,
because we didn’t
want them to get to
the point where

they’re not people
anymore.”

—Brian Spears, FX
creator

Everyone in this building, though, is

extroverted. The characters Eli created

for each room make being stuck in this

building so much crazier, and the fright-

ening thing might not be what infects the

people, but who’s infected and why
they’re coming after you.”

It is indeed a bizarre bunch, squatting

in the film’s abandoned lower-Mauhattan

tenement, who pick up a virulent contagion

thauks to faulty plumbing. And once they

RLJ Entertainment). No sooner has this

writer entered the narrow confines of an

apartment building the production has
taken over than a couple of crazed char-

acters launch into a bloody fight to the

death before the cameras.

' ¥#3*s'^ Under the guidance of first-time

'''writer/director Eli Morgan Gesner,

2,2. '^transvestite Roxy (Kevin Smith

^ Kirkwood, taking a break from his

^ Broadway gig in the hit Kinky Boots)

wields a buzzsaw blade on a wooden han-

dle, while junkie Vince (Jon Abrahams
from House ofWax and Scary Movie) fights

back with a large antler. As the blood

flies, young lovers Dante (Ronen Rubin-

Tess (Lydia Hearst) et al. pay mare than a bill

far drinking the water.

Brian Spears and Peter Gerner's

makeup FX helped ane af the

female characters ga tapless.

succumb to the sickness that turns them
blood-crcized, they don’t become simple-

minded ghouls, but rather retain their

eccentric personalities. “You might even

say we get smarter once we’re infected,”

Abrahams says during a break from the

mayhem. “It may add some brain cells.”

And they don’t stop thinking about

escaping their squalid environment; when
Vince is approached in a subsequent mo-

ment by his girlfriend Tess (Lydia Hearst)

,

who looks almost as worse for wear as he

does, she natters on about lottery tickets.

Considering Hearst’s background as a

supermodel, there’s a bit of irony in the

fact that this is her second movie in as

manyyears in which a virus ravages those

beautiful features, after Cabin Fever:

Patient Zero. Otherwise, the granddaugh-

ter of William Randolph Hearst says,

there’s no comparison. “The script for this

one is so different,” she offers. “There are

many underlying layers and personal sto-

ries. It’s about all tte different people in

this building and how their lives are inter-

twined, and at the same time, they’re

all...condemned; there’s really only one

inevitable outcome for everyone here.”

As the scene continues, Tess turns

threateningly toward Dante and Maya,
who are evidently the only ones who re-

main normal while everyone else becomes
a pustxilent maniac. Maya has run away
from home to be with Dante, and Rubin-

stein says, “He feels kind of like her sav-

ior as they go through the crazy adventure

that happens in this building. In the scene

we just did. I’m trying to protect her from

getting whacked, and instead, those two
clash with each other aud cdl the blood

pours down on us. It’s been all about the

bloody scenes for a week now.”

Other than Maya (Dylan Penn) and Dante

(Ranen Rubinstein), na ane halds anything back

in this mavie.

Murphy (Michael DeMella) puts all that

wark inta his bady, and laak what happens

ta his face.

This supremely messy scenario repre-

sents a 180 for Gesner, who was previ-

ously active in the cirt and fashion worlds

before turning his attentions toward film-

making. He wrote the initial incarnation

of Condemned a decade ago; Abrahams
says, “Eli is one of my best friends, and

I’ve been reading various incarnations of

this script for years. It’s been such a long

time now that originally, I thought I was
going to play Dante, and now I’ve grown
into Wnce.”

When the inspiration first struck to

write a horror screenplay set in New York

City, Gesner initially considered making it

a haunted-house story before dravsring

from his youth to come up with something

more specific to the setting. “Growing up
in apartment buildings, you see and
hear your neighbors doing all kinds of „

.

things,” he says. “You know, you see ' ^
people together and they seem hap- ^
pily married, but then you hear_
screaming and things breaking and

soon somebody’s moving out. So I decided

to do something that was an exaggerated

caricature of life. Every single character

in this film is based on people I’ve known
or things I’ve experienced, and the idea of

all these people who have very different

IS

points of view being forced to live in this

confined space together.”



You're screwed if you become neighbors with Shynoio (Anthony Chisholm).

There is thus a bit of social allegory Plenty of red goopiness is certainly in

festering under the surface of Gesner’s evidence as Fango’s set sojourn contin-

outrageous scenario, an approach that ues, though Brian Spears, who’s handhng
also stems from his childhood. “I remem- the makeup FX with Peter Gerner, notes

her seeing The Blob when I was a kid, that the movie has a more varied palette,

back when we were still at odds with Rus- In creating the extreme S5miptoms of the

Blood Orchid. “I play Gault, who is a sado-

masochistic, narcissistic . . .homosexual,

right? Considering my lover is in this room
somewhere.

“He’s been tortured his whole life,”

Messner continues, “and I think hving in

this building is the first time he’s had the

opportunity to be himself, come out and be

the man he’s always wanted to be. Be-

cause he was raised in a wealthy family

and went to private school—and things

went a little awry there.”

Not half as bad as they do in his cur-

rent dwelling, though, and as Fango
watches the walls and floors—already

covered with graffiti and worse—get even

more trashed, the question arises: How
did the producers find a New York budd-

ing they could seriously mess up hke this?

“We spent a lot of time going to every

abandoned tenement we could possibly

find,” Heller says. “And then with this

one, there was an ad for one of its apart-

ments for rent, and someone in our office

sent it over, and we came by. We never fig-

ured we would find the building we
sia,” he notes. “I was watching it with my
dad, and he was like, ‘Well, you know
what this movie’s about?’ I said no, and he

said, ‘It’s about Communism taking over

America.’ I was like, ‘Really?’ and he

said, ‘Yeah, the blob is red and it’s gooping

people up and sucking everyone into it,

and it’s becoming a bigger and bigger

menace—the Red Menace!’ That really

blew my mind.”

infection, Spears says, “We’ve been trying

to go with pns and bile, not just blood—

a

more yeHovsnsh look. It’s tike Evil Dead II

or Street Trash [and their multicolored

bodily fluids]; we want to do something

different here.”

That goes for the look of its afflicted

killers as well: “We’ve done our feiir share

of zombies and vampires and monsters,”

Spears says. “These are still human be-

ings, so we wanted to avoid that. It was a

creative challenge, because we didn’t

want them to get to the point where
they’re not people anymore. Tlieir human-
ity comes through all the makeups.”

Spears and Gerner’s room is especially

busy today, as the pair, along with artists

Steve Saturn and Kristen Alimena, help

Abrahams out of his begored getup while

implanting a large knife blade into the

face of another cast member—vre won’t

reveal who—and apply boils and burst

veins to actors Jordan Gelber (playing Big

Foot) and Michael DeMeUo (as Murphy).

Another member of the ensemble arrives

and sits down in the makeup chciir: Johnny
Messner, previously seen in films like

Believers and Anacondas: The Hunt for the

‘‘Every single
character in this film

is based on people I’ve

known or things I’ve

experienced.”
—Eli Morgan Gesner,

writer/director

needed in such a concentrated part of the

city; we always thought we’d have to

piecemeal the apartments in different

locations. But we ended up getting every-

thing in one spot; it was just the luck of

the draw.”

“There’s only one person stiU living

here,” Sonnier adds. “She’s more of a de

facto security guard, making sure the

building is safe; otherwise, it’s totally

empty. There’s actually a clause in our

contract that says we’re allowed to throw

blood around with abandon. The exterior

is too nice, though, so while all the in-

teriors are being done here, the exterior

is going to be shot in Brooklyn. It’s pret-

ty disgusting.”

The time has come

for one of the

tenants to put his

Big Foot (Jordan

Gelher) down.
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Suffering from

:;5,Two Strong genre talents enact a scenario of the
'

' wicked preying on the weak.

By SHAWN MACOMBER

vV'

‘ I

%

he surreal terrors that bespeckle the

harrowing psychological thriller De-

mentia (in select theaters and on VOD
December 4 from IFC Films) can be traced

back to a 2014 confab between Mike
Testin and BoulderLight Pictures produ-

cers Raphael Margules and J.D. Lifshitz.

The trio had collaborated the previous

year on the well-received body-horror

shocker Contracted, on which Testin served

as cinematographer, and gotten along

well enough to go on the hunt for another

project on which Testin could make his

directing debut. Fincdly, after an extended

period of muUing, a concept tripped the

wire in the cinematic snare.

. “What do you think of doing a Misery-

rfieets-Rflfiy Jane kind of thing?” Testin
r

4‘i love movies where
ithere are gaps in the

plotting just wide
' enough to allow an

audience to fill in
the blanks.”

recalls one of the enterprising pair asking.
'

“That actually sold me pret^ fast,” he

says. “When I heard the premise of a very

self-sufficient and proud guy who ends up
rehant on a manipulative stranger’s care,

y felt there was also a really cool opportu-

nity to develop the backstoiy and add a bit

of a Jacob ’s Ladder-type dimension. I hke
the idea of getting an audience to follow

an objective narrative, and then, in cer-

tain moments, jolting them into a subjec-

tive perspective that unsettles them and

suggests there is more happening than

they can fuUy comprehend.”

Screenwriter Meredith Berg entered

the picture, and after several brainstorm-

ing sessions as a creative quartet, she re-

turned vsrith a solid

treatment. Over the

next few weeks, she

pounded out a nu-

anced, multidimen-

sional script delving

into the hfe of George

Lockhart (played in

the movie by The Sac-

rament’s Gene Jones),

a curmudgeon-with-a-

heart-of-gold mihtcuy

vet puttering through

a mostly cloistered

existence (he does

play chess over the

phone vnth a pal) un-

til a stroke feUs him.

His family hires a

mysterious live-in

nurse named Michelle

(Kristina Klebe from

Proxy and Halloween),

who not only pos-

sesses a seriously sin-

ister bent, but apparently harbors nearly

as many secrets as her ward.

The question then becomes, how much
of the ensuing perfidy and supernatural

happenings are reality-based, and how
much are filtered darkly through the

prism created by George’s brain trauma?

How does a man process a shpping grip on

reality while simultaneously strugghng to

adapt to the unfamihar dual albatrosses of

vulnerability and dependence? What can

he beheve when conspiracy masquerades

as coincidence and vice versa?

“There’s a lot of manipulation and de-

ception going on in Dementia," Testin

says. “The antagonist and protagonist

roles aren’t necessarily black-and-white.

George’s stroke and its aftermath only

blur the hues further. What attracted me
to the project, generally, was the chal-

lenge of finding moments, both obvious

and not-so-obvious, to get that complex

svnrl of intent and action and reaction

across on screen in an interesting and
hopefully somewhat unique way.

“My end goal was to make a character-

based suspense film built around a steady

unwinding of information from the begin-

ning all the way through to the credits,”

he adds. “A lot of movies today seem to be

F#145 „
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Michelle's behavior gives George (Gene Jones) the worst kind of flashbacks.

Nurse Michelle (Kristina Klebe) proves to be o scoregiver.

mainly interested in instant gratification,

and I can appreciate that sometimes. As a

filmmaker, though. I’m more intrigued by
the vibe and pace older thrillers kept. I

personally love movies where there are

gaps in the plotting just wide enough to

allow an audience to engage more with the

story and fill in the blanks a little bit—to

participate, in a way, as it unfolds.”

His own touchstones when it comes to

that narrative approach, Testin says, are

the aforementioned Jacob ’s Ladder as well

as Mulholland Dr. and Psycho. “I love the

darkness Alfred Hitchcock creates in Psy-

cho,” the director explains. “It’s decep-

tive, really, how he does it. If you go

purely by what’s on screen, it’s not neces-

sarily a true horror film. But the blanks it



prompts you to fill in? And the images it

helps get into your head? So creepy. I’m

also a huge fan of David Lynch. Often in his

films, it’s hard to say ejq)licitly what this or

that specific visual is supposed to be say-

ing to you, but all of it flowing together is

what mahes the movie effective and gives

it its ultimate meaning. All those tiny

nudges add up to something completely

affecting, and sometimes disturbing.”

Of course, all attempts to tap into the

collective unconscious worxld be for naught

sans an acting ensemble up to delivering

substantial, believable performances, and

Dementia boasts a bevy of talent, including

Jones, Klebe, Peter (Resolution) Cilella,

Greiham (Almost Human] Skipper, Marc
Senter from The Lost and The Devil’s Car-

nival and Richard Riehle from Hatchet,

Texas Chainsaw 3D and many others. “1

was on a job in England at the time [of

casting], shooting 10 hours a day and
looking at audition tapes or reel clips in

my downtime,” Testin recalls. “It was tir-

ing, for sure, but we were locked into a

start date, and obviously you want to have

some kind of ownership of who you’re

going to be working with, so there wasn’t

much choice except to get it done. That

said, 1 couldn’t be happier with how it aU
turned out.

“1 instinctively felt Gene would be

great,” he continues. “1 mean, all 1 really

knew about him at the time was based on

his fantastic scene in No Country for Old

Men and some footage from The Sacra-

ment, but that was enough for me to

believe he’d be a huge asset to my movie.

Kristina, meanwhile, had a very smart.

The war is long over for George, but his battle for survival is just beginning.

thorough take on her character and where
she wanted to go with the performance.

We had a few long conversations that

actually gave me some new perspectives

into the story as well. For me, it was just

about keeping those dynamics, however
intriguing, contained to where 1 wanted

the overall film to be, rather than over-

whelming it. She and 1 Ccune to a good

compromise, and she brought so much to

her role and the film.”

Cilella, who taps so beautifully into the

pathos and frustration of attempting to

care for an aihng parent while keeping .

one’s own life afloat, signed onto the film

/

Dementia is not just about wbo's watching whom, but bow they see things.

on the Friday before the Sunday start

date, replacing another actor who dropped

out. “1 don’t know how much 1 should go

into all of that,” Testin says. “It was defi-

nitely a scramble, though, and 1 think it

was the Resolution guys who ultimately

recommended Peter to us, for which
truly thankful. One day of prep left,

walked in and completely nailed it.”

As a first-time feature director,

Testin is counting his blessings. “It was
super-tight budget and a mad dash,

everyone rallied around the project,

says. “I’ve made short films on the

a while, and 1 always had the idea in

back of my head that 1 wanted to direct

feature. Dementia is such a cool place

start—a great story built up in a very

ative, supportive environment.”

Much like one of those quick, spine-

chilling visions in Jacob ’s Ladder or a

creepy Norman Bates glance that

opens the mind’s doors to billowing !*<-

terrors, however, the subject matter _ ,

of Testin’s own film could occasion-

ciUy creep up on him. “Making Dementia «-

was a wonderful—and also kind of terri- “

fying—experience,” he admits. “1 don’t

want to imagine ever finding myself in

the situation George is in, but immersing

ourselves in the story as deeply as we»
did, 1 think we all went there, at least

little bit.” W

^ r
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<MA4iN«TheArtOrhorror
Genre Renaissance man Larry Fessenden celebrates three decades of

unique films and looks forward to more.

I

t was 30 years ago that New York inde-

pendent filmmaker Larry Fessenden
founded his Glass Eye Fix company, and

the horror scene has been nothing but the

better for it. Following a series of short

films, he made his feature debut with
1991 's environmental shocker iVb Telling,

but truly staked his claim in the genre

with the semi-autobiographical semi-vam-

pire drama Habit in 1997. Wendigo fol-

lowed in 2001 and The Last Winter in 2007,

fully establishing Fessenden as a man
with a true vision, and an ambition to ehcit

more than simple scares from audiences.

This quartet is just one facet of his

achievements: In the past decade, as a

producer, he has launched the careers of

such indie notables as Ti West (The Roost,

The House ofthe Devil, The Innkeepers)

,

Jim

Mickle (Stake Land], Glenn McQuaid (I

Sell the Dead] and others, frequently act-

ing in the movies as well. This anniver-

sary year has been an especially busy one:

He put together an extensive supplements

package (including—^fuU disclosure—^hn-

er notes by yours truly) for Shout! Fac-

tory’s The Larry Fessenden Collection

four-Blu-ray set; entered the world

of video games as a vwiter (vsdth fre-

quent collaborator Graham Reznick)

and performer on Sony Computer
Entertainment’s hit Until Dawn-, pro-

duced, among other films, the feature

directorial debut of his 15-year-old son

Jack; and launched (vsdth McQuaid) the

third lineup of Tales from Beyond the Pale

audio horror/dramas, with contributors

including Stuart Gordon and his regular

sciipter Dennis Paoh. Three episodes for

a fourth season were recorded live in front

By MICHAEL GINGOLD

of a packed audience this past summer at

Montreal’s Fantasia festival, where FAN-
GORIA got Fessenden to open up about

his history, theories and views on the

future of scare flicks.

FANGORIA: Going back through all the

material for the Blu-ray package, did you
have any epiphanies about your career

or your development as a filmmaker over

the years?

film like Stake
Land is clearly not

made with the agenda
of how we’re going to

get the most people
into the theater.”

LARRY FESSENDEN: No, just that I have

a peculiar sensibihty, and it has always

been difficult, and that’s why I am where
I am. I’ve just been on my own path, and
sometimes that has led to frustration. It’s

one of the reasons I produce, because I

get to make movies that are more in hne
with the pubhc taste, but I’ve always had
the sensibility of a very quiet, almost

childlike awe of the world, and that’s

something I try to convey, like in Wendigo.

Also, my stuff seems to be a chronicle

of . . .1 won’t say failure, but of trying things

and not quite succeeding. You know, my
monster in Wendigo never satisfied me. So

there’s sort of a seH-pitying pathos to the

whole thing, but I also stand by the fierce

originality of what I’m trying to do, and I

would now consider myself to be a part of

the movement that reclaimed the genre

from the mainstream. Hollywood got

excited about horror after Hallo-

ween, an independent film that was

Lauren Ashley Carter is aut of her

head in Darling.

so successful, and they started making it

in their system, and my agenda is to make
very personal horror movies like Habit. I

stand by that as a historical marker that

inspired a wave of new filmmakers. So

there’s that httle bit of self-pity and a ht-

tle bit of defining myself as an important

figure at one point in time.

FANG: You said that the films you’ve pro-

duced are more commercial, and yet none

of them adhere to commercial formulas.

They’re always very personal.

FESSENDEN: Well, that’s what I stand

for; I really believe in the individual voice.

I believe that if you teU your stoiy and are

true to yourself and your ovm aesthetics,

you can invite an audience into a world

that is uniquely your own. I’ve always
tried to stand up for Ti West, for example;

his pacing has always been the opposite

of what the industry is looking for, aud I

feel like the reason his movies are out-

standing is because we created an envi-

ronment where he could do that work and
not compromise.

Of coiurse, as a producer. I’m always try-

ing to reason with the filmmakers, emd I

have stood on the side of the industry and

said things to Ti like, “You should cut sev-

en minutes from The House of the Devil."

But when he said no, I said, “Well, I’m with

you,” and what makes that movie stand

out is just how long you’re in a state of

dread, wondering what’s going to happen.

FANG: And that’s what it wound up being

celebrated for.

FESSENDEN: Exactly, and it’s what Ti

does well. I would apply that to all the

films I’m proud of, even the little ones like

Jim McKenney making a movie [Automa-

Photo:

Copyright
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Larry Fessenden says anything a filmmaker has in The Mind's Eye can he accamplished regardless af budget.

tons] on Super-8, with kids strapped into

garbage cans playing robots. That evokes

another genre I love, those somewhat
damaged films of the ’50s with people in

terrible monster suits. There’s a whole
tradition there that I’m celebrating, which

has to do with growing up in the ’70s and

the access I had to movies back then.

And then there are [Stake Land’s] Jim

Mickle and Nick Damici, whose approach

is more technically commercial, but they’re

also pursuing matters of the heart and at-

mosphere. A film like Stake Land is clearly

not made with the agenda of how we’re

going to get the most people into the the-

ater; these are passionate, handmade pic-

tures that resonate with people, and that’s

the goal. I believe there is an audience for

good, unexpected genre movies, but you’ve

got to stick with it to make them.

FANG: And you’re passing that enthusi-

asm down to your own next generation.

Your son Jack recently finished directing

his first feature. Stray Bullets.

FESSENDEN: Yeah, and it’s spectacular.

He’d made several shorts, and they were
all rather long—^haH an hour; he’s a long-

winded filmmaker [laughs]. He was ad-

vised by a couple of festival people we
know that that’s an awkward length, and

my wife, his mother, said to him, “You

should just make a feature!” And of coimse,

he took it seriously, so we embarked on

that last summer, and it was a great expe-

rience. Of course, I prilled in some favors

from actor friends and we got a great cast,

but we had a very small crew.

That’s the way I like to work, even
though it’s impractical as you go forward

in your career, but I can revisit that with

my kid. It’s what I’ve always said when I

mentor young filmmakers: “Let’s have a

pared-down crew, give everybody more re-

sponsibility.” On Stray Bullets, the sound

guy helped make this car rig, and he was
so excited; he said, “I’m not allowed to do

this on most films, and it’s so much fun.”

So I get to live vicariously all over again

through Jack.

It’s not a horror film, but it’s going to

please anyone who loves cinema; it has

plenty of guns and interesting characters,

and a lot of cojones. It stars James LeGros,

John SperedaJios, Kevin Corrigan, Lariy

Fessenden [Zau^fo], Jack, a couple of other

kids and then some actors from upstate,

including Robert Warren from Cold inJuly.

It’s a great cast, and Jack’s been spoiled,

thinking that this is how fun filmmaking is

going to be, when in fact it’s a nightmare,

but he should have a good beginning. H he

ejq)eriences success and confidence and
what it should be Uke, then he can carry

the flag onward and stand for righteous-

ness in the making of movies.

FANG: Well, for him to have that cast at

his age is pretty amazing.

FESSENDEN: I’U sa.y! Good Lord, I can’t

get that in my own films! But I believe in

creating a positive environment when I

make a movie, no matter what the size,

and as a result. I’ve bonded with actors

I’ve used in the past, become friends with

them and was able to call them up for

Stray Bullets. Kevin was in one of the Tales

from Beyond the Pale audio plays, James
had been in a couple of them and was also

in The Last Winter and Bitter Feast, and

then John, of course, is in everything we
can cast him in. He’s a great actor, and
underrated, though that might change
with The Mind’s Eye, ]oe Begos’ movie; I’m

very excited about that one, and John has

a substantial role. He gets to play a villain,

a classic ’80s maniac, and it’s great to see

him chew the scenery, and it’s gonna be

fun for the fans. It might also change with

Jack’s film, because John has a great part

in that.

message is

always: Make a small
film. Don’t chase the
money, chase the

dream, chase the art.”

FANG: Can you talk about the other young
filmmakers you’ve worked with lately?

FESSENDEN: WeU, I’m enjoying coUabo-

rating with Mickey Keating, who’s just a

live wire. He was an intern at Glass Eye

—

a lot of these people were—and then he

made Ritual and I did a small bit in it,
,

just over the phone. Then he made
Pod, and I traveled up to Maine to »>,

be in that, which was a great experi-

ence, because I had such a different
’

look there. It was a rough-and-tumble pro-

duction, and my co-star from Jug Face,

Lauren Ashley Carter, was in it and she’s

always a doll.

Then Mickey came to us and said, “Let

me do a small New York film with Lauren

as the star,” and we said, “Absolutely.” So
we made Darling, which is a very special



Fessenden joined fellow Tales from Beyond the Pale directors Glenn Even with a scarred onscreen visage, Fessenden is now being recognized

McQuoid (left) and Douglas Buck (bottom) to create audio madness in by o younger generation for his appearance in the video-gome chiller

Montreal for Fantasia's Mitch Davis (center). Until Dawn.

movie. Mickey just absorbs certain horror

subgenres, and Darling [out next year

from Screen Media] has a nice Roman
Polanski vibe, but with a modern spin,

because Mickey’s an ADD kid from the

2000s. And then Jenn Wexler, one of my
producers, has a script we’re looking at,

and I’ve been talking with Jeremy [The

Battery] Gardner about his next project.

Jeremy has done a couple of Tales, and I

love his scripts, so I’m hoping that can

turn into something.

FANG: Well, The Battery is kind of the best

Glass Eye Fix movie that Glass Eye Fix

never actually made.

FESSENDEN: Exactly, and I was in that.

He begged me to be in it more substan-

tially, and I never answered his e-mails,

and he was very gracious and kept per-

sisting, and eventually I did a voice for it.

Then, of course, when I finally saw it, I

realized what a gem it was.

FANG: Are you finding that a lot of up-

and-coming filmmakers on the East Coast

have been taking on your spirit and mak-
ing it their own in the last decade or so.

like Gardner?

FESSENDEN: I don’t know about the

East Coast, but there’s a great new gener-

ation I’ve enjoyed watching and working

with. I really like Joe Begos’ style, him
and Josh Ethier. I enjoy their films, and I

enjoyed even more being on their set [act-

ing in The Mind’s Eye]-, they make movies

the way I like to make them. It’s a real

family atmosphere; the dad brings the

food and it’s clearly his same gaffer, and
they’re always bickering at each other,

and Joe does his own camerawork. I love

that. He brings this great ener-

gy and a kind of zany madness
to his filmmaking and his set-

pieces. He’s just a maniac,

and it’s really fun working
with him. I also had a great

time doing We Are Still Here

with Ted Geoghegan, who I

already knew as a publicist

and as a writer and a pal, but

then he made a cool little film,

so we look forward to what
he’ll do next. And it’s fun

keeping up with JT Petty. We
tried to make a movie with him
for a year, but it didn’t happen.

Quite honestly, there’s a lot

of heartbreak in this business,

and it’s essential to make it

clear to aspiring filmmakers,

if they’re reading this, that if

you’re not having success, it’s

(continued on page 81)



ne of the key members of Lorry Fessenden's team is Graham
[H, . BReznick, who as sound designer has created memorable

audioscapes for a number of Glass Eye Fix productions. Yet the

films he'has directed himself under the company's umbrella have had to

do with visual manipulation, as is evident just from the titles: He helmed

2009's / Can See You and the 3D short The Viewer.

I5t "Actually, I came into sound design late in my process, just as an

artist," Reznick reveals. "I was primarily involved in visuals at first; I was

a painter in high school, and Ti West and I actually used to take comic-

book-drawing classes together. I got interested in sound just because I

like music, and did a lot of audio design for my own short films in col-

lege. So when Ti got his first feature [The Roost], he asked me to help

him with that, and I've been doing a lot of sound work ever since. I think

that because there are not a lot of filmmakers working as sound design-

ers, it has gotten me some nice attention."

Now he's planning to get inside

your mind with The Designer, a co- *' i

production of his Aphasia Films and \
Glass Eye. Reznick presented the pro- T

tasia festival in Montreal, where he also

gave FANGORIA some details about

the movie. He says that it expands on

.^the ideas explored in his previous fea-

ture: "/ Can See You is about someone's

mind turning on them for a variety of

external reasons, and The Designer is

about a collective consciousness. Not in

the sense of a hive-mind idea, but the

v’ collective consciousness of a society,

and the way we can all be manipulated

and our realities shaped.

"It's about a video-game designer

who has a project that turns people's

simple jobs into games through aug-

mented reality," he continues. "As you

play, your mind is slowly being taught

certain things, and that allows the

designer to take control and resculpt

your reality. It touches upon a couple of

themes I've been obsessed with for a

long time. I'm a fan of writers like Philip

K. Dick, and David Cronenberg's eXis-

tenZ is one of my favorite movies of all

time. I like to describe this movie as

eXistenZ meets In the Mouth of Mad-
ness meets Short Cuts."

Glass Eye's Fessenden and Peter

Phok are producers on The Designer,

for which work has already begun.

'We've shot little bits and pieces, and

Larry has a small role in the film,"

i Reznick reveals. "Steve Moore, who has

done a lot of great music [for films like

The Guest, Cub and the upcoming The

THEY'RE ALL DYING TO WIN HIS GAME

A FILM BY GRAHAM REZNICK
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ject to potential financiers at the Fron- '"ft
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DANGEROUS TASTE
After 20 years of delivering scary stories live, Clay McLeod Chapman
brings “The Pumpkin Pie Show” to FANGORIA’s Podcast Network.

By KEN W. HANLEY

A
lthough he has ingrained himself into

the horror genre for almost two dec-

ades, 2015 is an especially big year

for macabre mastermind Clay McLeod
Chapman. With criticcil acclaim for the

coming-of-age horror feature The Boy
(which he scripted from his short story

with director/longtime collaborator Craig

WUham MacneiU, and now onVOD follow-

ing a successM festival run), his graphic

novel Self-Storage recently issued by
Michael Bay’s 451 Comics and dual per-

formances of Tales from Beyond the Pale

and The Pumpkin Pie Show at the Stanley

Film Festival, Chapman has rarely been
busier. And with the 20th anniversary of

The Pumpkin Pie Show lurking around the

comer. Chapman has broken new ground

by making his eerie, emotional monologue

series available widely for the first time as

Fangoria.com’s second original podcast.

For those who have yet to ejq)erience

The Pumpkin Pie Show, there is nothing

quite like it on the genre scene, as Chapman
and co-performer Hanna Cheek dramatize

the crazed, maniacal and tragically unfor-

tunate with utter fearlessness. While the

live performances are the gold standard

by which fans should experience Chap-

man’s visceral vision, the podcast offers

bite-sized scary stories that are rarely

readily available for free. The Pumpkin Pie

Show is the type of show that can bring

out the nostalgic fright fan in us all—^the

one who remembers childhoods punctu-

ated by terrifying tales and urban legends.

“The Pumpkin Pie Show has always

been this aggressive campfire-storytelling

session, so imagine you’re hearing a set

list of ghost stories, but they’re character-

driven monologues,” Chapman says.

“They’re almost like lO-to-15-minute

power-ballad-style scary tales that skew
close to the Poe side of things, Uke, T’m
the narrator of this story, and by the way.

I’m totally not crazy. You guys can hear

the beating heart in the walls right now,

but I’m not insane. Oh, by the way, I mur-

dered somebody’ ”

“The show changes every year, and the

stories are always connected, whether by
theme or content," adds Cheek. “We malse

a point of choosing a different way to go

every year, so it’s a challenge to create a

*‘We’re lobbing all

this horror at the
audience and they're
throwing it right back;
it could oe a home run

or a foul ball.”

new version of what’s essentially five

character monologues that reel in the

audience, make them relate to them emd

then turn things around so that everyone

in the room is a crazy murderer.”

The road from esteemed stage show to

petrifying podcast has been a long, ardu-

ous one for Chapman and Cheek, who’ve
been friends since college. Now, The Pump-
kin Pie Show is a hot ticket in the New
York underground theater world, having

become a Halloween staple, and Chapman
and Cheek have also taken the show on

the road to whatever wicked venue will

host them. With new tales written every

year, audiences can never truly know
what to expect. “At this point, we’ve got

years’ worth of stories,” Chapman says,

“so we joke about taking requests. Like, if

someone came up and said, ‘Hey, could

you do that crazy bridesmaid story?’ we
would do it. The show is made up of a

repertoire of stories that share a thematic

lirrk, or we’ll do a quintet that all take

place on a cruise liner during an outbreak

or epidemic. Or we cotrld do a trinity re-

volving aroimd a school shooting. They’re

always probing, dark, macabre and some-

times a little tongue-in-cheek.

“That’s what’s great about campfire

tales,” he continues. “It’s never just, ‘Oh,

I’m gorma tell you a story’ It’s about sell-

ing the story and existing in the space.

The audience becomes just enough of a

part of it that it’s interactive, and they’re

on the edge of their seats going, ‘Well,

what happened?’ You feed off each other.”

Nevertheless, theater is still unfortu-

nately a sea into which many horror



hounds have yet to dip their toes. The

Pumpkin Pie Show won’t spray blood upon
the audience hke, say, Mhe EvilDead or Re-

Animator musicals, nor is it a multitiered,

big-budget production similar to the stage

version of The Woman in Black. Yet The

Pumpkin Pie Show makes a great, con-

vincing case for the stage as a medium for

fear, and has bmlt up a reputation for be-

ing an immersive ejq)erience—an aspect

the podcast version aims to rephcate with

its intimacy.

“Hanna and I hke to say that The

Pumpkin Pie Show is theater for those who
don’t hke theater, because I personaUy
have a love-hate relationship with it,”

Chapman declares. “I would rather estab-

hsh a level of interaction with the audi-

ence, because that’s what you can’t get

from a movie, which doesn’t need the

viewers to exist. For The Pumpkin Pie

Show, we need an audience. It could be

one person, 50 or 500; it depends on hav-

ing the purveyor of the story dehver the

content to an avid hstener.

“It’s also more fun to be in an audience

where a performer is directly addressing

you, where you’re invested and can’t hide

behind the person in front of you,” he con-

tinues. “In that sense, you become part of

the show. It’s almost hke theatiiceil snow-

flakes, where you’ll never see the exact

same show ever again, and that’s because

the audience will be different. Someone
may laugh at something that has never

been laughed at before, or someone might

sneeze during a specific hne and it could

adjust and fluctuate everything. You just

never know, because we’re lobbing all

this horror at the audience and they’re

throwing it right back; it could be a home
run or a foul ball, but we’U never know
rmtil it happens.”

Thus, The Pumpkin Pie Show works as

a hving, breathing piece of art in the hs-

tener’s imagination, which Chapman and

Cheek have perfected over 19 years of per-

formances. Even though the voices can
become familicu:, the mcmnerisms and
vocabulary of our sordid narrators are

unique to the characters at hand, setthng

under your skin and allowing you to visu-

alize the nastier deteiils. That dynamic is

not only part of the ftm, it provides The

Pumpkin Pie Show with a viable future as

a series of audio nightmares, one that

fright fans can revisit again and ageiin.

“Horror is just where my head is, and
what’s funny to me is that I love teUing

stories that ehcit a httle sympathy for the

devil,” Chapman offers. “So we’ll have
either a character we come to learn is not

who they think they are, or one you don’t

want to hke, such as a mass murderer or a
child killer. But it’s not so much that I give

you a change of heart as much as I show
youwhat led them to this place. Having an
amcizing performer hke Hanna helps, but

the ghost within the sheU is that these

stories suddenly become tangible and pal-

pable. That’s what you get through the

performances.”

“You can start off with a relationship

between audience and performer,” Cheek

says, “where you get to know the char-

acter Clay writes as someone you can
identify and sympathize with, before you
really know the details of what we’re

talking about. That can be said about

films, novels, TV; as the person consum-

ing these stories, you put yourself in the

protagonist’s shoes. We get to play with

the notion of ‘Who is the protagonist,

cuid what is that relationship hke when
they’re not the shining hero?’ We ask the

audience, ‘In what ways are you like this

person? Could you have turned down that

road at some point?’ It’s almost like

finding out how easy it is to wear the

devil’s shoes.”
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J. Anthony Kosar s

“Dead of Night” Lamp

Award-winning Sculptor,

Illustrator and FX Artist

J. Anthony Kosar designed the

zombie lamp base

•Lamp base sculpture is hand-

sculpted and hand-painted in

every ghastly detail

•The 10” wide cloth lamp shade

with moon and tree branches

adds eerie ambiance

Perfectly sized at about 16 inches

high for versatile display options

FREE

CFL bulb

included.

Shown much

smaller than

its impressive

actual size of

16 in. H.

li^Ift/zombie

© 2015 J. Anthony Kosar.

All rights reserved.

©2015 Delphi 01-19721-001'BI

Mrs. Mr. Ms

includes on/off switch, long-

lasting CFL bulb and Certificate

of Authenticity
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and artist J. Anthony Kosar is a
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$135.00. There’s no risk in ordering

because it comes with an uncondi-

tionai, money-back guarantee that

iasts a fuil year. The edition is iimited

to just 295 casting days, so don’t

wait! 5end no money now. Return

the Reservation Form right away

for the iow limited edition numbers
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AVAILABLE on DVD &^va
9/15 a

A group of college students research-

ing Dorchester Stewart, better known
as the infamous killer Crinoline Head,

return to the scene of the horrific

murders that happened in 1996.

Starring Scream Queen
DEBBIE ROCHON

Austin Indie Flix Showcase
WON - Best Horror

WON - Audience Choice Award

“...bloody, raunchy
and funny as hell...!

- Horror Society
;

AVAILABLE on DVD & VOD 1 1/03

IAN HARDING (Pretty Little Liars)

EVANNA LYNCH (Harry Potter, V-Vll)

In NYC, 1968 Max Bornstein had the looks

and charm that would carry him beyond the

typical man's troubles. He was untouchable...

Yet those troubles were the least of his

worries. He was a full-time dope fiend, while

being a part-time father working in the under

ground pornography industry.

Based on the

SHOCKING
'•V

True Events!

I W I » AVAILABLE on
LILC DVD & VOD 9/29
A mother’s grief over the death of

her toddler turns to paranoia when
she begins to suspect her eccentric

neighbors are involved in a satanic

pact.

GABY HOFFMANN
(HBO’s “Girls”, ‘The Crystal Fairy’,

“Veronica Mars”) •

. t-

“An accomplished debut”

Rosemary’s
for the V

21st Centurv.-.^‘^V2
- Cinesnatch t T'/'V

The Hollywood Reporter

A 60’S LOVE STORY

HUSBAND. FATHER. JUNKIE. PORNOGRAPHER.

‘
"...Roi^tary's Baby

for the 21st-Century.

"

-Cinesnatch



THE SOUNDOF FEAR
Like the ghouls it accompanied, Fabio Frizzi’s music for Lucio Fulci’s films

will never die.

V
ery few musicians have contributed so

much to horror cinema, specificcilly

the Italiau side, as Fabio Frizzi.

Although he has scored over 80 movies

ranging from ribald comedies to violent

Westerns, Frizzi’s art is inexorably inter-

twined with that of Lucio Fulci; his

themes contributed greatly to the success

of pictures like Zombie, City of the Living

Dead/The Gates of Hell and The Beyond.

This year, that collaboration was spot-

lighted in the U.S. as the composer
brought his “Frizzi 2 Fulci” concert, a

showcase of his work for the late shock

maestro, to Stateside fans.

Although the show could be seen as an

elegiac career summation, Frizzi’s over-

40-year journey through frightening film

music isn’t over yet. Moviemakers who
grew up shivering to his scores are now
recruiting him to compose for their short-

film projects, including Scooter McCrae
with Saint Frankenstein and Chris Milew-

ski for The Cold Eyes ofDeath (co-directed

by Luciano Imperoli) and Violets Bloom on

an Empty Grave. FANGORIA traveled to

Rome and sat down with Frizzi in his re-

cording studio to look back on his days

making music for Fulci’s shocking sights.

FANGORIA: After early composing cred-

its including the hit comedy Fantozzi

(a.k.a. White Collar Blues), you met Lucio

Fulci for the first time. .

.

FABIO FRIZZI: Yes, and I have the Bixio

Recording Company to thank for that.

Carlo Bixio and his brother helped me a

lot; he involved me in his family business,

and I got to meet their father, Cesare An-

drea Bixio, one of the most eminent Ital-

ian film composers. He wrote the famous

“Parlami d’amore Marilii” [heard in Good-

fellas] and “La strada nel bosco,” which
was used by Federico Zampaglione in

Shadow. He wrote the score for the first

sound picture released in Italy [1930’s La
canzone dell’amore], so he’s considered the

By ROBESTO £. D’ONOFRIO

man who invented the soundtrack there,

and was the reference point for aU Italian

music. I spent many evenings at their

home, and on one of those evenings Carlo

offered to put together a trio composed of

me. Franco Bixio and Vince Tempera. Ini-

tially, I was a bit dubious, but I thought

about it and accepted, and we started

working immediately.

Carlo sent us to meet Lucio at a test

screening of Four of the Apocalypse. We
sat in the projection room, and when the

movie started, we heard Bob Dylan’s

“Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door.” Lucio and

the producers later explained that they

wanted a soundtrack of songs in the same
style. I was a little concerned, as although

that was the kind of music I loved, I knew
it would be very difficult to do something

to match Bob Dylan! Then Carlo Bixio

came up with a great idea: “Listen, if they

want songs, we’U write a whole record of

them, instead of just a soundtrack.” To do

so, he con-

tacted a

Dutch duo
called
Greenfield

& Cook, who
were doing the

same kind of

ballads. I don’t re-

member why, but Green-

field didn’t show up in Italy, so we decided

to call the band Cook and the Benjamin
Franklin Group. My relationship with

Lucio began during the recording of that

soundtrack, and I still have good memo-
ries of that film. In my concerts, I always

play some songs from it.

FANG: Was it at that point you began pur-

suing horror movies?

FRIZZI: That was a verybusy time for me;

in 1975, seven pictures for which I wrote

the music were released, including anoth-

er Fulci film, Dracula in the Provinces, a

comedy with very few horror elements.

With Four of the Apocalypse, I’d already

had my first encounter with that kind of

thing, as it contained a lot of blood; Lucio

later transposed many of the characteris-

tics of the sadistic and violent Mexican
bandit Chaco, played by the amazing
Tomas MiUan, into characters seen in his

horror movies.

I did The Psychic with Lucio in 1977;

that was a movie on which he had great

ejq)ectations. He was sure he could prove

he was a class-A filmmaker with that.

Today, we all know he was a great direc-

tor—all around the world, people talk

much more about Fulci than about FeUi-

ni—^but in those years he wasn’t so sure

about himself. Like all artists, he wanted
to demonstrate that he was a great direc-

tor, and therefore he put together an

amazing international cast, including one

of the most beautiful women I’ve ever

seen in my life, Jennifer O’Neill. Then
there were Marc Porel, Gabriele Ferzetti

Photo:

Olivier

Streck
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Italian-horror/music fans were

Beyond excited when the "Frizzi 2

Fulci" concert began touring.

and other great actors. Dardano Sacchetti

and Roberto Gianviti wrote the script,

which in my opinion is not a horror story. I

also don’t consider the beautiful Deep Red
a horror film, but a giallo with hints of it,

and I consider The Psychic a psychological

giallo.

Back to my involvement with it: Lucio,

who was happy about our previous work
together, called us back, and we focused

on the watch that reveals that someone
has been buried alive behind a wall.

Franco, Vince and I always shared duties,

and I was the one who had to write that

seven-note tune [the film’s Italian title

Sette note in new translates to Seven Black

*Tor {Zombie's}
infamous eye scene, I

took inspiration from
the Beatles song 'A
Day in the Life.

”

Notes]

.

It wasn’t easy; thatwas the year of

Close Encounters of the Third Kind, and its

brilliant theme was still in audiences’

minds. The original idea was to play it on

a real music box; we even called Switzer-

land to have it built and thought about

giving it to an audience member at the

premiere, but that was too expensive and

would have taken too much time.

In the end, we decided to record it

using a celesta, which reproduces the

notes of a carillon. We also wrote a beau-

tiful song that Linda Lee sang. It’s a good

movie, but it didn’t give Lucio the self-

confidence he needed, and in fact he was
a bit disappointed by the box-office re-

sults. Many years later, Quentin Taran-

tino asked us permission to include The

Psychic's main theme in Kill Bill, and

that’s something we’re very proud of.

Franco, Vince and I were invited to the

Rome premiere, and I have to admit, it

was a pretty emotional moment for us.

That’s the kind of recognition that makes
you believe you’ve done something good in

your life.

FANG: Before Zombie, you did another

Western with Fulci, Silver Saddle.

FRIZZI: Yes, and that was one of the few
movies where I was close friends with an

actor: GiuUano Gemma. The first movie in

which Giuliano had a leading role was Un
dollaro bucato [One Silver Dollar], which
my father produced, and we had kept in

touch since then. I remember that at my
first wedding, the only guest who was
from the entertainment business, besides

my father, was Giuliano, so I was very

happy to meet him again on the Silver Sad-

dle set.

FANG: Then you parted company with

Bixio and Tempera; what happened there?

FRIZZI: We had been collaborating hap-

pily for five years, writing many themes
and film music pieces, and always put all

three of our names on anything we did,

even if it was written by just one of the

trio. After all those projects together, we
wanted to do something by ourselves, and

each one of us began to work on solo pro-

jects. I believe that if you part company
before things start to get bad, you can stiU

keep up a friendly relationship, since after

a certain point everything gets worse. It

was the right time to go our own ways,

though we’re stiU in touch and call each

other every now and then. In 2002, the

Vanzina brothers contacted us to write the

music for their film Horse Fever: The Man-
drake Sting, and the very next day we
reunited like old friends and began work-

ing on the soundtrack.

Another important reason for our split

was that on August 28, 1979, my first

daughter Francesca was born. I looked at

my life and began wondering if, being

almost 30 years old and having had a 10-

year career, I should be going it alone. The
very first movie for which I composed the

music by myself was Alberto Vazquez
Figueroa’s Manaos, followed hy Zombie.
FANG: That film was a complete change

ofpace for Fulci. Was it a challenge to cre-

ate the music?

FRIZZI: It’s one of his movies I love the

most. Unfortunately, I didn’t get to go to

the Caribbean location, but I was given

the script and got to watch most of the

dailies. It was certainly a big challenge

for me, as it was an important picture and

I didn’t have Franco and Vince to support

me. Luckily, I had great help from my
musicians, particularly percussionist

Adriano Giordanella; all the themes for

the island where the story takes place

wouldn’t have worked so well without him.

He added this sort of dark Caribbean atmo-

sphere to the score. Maurizio Guarini’s

keyboards were another invaluable aid.

We recorded the soundtrack in a new
studio founded by former Ennio Morri-

cone assistant Bruno Nicolai. Part of the

soundtrack is a Caribbean theme, a

meringue, and we called in a drummer
from Naples, Tony Cicco, to help us on

.

that. He was in a band produced by
famous Italian songwriter Lucio

Battisti cciUed Formula 3. We went
out for lunch, and Tony probably*
dremk a bit too much, so when we got back
to the studio, he kept making jokes and

titled that piece “Big Zombie Meringue.”

We laughed all day. For the infamous eye

scene, I took inspiration from the Beatles

song “A Day in the Life,” with the violin

crescendo. I believe I took a completely

new approach to film music on Zombie and



came up with new solutions; Lucio appre-

ciated that, and our friendship was rein-

forced.

FANG: Then you did another non-horror

movie with him...

FRIZZI: Yes, The Smuggler [a.k.a. Contra-

band], a co-production with France, star-

ring Fabio Testi and Marcel Bozzuffi.

Although it’s a crime film, in the Fulci tra-

dition it’s an ultraviolent movie. It has a

couple of main themes I like very much:

the car chases and the death tune. As

he jumped up on his seat and shouted,

“Stop, stop! 1^0 put this shitty music on

my movie?”

I felt like committing suicide, and tried

to explain my point of view on that piece.

He didn’t even listen to me; he wanted
creepier music for that scene. Lucidly, I

had vwitten a lot of different themes, so

we used the music you know and every-

thing was OK. But for a few minutes, I

thought my career was coming to an

abrupt end. The music I originally con-

result was fully satisfying for both me and

Lucio. I think The Beyond is a true mas-

terpiece; you can watch it 100 times and
always find something new. It’s a movie

that makes you think.

FANG: The following year, you did Fulci’s

Manhattan Baby, this time without the

undead.

FRIZZI: After The Beyond, which was the

peak of Fulci’s career, he began a slow

decline. I like Manhattan Baby, the plot

makes no sense, but I was intrigued by

In recent years. Frizz! scores like Gty of the Living Dead have been resurrected on vinyl.

many scenes were filmed in Rome, I often

visited the set. I remember an incident

that occurred while filming a woman’s
face being burned off with a blowtorch:

Unfortunately, the rubber cover didn’t

fully protect her face, and she got burned
for real. But beyond that, Lucio was quite

happy with the movie.

FAJfG: With City of the Living Dead, you
established yourself as a horror-film com-

poser. What do you remember about that

movie?

FRIZZI: Having already done Zombie, I

was much more relaxed. Among the three

movies I did with Lucio about the living

dead, that’s certainly the one with the

most linear and classic story, but you can

still recognize his absolutely unmistak-

able style. I wrote a lot of music for that,

and the main theme is somewhat similar

. to the one I did for Zombie.

The biggest fight I had with
• Lucio was during that movie, when
we were remixing the soundtrack.

For the main titles, when the cam-

era is wandering around the cemetery,

since it’s set in the morrring light, I wrote

a theme that had a dreamhke tone, and

then when the priest appears, the music

became darker and more dramatic. We
had mixed everything with the 35mm
reels and were ready to screen the film for

Lucio with sound and music. We were all

sitting together, and after three minutes

ceived for the main credits, although not

in the movie, has since been added to the

soundtrack album.

FANG: And then you completed that un-

dead trilogy with The Beyond.

FRIZZI: I consider The Beyond the best

film Lucio and I did together, probably as

a resrrlt of that problem we had on City of

the Living Dead. I worked hard on the Be-

‘Today, all around the
world, people talk
much more about
Fulci than about

Fellini.’’

yond soundtrack, trying different things,

as I didn’t want to disappoint him. I asked

the help of conductor Giacomo DeU’Orso,

and mentioned including a chorus in one

of the themes.

The following day, Giacomo brought

me a Latin h3mrn titled “Dies Irae,” writ-

ten in the 13th century by Italian friar

Tommaso da Celano, describing Judgment
Day. He told me to choose some lines from

it for the chorus to sing. “Cum resurget

creatura,” a phrase about resurrection,

was perfect, as we were dealing with zom-

bies, and “Quantus tremor est futurus,”

“How much terror will be coming”—

I

couldn’t ask for a better Une. I had al-

ready written the music, and the final

the story beginrring in Egypt. Even though

I’ve never been there, I have always been

fascinated with the pharaohs, the pyra-

mids and all that stuff. So writing the

main theme was a sort of putting my love

for ancient Egypt into music. I’m also

happy with the tune for the alarm-clock

scene; it reminds me of a sorcerer and his

cairldron.

FANG: You then took a break before work-

ing with Frrlci again. .

.

FRIZZI: Yes, but I kept doing genre films.

I scored The Scorpion With Two Tails for

Sergio Martino, Blastfighter and Devilfish

[a.k.a. Monster Shark], both directed by
Lamberto Bava under the pseudon3mr John
Old Jr., where I also used aliases: Andrew
Barrymore and Antony Barrymore, re-

spectively. I then wrote the music for

some Sergio Corbucci pictures. For a few
years, Lucio and I didn’t see each other;

Italy’s cinema was entering a crisis

period, and fewer movies were being pro-

duced. But in 1990, I received a phone
can from him, we had dinner together and

he said, “Listen, I’m filming a new movie,

it’s low-budget and I don’t have a music

editor, and I need a soundtrack!”

I didn’t have a problem with that, so I

started working on A Cat in the Brain. He
gave me the screenplay, and after reading

it I realized it wasn’t on the same quality

level of his previous movies, but I under-

stood that times were changing and film-



makers were being given less and less

money. 1 did feel the title was very strong

and evocative, and it gave me food for

thought. I tried to imagine the kind of dev-

astation it suggested, and came up with a

theme that sounded a bit messed up. The
Cat in the Brain soundtrack is all elec-

tronic, with the exception of the guitar

playing by Marco Rinalduzzi. I didn’t have

an orchestra, as the budget wouldn’t

allow it, but despite that, it’s very effec-

tive. We both were very satisfied with the

final result.
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FANG: That was the last movie you did

with Fulci?

FRIZZI: Yes, unfortunately. After that, we
never met again, and I was very sad when
I was told of his death. Lucio Fulci has

been a very important person in my hfe,

and our relationship helped me grow as a

musician. 1 owe him so much, and I’m

happy with mywork for him. Lucio taught

me a lot, even though he may have been

harsh at times. I would certainly not have

achieved the level I did in my career

without him. I have a music school, and

every time I explain to my students what
this job means, I always recall the time I

spent with Lucio, and the lessons I

learned from him.

FANG: “Frizzi 2 Fulci” is a concert, but

also a trip down memory lane. How did

you conceive it?

FRIZZI: I didn’t want to give a lecture to

the audience, but to narrate the moments
of my hfe I hved with Lucio. About eight

years ago, Ferrara Santamaria, the Itahan

agent for some American actors and art-

ists, wrote me a letter saying that a U.S.

production company wanted to do a remake
of a Fulci film. At tiiat time, I had lost con-

tact with the people connected with Lucio,

hke screenwriter Dardano Sacchetti and
Lucio ’s daughter Antonella, who was a

child when I would go to her father’s

house. So they got us together, and this

was a chance to see those old friends

again. The project didn’t take shape, but

we got to recall the good old days.
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Around the same time, I joined Face-

book, and suddenly I got Friend requests

from all around the world. Some people in

the United States thought that Fabio

Frizzi was a “ghost musician,” as nobody

had ever seen me in concert, but everyone

showed so much appreciation and love for

the music I wrote. Only then did I realize

how great a legacy Lucio left me. Al-

(continued on page 81)
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with you as a filmmaker, that you want to

sit down and look at again. It’s so well-

done, and an important piece of work. As
far as Mary Shelley’s book was concerned,

I started to read it years ago and got kind

A fresh look at both the obsessed scientist and
his assistant is coming to the big screen.

By ABBIE BEHNSTEIN

of stuck, because it’s quite a heavy read at

times. But I read it again, obviously, when
I was interested in doing this movie, and
found it very inspiring from the point of

view of what she was talking about—the

whole idea of invention and science and
modernity. The story is still very relevant,

especially now that we’ve been through

this big wave of technology changing how
we interact with each other.”

Originally, McGuigan met with Victor

Frankenstein producer John Davis about

another project; he read and loved Landis’

script, but a different director was at-

tached. Nine months later, though, Davis

called back to ask if he was still inter-

ested. “I’d had a year and a half of think-

ing about it,” McGmgan recalls. “I felt it

was a very new way of telling what
seemed hke a famihar story that every-

body knew. I loved the idea that everyone

thirrks that the monster is called Franken-

stein, and the monster is really Victor.

There’s a line in the film, ‘People will

remember the monster, not the scientist,

not the man,’ and that’s what I hked.”

While McGrrigan is a longtime fan of

horror, “I get a httle bit flustered when I’m

asked what kind of genre Victor Franken-

stein is. It has horror elements, but I didn’t

go into it thinking, ‘I’ve got to find where
I can scare people.’ I consider it a charac-

ter/adventure film, where you meet these

two men [Victor and Igor] who have some-

thing in common that makes them go plac-

es they’ve never been before, and that’s

what’s inspiring about the movie itself.”

Collaborating with Chronicle screen-

writer Landis was “great,” McGuigan
says; he is, of course, aware of the contri-

butions of Landis’ father John to the

genre. “An American Werewolf in London,

my favorite! That’s a terrific film. And
Max is an incredible character himself.

He has real imagination and energy, and
he doesn’t hold anything up for reverence.

He wasn’t saying, ‘Well, this is a story

that’s been told many times, and we have

The new film's title reminds us that Frankenstein (James McEvay) is in fact the creatar, net the creatian.

It's alive! And Guillaume Delaunay's creature, like his makeup, mixes the new and the aid.

Y
ou know the story,” we’re told by Dan-

iel Radchffe’s Igor at the beginning of

Victor Frankenstein (out November 25

from Fox) . As it turns out, we do and we
don’t. The epon3mrous Victorian-era scien-

tist, played by James McAvoy, is still ob-

sessed with creating new hfe, there’s stiU

a hghtning storm and everything builds to

the awakening of the massive creature.

However, as written by Max Landis and di-

rected by Parxl McGrrigan, there are many
elements new to this tale. Igor is a tal-

ented scientist in his own right, becoming
partners in the quest after being rescued

from virtual slavery by Wctor. There’s also

a reason why the creature is so big, and a

^ very creepy earher experiment.

McGuigan has directed films

* with supernatural elements (the psy-

chic actioner Push) and violence

(Gangster No. 1, Lucky Number Slev-

in], but Victor Frankenstein is his first

foray into horror. Speaking to FANGORIA
in his distinctive Scottish accent about

recreating horror’s oldest creation tale,

McGuigan notes that he’s a big fan of

James Whale’s 1931 Frankenstein starring

Boris Karloff.

“I saw it many times growing up,” he

says. “It’s the kind of movie that stays

V CTOR



With Gordon, the questing doctor literally monkeys with the natural order.

to keep to these rtiles.’ He said, ‘Well,

here’s what I hked about this film, here’s

what I hked about the book, here’s what I

hked about Young Frankenstein.' He cherry-

picked all the things he enjoyed, and
wrote a reahy cool script.”

A key scene, McGtugan adds, is Victor

bringing erstwhile circus doctor/clown/

hunchback Igor to his home. “We see this

amcizing apartment with these creizy

machines and ah this invention and sci-

ence, but we just don’t know who this guy
is. He seems a bit hke a psychopath or

sociopath or some kind of crazy guy, be-

cause he runs at Igor and rebreaks his

back and says, ‘Now you can stand up and

do something with your hair. ’ Then he goes,

‘By the way. I’ve got this [experiment] . . .

’

To me, that one scene sums up the wWe
tone of the movie, which goes from dark to

hght to offhand to a kind of Sherlockian

vibe about Wctor Frankenstein.

“There were so many things I wanted
to teU in that scene,” he continues. “One,

I wanted to show how Wctor hves—his

apartment, his environment, his science. I

wanted to show how he knows what’s

wrong with Igor, so he obviously has a

medical background to him. And I wanted
to show how sociopathic he is as well.”

Victor Frankenstein is set in Wctorian

England, but McGuigan didn’t want to be

too exact about the year “We did a lot of re-

search and did our homework, so we kind

of made it around 1861, but we didn’t want
to be too specific, because there’s always

someone who goes, ‘Well, I can see a Mark
1 crane in the background, and that only

came out in 1864.’ I didn’t want people to

get all worked up about the date.”

The film’s science is accurate to its

timeframe, he adds. “I said, ‘I want the

science to be real for the time,’ because

that era was the beginning of the Indus-

trial Revolution, which was the biggest

change that happened in any of our hves:

the invention of the steam engine, the fac-

tories, the Underground [subway], the

transport systems. In a way, London was
being reborn itself. So that was a good

metaphor for us to look at and think about.

When you see the big guy getting lifted up
by these big pulleys, and electricity is

going into him, he’s getting blood pumped
into him, he’s beingwarmed up, he’s swing-

ing from side to side—^that was aU to do

with what we felt the real science was.”

Before embarking on creating his crea-

ture, however, Victor is already working

on another experiment that he dubs Gor-

don. “I love Gordon,” McGuigan declares.

practical, until he starts to run. We made
various different versions of him. We had

him as a kind of puppet with quite a lot of

people underneath, operating him

—

we
had to build sets [with recessed floors for

the puppeteers] . There’s not a lot of CGI in

this film, because we wanted to do as

much in-camera as possible, and I think

that works.”

Still, there was some digital work done

on Gordon. “When he starts to run about,

we had to go into the CG world,” McGuigan
ejq)lains. “We had a stunt girl [Taha Craig]

dressed in a green sriit and a helmet with

LED lights on it, chasing Daniel Radchffe

in the scene in the hcdlway. She trained

herself to run with these uneven legs—^we

put stuff on her legs that made one look

“The story is still very relevant, especially now
that we’ve been through this big wave of

technology changing now we interact.”

“You probably can tell—^we had so much
fun thinking about him. He has a chim-

panzee head, a hyena back and other bits

and pieces on him. He’s a hybrid of all

sorts of animals. Our inspiration was to

come up with something that’s a bastard-

ization of all these animals Wctor could

find. If he discovered a dead hyena at the

zoo, he’d put a bit of that onto the monkey
head. It was a very put-together beast, but

one that I had so much joy and happiness

assembhng. It’s one of tiie reasons I want
to do another horror movie based on things

hke that, because in a way, I was being

Victor Frankenstein for a moment, if you
hke, creating this httle monster.”

He was largely handmade by the film-

makers as weU, McGuigan reveals, em-
ploying mostly animatronic FX. “He’s all

larger than the other, and arms that were
big enough to be cumbersome. When Igor

goes over the side of the stairweh, thatwas
a real stairweh Daniel actuahy threw him-

self over. And sometimes he had a young
stunt girl attached to him, who we re-

placed later with the [CG Gordon].”

No matter what other ejq)eriments

are undertaken, though, in any-
1

thing with Frankenstein in the title,

there eventuahy must be a creature.
’

McGuigan, who directed the pilot and sev-

eral other episodes of the hit BBC/PBS
series Sherlock, recaUs sitting down one

night with that show’s co-creator Steven

Moffat (whose Sherlock partner Mark
Gatiss shows up in Victor Frankenstein in a

small role). “We were having a drink, and
I mentioned I was doing Victor Franken-



stein. He stopped the

conversation and said,

‘What are you going to

do about the monster?’

and I said, ‘Well, I don’t

want to stray too far

from the James Whale
version; I want to pay
homage to that.’ He
said, ‘Paul, that’s the

only way you can do it.

Don’t you dare mess
with that.’ [Laughs] Be-

cause it is a brilliant

design, and for good
and bad, it has become
what we think of as

Frankenstein’s Mon-
ster—the good being

the original makeup,
the bad being all the

Halloween costumes
and stuff.”

The Victor Franken-

stein version changes

things up a httle, but

not much. “We have
bolts in the neck, but

not the ones that go

out—they go up and
down. I wanted to do it

all with makeup and
prosthetics, but with the least amount of

prosthetics possible. Obviously, with nine

hours of apphcation, that was qmte a lot,”

McGuigan laughs, “but it wasn’t just a big

rubber head.”

The creature is played by French actor

Guillaume Delaunay. “He was just amaz-

ing,” McGuigan raves. “He’s 7 feet tall

and he spent those nine hours in meikeup

every day, and then for the next 12 hours,

we’d put him under freezing cold rain and

hit him with things and have people fight

with him and jump on him. He has a really

look like he belongs to the story’s Wcto-

rian era. “We wanted to make someone
who felt hke he was constructed,” Mc-
Guigan explains, “and that was influ-

enced by the Victorian engineers. You can

see how engineering was quite crude in

the early days of the Industrial Revolu-

tion, so his joints are put together with

pieces of metal.”

For those who look closely, the crea-

ture is quite detailed, and the makeup was
also the result of some erqrerimentation.

“We took a cast of [Delaunay’s] head, and

‘‘We tried to give a life to all the [Creature’s]
parts—like, who did each one come from?”

big, square-jawed chin, so I wanted to use

that. We hardly put any makeup on some
parts of his face, and then we accentuated

the flatness of his forehead by fiUing that

in a httle bit, and shaved his head. We add-

ed to the back of his neck, ears and eyes

—

we put contacts in. We had to reshape his

nose a httle, so that’s kind of bent.”

McGuigan and production designer

Eve Stewart also wanted the creature to

that became our canvas,” McGmgan says.

“We tried ah sorts of things. We tried hav-

ing one eye be higher than the other,

which as you can imagine is qmte a hard

thing to do in the prosthetic world. We
wanted the eyes to be asymmetrical,

because we thought, ‘Well, maybe he’s got

one eye from a different person.’ Who is

that person? It wmhd be a sailor, so we
have half a tattoo, which is very subtle.

and different bits of skin that come from

various other parts. Obviously, as Victor

says in the movie, it’s not the way he’d pre-

fer to do it, but he has to get the parts from

somewhere, and he always gets them
quickly. So we tried to give a hfe to all the

parts—^hke, who did each one come from?”

As for the aformentioned flat head,

McGuigan explains, “We thought, ‘Well,

why are they doing that?’ And I love the

hne that McAvoy kind of ad-hbbed. Wctor

says, ‘A flat head,’ and Igor asks, ‘Why?’

and Wctor goes, ‘Because I hke it!’ That

was a homage to the makeup artist [Jack

R Pierce] on the James Whale film. There

isn’t really any reason for a flat head, and

I thought that was a nice httle joke. Vic-

tor does it because he can.”

One bit of story logic that most other

versions of Frankenstein have overlooked

is that where there is dead flesh, there

wiU be flies—^lots and lots of them. “WeU,

that’s just a matter of thinking about it,

isn’t it?” McGuigan observes. “If these

fleshy body parts have been lying about in

a Victorian underground lab somewhere,

there’s bound to be some kind of infesta-

tion, so we came up with flies. Actually, I

think it was Max who had that idea. We
used real flies, augmented with a bit of CG
work for certain moments. But for the

main shot you see, we had a guy under-

neath with a whole bunch of flies, and he

pushed them through with some air. Not

my favorite day on set [laughs]."

In the midst of trying to bring hfe forth

from dead flesh, it’s clear to the audience,

if not to Victor himself, that he’s engaging

in another sort of creation process with

Igor, who transforms from a timid, name-

less captive to a man with his own opin-

ions and ethics. “Wctor’s only thought is

to do his experiment,” McGuigan says, “to

achieve what he has to achieve because

he wants to create hfe. I beheve he brings

Igor in for those very reasons. He doesn’t

really want to be Igor’s friend, but he be-

comes softer and understands that here’s

another hfe and another person.

“But then the experiments go wrong,

and Wctor gets even more caught up in his

own hfe and his own world and his own
needs. And his friend, who’s been with

him ah that time, gets left a bit behind,

and the story is that Wctor wakes up and

realizes that he has created a monster

—

and the monster is himself, through his

unremitting, unyielding focus on making
the Prometheus and creating new hfe.



Whereas actually, he has created a life,

and it has been standing there right

beside him through all this. What’s inter-

esting about the movie and about Wctor
Frankenstein is, he’s not the most likable

character, because he does stray into the

dark elements. The cinema has told us

and Mary Shelley’s novel has told us that

that’s where he goes, and that’s interest-

ing to me. How long do you keep him on

the dark side before he wakes up?”

Prior to production, the director got

together with his leading men to talk

about such dynamics. “We came to New
York for a week or so a few months before

we started to shoot, and sat down every

day, went through the script and talked

about every single element,” McGuigan
reveals. “We talked about why this was a

good story to tell, and a very important

one. We certainly discussed how this was
parallel storytelling, with a famOiarity to

one thread and a new idea running through

the other, and at the end, they kind of

meet up. When you have two amazing ac-

tors like James and Dan, they understand

what they have to do from the beginning

of the film to the end—the dialogue, the

friendship, the confrontation.

“That’s a process you have to go through

when you’re making a film hke this,” the

director continues, “because it has a lot of

twists and turns. You want to make sure

that you’re not misleading, that those

twists are true to the story, and we spent

a lot of time on that, because we knew
people would have expectations when
they heard the name ‘Frankenstein.’ It’s

like when I did Sherlock-, everyone had
expectations, and when they heard that it

was a modern-day version, they already

had the krrives out and were about to con-

demn us. And then they saw it and sud-

denly went, ‘Oh, that works.’

“It’s the same with this. We always

knew there was a cinematic weight to what
we were trying to do, because it’s Franken-

stein, and some of the past films haven’t

really worked or gelled, because people’s

erqrectations went a certain way. So we u^
decided to make our own version.”

Roderick Turpin

(Andrew Scott)

finds that Victor

is almost os

tough 0 customer

os the monster.
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Uganda extremes if you’re part of the African “Eaten Alive” team.

C
ontinuing David Bertrand’s study of

Africa’s wild, homegrown DIY genre

cinema (see part one in Fango #344),

we find him heading into the shoot of the

cannibal movie Eaten Alive in Uganda. .

.

After 24 hours of travel, I disembark

from a plane, greeted by an armed rifle

guard and an Ebola scan (I fill out a form
and they wave a wand around my fore-

head). Buying a travel visa costs one

crisp new U.S. $50 biU, the only currency

accepted, as a curious customs agent

inquires how much I spent to get to

Uganda—and why I would do that. Pro-

ducer/transplanted New Yorker Alan
Hofmanis and a handful of the Wakali-

wood gang pick me up to take me to the

hotel where I’ll spend my first night.

After a wide-eyed trip through nighttime

Entebbe and Kampala with a nerve-

wracking reckless driver, we finally arrive

By DAVID BESTRAND
Photos by FREDERIC NOY

Part TWo
at a hotel peppered with large “No gun,

no knife” signs. The blaring lobby music

is, of all things, Toto’s “Africa.”

For a week, everyone will stare at and
comment on my pale muzungu (Caucas-

ian) skin, kids especially, but everyone is

unfaihngly gracious. Uganda often feels

like how I imagine dusty, rurcil America
in the 1960s. There’s an easygoing, un-

cluttered lawlessness about day-to-day

behavior, no seatbelt requirements or

smoking laws or anyone worried about

enforcing them. Boda-bodas (motorcycle

taxis) don’t require any kind of permit or

driver’s Ucense, and are terrifying but

exhilarating death traps. Weaving in and
out of Kampala’s absolutely horrendous

Props master Bisoso

Doudo con break out the

big guns on a tiny budget.

Attempt to feed these children, and you'll be

their next meal.

traffic without a helmet, you pray that

you won’t clip a leg on one of the thou-

sands of hop-on/hop-off van taxis and
spend your trip in a Ugandan hospital

with a shattered pelvis.

Geographically, Wakaliwood is a cou-

ple of small buildings built out of bricks

that Wakaliwood founder Nabwana Isaac

Godfrey Geoffrey cooked in a kiln him-

self, from the clay-rich dirt under his

feet. Nabwana, who started out in music

production—including the early career of

dancehall star Eddy Kenzo—before pur-

suing his dream of moviemaking, began
the process by taking one month (of a six-

month course) learning how to build a
computer from spare parts, and then

taught himselfAdobe Premiere and After

Effects and the rudiments of filmmaking.

He was the first person to bring electrici-

ty to his neighborhood, though power is

subject to constant and erratic outages

from the government. His work area con-

tains stacks of fried heird drives, burnt

from power surges or dust exposure

—

many of them containing the only copies

of Wakaliwood movies that are now lost.

Nabwana’s own family home and work
space, which houses his lovely, take-no-

nonsense wife and co-editor Harriet (a.k.a.

Mama Rachel) and their kids Rachel,

Gitti and Isaac Newton (!), is adjacent to

a rectangular building which includes a

rehearsal room, Hofmauis’ room, the

Ramon Films audio studio and, of course,

the gear and prop warehouse of Bisaso

Dauda, Wakaliwood’s indispensable mas-

ter craftsman and one-time founder of the

Gaddafi Quality Chapatti empire. Dauda
also refers to me as “Dauda” (apparently.



Our writer fearlessly confronted o different kind of African hunger problem.

it’s the Arabic variant of “David"). The
day after I arrive, he spends 14-plus

hours welding professional-grade Kino

Flo-style light grids out of scrap metal.

Currently, the Wakaliwood courtyard is

completely filled with the monstrous

frame of Dauda’s latest project: a full-

sized scrap-metal Huey HU-1 helicopter.

Walk a few steps, and you’re sur-

rounded by ramshackle stands selling

local cheap eats like ki kommando (chap-

atti and beans—“commando” because

it’s cheap bachelor food) and bottles of

real cane-sugar Coca-Cola. Also, an open

sewer, the commxmal hole-in-the-ground

outhouses and a lot of grazing goats.

Most Wakaliwood films are shot in the

immediate neighborhood, but for Eaten

Alive we overload a van taxi and depart

Wakaliga for the village of Kaliti, where
we will be shacking up for a weekend of

night shoots. I’ve seen a three-minute

edit of some footage from a shoot six

months prior (minus a score or audio

mix)
,
which featured cannibals attacking

The goat’s ribcage is

placed over Hofmanis’
torso, so that he’s

essentially wearing a
bodysuit of still-

steaming goat flesh.

a pregnant woman, eating her guts and

unborn fetus as one flesheater complains,

“The baby’s sour!” I learn from Nabwana
and Hofmaius that in the intervening gap

of time, they ran out of money and were
desperately strapped for cash—so much
so that even Hofmanis, the American,

was borrowing money from slum resi-

dents to buy his daily drinking water. As
consequence, actors had moved away.

footage had been lost. Basically, they

were starting from scratch.

Photographer Frederic Noy and I are

the first outsiders to tag along for a

Wakaliwood location shoot, and I’m hon-

ored—though I’m secretly shitting my
pants about heading to the epicenter of a

recent Marburg virus outbreak (a dead-

lier cousin of Ebola with a 90 percent

mortality rate in Africa). Once we arrive,

though, the beauty puts me at ease. With
dramatic hiUs and valleys draped in lush

green vegetation, and mango, banana,

coffee and avocado trees growing on the

property for the picking, it’s seriously an

Eden-like ambience. This is the home of

Dauda’s mother, and we are well taken

care of. Kickstarter money has allowed

for a few shooting privileges: We have

lice to eat instead of the usual posho, a

tasteless cornmeal, and a rented genera-

tor to power Dauda’s homemade light

stands. And so it begins. .

.

On any Wakaliwood production, the

cast is also necessarily the crew, and
everyone hustles from the moment we
arrive, constructing a cannibal village

from trees and banana leaves. There is

vegetation everywhere around us, so for-

aging is easy.

Nabwana has been mostly qmet, con-

templative, a little aloof since I’ve been
around. For the first few days, it was
hard to biiild a rapport with the man, but

suddenly on set, he’s a workhorse and an
intense force of nature, with veiy definite

ideas ofwhat he wants, how to accomplish

it and how fast. There is no question that

this Wakaliwood mini-empire wasn’t built

on happenstance and blind luck. He’s

nimble on his feet euid expects the same
of his team, which means for a visitor like

me, you’d better have your camera ready.

I can’t understand the language of crew
communication, Luganda, and no one

keeps me up to speed anyway.

Wakaliwood makeup and physical FX
are notoriously quaint (Who Killed Cap-

tain Alex used real butcher-shop blood

and a tripod built from a car jack), and
the visual FX—created by the self-taught

Nabwana on a computer perpetually on

the verge of implosion—are not exactly

Pixar. But on set, without any profes-

sional stunt actors, first aid or safety

apparatus, they make the most of what
they can, rigging simple in-camera tricks,

or just overcoming the odds with exces-

sive gusto and awesome athleticism.

It took real guts to complete the severed head

Mwehozo Faridoh is holding.
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Alan Hofmanis is fated ta became the ether white meat in Eaten Alive in Uganda.

One of the youngest guys on the crew
is Asiimwe Apollo, a.k.a. Apollo Creed

(!), who spoke neither Luganda nor Eng-

lish when he first arrived in Wakaliwood
from a distant village. In Eaten Alive, he

is the musical cannibal, playing a tradi-

tional instrument called a sekitulege (a

name derived from a nursery rhyme
about the flesheaters) that Dauda built,

based on Nabwana’s recollection of see-

ing one as a child. It’s a single-stringed

bow with its base clamped and buried in

the earth, similar to a gutbucket bass, ex-

cept locked in the ground. With this instru-

ment, Apollo leads a group of cannibal

children in the first coming-of-age cere-

mony for a boy played by Isaac Newton.

This is the hypnotic music that at-

tracts the doomed muzungu visitor (played

by Hofmanis), whom the cannibals mis-

take for... Chuck Norris? Apollo also

pulls off one of the coolest stunts of the

shoot, dashing through the forest at full

blcist, his vintage Razor Ramon WWF T-

shirt ripping off to reveal full cannibal

regalia as he breaks into a fevered dance,

like a Ugandan cannibal Superman.

Later that night, in a genuinely

creepy sequence, Isaac Newton’s charac-

ter undergoes a sort of cannibal bar mitz-

vah, using chanting, screaming and
witchcraft to summon a bagged corpse

from the dead and call a storm of winds.

The song they’re singing is the afore-

mentioned nursery rhyme, the lyrics

teUing of Night Dancers who have burnt

their Ups bright red by eating hot flesh

^ . streught from the fire, unwilUng to

wcdt for it to cool down. The se-

quence is effective, and damn cool.

_ The wind trick is later used again, as

a massive gust follows every move of

' the chairman of the cannibal village,

including the mutilation and murder of a

femeile traveler fooUsh enough to enter

his home.

Also in the movie is Bukenya Charles

(also known as Bruce U, the Ugandan
Bruce Lee), who starred in The Return of

Uncle Benon as the titular mustached and
goateed kung fu master. Along with other

past and present members of the WakaU-
wood stable, Uke Kizza Manisuru Ssej-

jemba and Wamala Peter (who taught

himself kung fu from Chinese magcizines,

founded Uganda’s first and only martial

arts school, trained in China at the

Shaolin Monastery and stars in Nab-

wana’s Rescue Team), Bruce U really is a

serious master of the arts, and teacher to

On set, without any
professional stunt
actors, first aid or

safety apparatus, the
crew make the most
of what they can.

the “Waka Starz,” WakaUwood’s kung fu

kids. Naturally, Bukenya fills the “mar-

tial arts guru” role in almost every

WakaUwood production, and Eaten Alive

in Uganda is no exception.

Here, he enters the story late, just as

our desperate muzungu is fleeing for his

hfe. Hofmanis’ character is corrcdled into

a circle of chanting cannibals and forced

to go one-on-one with Bukenya’s kung fu

cannibal priest. After getting his ass

kicked, kicking ass back, ripping off

Bruce U’s hand to use as a weapon (as a
cannibal sorcerer, that hand can shoot

fire), and getting out of there, he’s

chased through the woods by the entire

cannibal village and then pursued by
more of the fiends gunning at high speed

on motorcycles (downhill through a for-

est in the dark), who catch him in a huge
hunting net.

I’m there for a hilarious moment
when Nabwana pulls Hofmanis aside to

let him know about these back-to-back

scenes to be shot at the end of a tiring

night. It’s as if Hofmanis is some kind of

professional stunt actor, not a former film

programmer in his 40s who looks like a

shipwrecked Robinson Crusoe, and has,

in real life, lost 50 pounds from sparse

nutrition. But this is WcikaUwood. Are

you prepared to be crazy? Then you are

welcome in Uganda. In additional re-

shoots for this sequence, Hofmanis is

doubled by martial artist Ssejjemba, in

full whiteface makeup and wearing a

woman’s blonde wig, doing flips.

At one point, a crewmember who was
sent on an errand returns, accompanied

by the distressed bleating of a goat on a

leash. Goats graze everywhere in Ugan-

da, but clearly this one has a unique pur-

pose. Hofmanis looks at me and says,

“There’s your Kickstarter dollars at

work.” Ohhhh fl*k...

The goat is pale-skinned—chosen to

match Alan’s muzungu complexion. The
oldest actor on set plays the part of the

cannibal butcher. He’s a real butcher by
trade, and you know when he walks
out—shirtless—onto the shooting set

where the goat is tied up, and unsheathes

two huge, sharp and threatening knives,

that the future does not bode well for the

cinimal. And indeed, within minutes the

goat is held to the ground by other mem-
bers of the cast/crew while the butcher

slices its throat, decapitates it and gets

to work preparing the carcass.

What’s the reason for this violence?

Practicality. There are no special FX stu-

dios in Uganda, no rubber latex. If you
want gore beyond cheap CG splatter, you
need to purchase or create the real thing

yourself. The goat is splayed, its hair

The excitement within and far Wakaliwaad is cantinuing ta graw.



shaved. (This part actually was fortu-

itous for us three muzungus in retro-

spect—boning hot water was needed for

the goat-shaving, which meant we had
pure hot water for coffee, something

which is surprisingly difficult to find, as

Ugandans always add lemongrass to hot

water despite our protests.)

When Nabwana’s shot is ready, the

goat’s ribcage is placed over Hofmanis’

torso during the devouring scene, so that

he’s essentially wearing a bodysuit of

still-steaming goat flesh, its blood and

with a deficit of toys, clothes and pro-

ductive things to play with, actually play

real games with ^e severed noggin!

Film exhibition and distribution in

Uganda is a weird affair; the street-level

economy, complete lack of distribution,

unreUable Internet and a culture reset in

the ’80s make for odd quirks. Most world
cinema pre-1980 simply did not make it

into the country, meaning that action

stars like Norris and Arnold Schwar-

zenegger are heroes who date back to

the early days of the collective Ugandan

The cannibals in Wakaliwaod flicks have mare practical ways af pursuing prey than

their Italian caunterparts.

innards dripping down his pants and its

bones painfully scratching his skin,

while the meat is ripped and chewed
(raw!) by a dozen or so chanting, scream-

ing cannibal actors. “I had to crawl

inside a freshly killed goat,” as Hof-

manis summarizes it. This is actually his

second time through this delightful

experience, as they shot the same scene

months prior, but that footage was
scrapped. The goat meat also comes in

handy for other body-trauma FX, includ-

ing Hofmanis’ machete leg amputation.

Naturally, at the end of the shooting day,

the expensive meat is collected from

wherever it ended up, thrown in a pot

over a fire, cooked and eaten by the

crew. It would foolish to let this rare

meal go to waste. (I just couldn’t take

part, though.)

The final use of the animal flesh is for

the neck hole of Hofmanis’ decapitated

head, which Isaac Newton and his canni-

bal friends use as a soccer ball. They
inadvertently kick it right in front of the

dead muzungu character’s distraught

Ugandan wife (played by Mwebciza Faii-

dah, who showed up to the shoot with

pink-dyed hair and as many cleavage-

reveaUng outfits as possible) with police

investigators in tow. It’s grotesque and
funny, but I almost can’t believe my eyes

a few hours later—^the local kids, who
have been hanging out the whole time,

watching the film production and clearly

cinema ejq)erience. They are the Buster

Keatons, if you will (“Busta Keaton,

World’s 1st Supa Commando” was recent-

ly popularized in Uganda, through Hof-

manis’ efforts). Ugandan film fans don’t

know, for example, that the Reagan-era

macho material was—^to many people

—

a downgraded, simplified product of the

meatier stuff from the 1970s. They have
no famiharity with Sam Peckinpah, or

Taxi Driver, orApocalypse Now, or Night of

the Living Dead.

The absolute weirdest moment when
this comes into focus occurs during a

shooting break on Eaten Alive in Uganda.

On my flight over, I brought with me a

suspiciously large load of essential elec-

tronic gear purchased with cash from

their Kicksteurter fund, including a lap-

top with a random assortment of movies

from my collection. Nabwana, plus three

actors in full cannibal regalia—^banana-

leaf skirts, bone necklaces, remnants of

goat’s blood—are huddled around it one

night on set, watchingR/oBrayo. As Hof-

manis noted, it’s a very reasonable bet

that I have inadvertently introduced

Uganda to John Wayne.
All DVD sales here are bootlegs

—

from the swankiest mall to scrap-wood

shacks, I never see a legit product for

sale (with the slowness and hassle of the

local Internet, streaming services would
be pointless). Nabwana himself esti-

(continued on page 81)
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Hallow
GROUNDS

We trek into the wilds of Ireland to investigate the

ancient creatures being given new screen life.

By OWEN WILLIAMS

S
omewhere in the south of Ireland,

FANGORIA is trapped in an attic.

Specifically, we’re at Co. Galway’s Stu-

dio Solas, a production facility once used

by Roger Corman. Today it’s home to writ-

er/director Coiin Hardy and the evil forest

sprites of his debut feature The Hallow. On
a raised set accessible only by trapdoor,

this writer is surrounded by clutter; old

furniture aud boxes, televisions, typewrit-

ers, birdcages, crockery, cushions, assort-

ed wicker items and various other

loft-space bric-a-brac. It’s a large set, but

feels cramped thauks to the addition of

the necessary film equipment and the

crew cramming themselves into corners

to stay out of shot, stuck up here until the

scene is complete and the exit becomes
available again. The hatch creeps open

and something begins to come
through...another crevrarember. “This is

the lock-in, is it?” he grins.

This is one of relatively few days in the

studio, with the majority of The Hallow

being shot on location in a cottage and
several forests some distance away in Let-

terfrack. “I like things to be as textured

and atmospheric as possible,” Hardy says,

“so I was adamant about doing as much on

location as we could. We’re shooting in

five forests to get different sequences.”

The Hallow (in theaters and on VOD
from IFC Films) centers on Clare (Aussie

actress Bojarrka Novakovic) and her hus-

band Adam (Joseph Mawle), whose job as

a tree surgeon has taken the bickering

couple and their newborn son out to the

edge of some rural Irish wilds. There, in

an isolated house from which they’ve

unwisely removed all the protective iron

from the windows, they ignore the advice

of the locals—^to their increasing peril, as

they find that the Good People of the for-

est are far from whimsical storybook

fairy-folk. Right now, the cameras are

capturing Mawle as he painstakingly

investigates with a flashlight, having

heard something go bump in the night.

“On one level,” Mawle says later,

“Adam’s journey is fantastical, a very

dark fairy tale: the scientist becoming pri-

mal. Adam and Clare still have secrets

from each other, which I think makes
them more tenable, somehow. Rather than

being a perfect married couple, they have

difficulties. In many ways, it’s about intel-

lect vs. instinct, aud they become more
instinctive as time goes on. By the end,

they’re starting to find themselves again,

in terms of each other and as parents.

Adam is a father, but not a ‘dad,’ really.

But by the conclusion of the film, that

has changed.”

Back in the attic, the crew has moved
on to the next sequence, and Fango
watches with some trepidation as an elon-

gated hand vsuth gnarled wooden fingers

gropes its spindly way through that trap-

door—a Hallow attempting to get at

Novakovic. The twiggy igits are a com-

plex animatronic system; the only CGI

mission was
always to create a
horror movie, but 1

didn’t want to do
vampires or
werewolves.”

—Corin Hardy,
writer/director

planned here is in the interests of post-

production finessing. The Hallow is oth-

erwise an all-practical affair—a loving

homage to the creature features that

inspired Hardy. “It’s all about having seen

Ray Harryhausen films as a kid and
believing those creatures were real,” he

says. “I loved [British claymation charac-

ter] Morph too, because he seemed to be

of the real world.”

The very first rehearsal take works
perfectly, but the only person shooting it

is Hardy with his iPhone, and it takes a

while longer to repeat the shot for the offi-

cial cameras. For three takes, the director

plays the hand himself, roaring as he

strains toward his lead actress, who
screams back at him fit to bust a lung;

Hcurdy will later decide he wants a Texas

Chainsaw Massflcre-influenced extreme
close-up of her fear-anguished face. Both
collapse laughing afterward. “I think I’m

going to credit myself as Fake Shemp,”

Hardy beams, referencing the stunt dou-

bles of Sam Raimi’s films (check The
Hallow's end credits, aud you’ll see he did

just that).

“I’m really proud that we’ve doue [the

effects] iu camera as much as possible,”

he coutinues. “Origiually, iu my dream
big-budget versiou of this film, the idea

was that the whole forest comes to fife.

Gradually, as we begau to make it, we
realized we could ouly afford a relatively

small number of creatures, but we’re

achieving a lot with them. I never wanted
to do a CG army of Lord of the Rings gob-

Uns, but it does feel like we’ve got more
than we actually have.”

Finally escaping the attic, we decide to

go and meet the Hallow for ourselves. A
poke around the creature shop—the back
of a truck—reveals various gruesome



heads with names hke Crawler 2 and Sin-

uous Hallow. One of the performers who
get to wear the masks is a contortionist,

one is a dancer and one is a parkour ex-

pert; the latter’s job at one point was to

crawl 20 feet down a tree on a wire. The
look is appropriately treelike and organic,

with protruding twigs and sparse but

sharp teeth. The creatures are blind, and

the actors also have very low visibility

within the suits. The auimatronics in the

headpieces mean they can’t hear very

well either.

Below the loft space are various other

The children of the forest threaten Clare

(Bojonko Novokovic) and her little son.

set bits and small pockets of activity. One
piece is a portion of a ruin near the cot-

tage, well on its way to being reclaimed

by the forest. Currently abandoned, it

will later be the site of a scene in which
Adam finds the Hallow Cora (Charlotte

WiUiams) holding his baby. Our phone Ulu-

minates an amazing art-department job,

with pillars surrounded by tree roots and
dead wood; the mulch underfoot even

makes it smell appropriately peaty.

Immediately adjacent are other little

sections being used for 2nd-unit pickups:

a small stone wall with a bluescreen

behind it; a pile of leaves; a free-standing

airing cupboard, currently being used for

a shot where Cora snatches the baby
through a hole in the top. The closet is

artificially filthy, covered in black goo;

you wouldn’t want to keep your towels in

it, much less a chQd. The infant’s yellow

blanket and powder-blue romper suit

make for a stark contrast to the set de-

sign. The real babies are on set (twins are

sharing the workload), and as Wilhams
coos at them between takes, they don’t

seem fazed by her stick hands.

A stunt dummy is used for the actual

abduction shot, and everybody holds it as

if it’s a real child. “It’s just the easiest

way to carry it,” says a burly, bearded,

shaven-headed FX guy unconvincingly, as

he cradles it against his chest with its

head on his shoulder. He adds that some-

one held it upside down one day, and he

was horrified.

“You’re never supposed to work with

children or animals,” Mawle laughs, “and

here we are on Corin’s first bloody film and
it’s animals, creatiues, babies, blind actors,

Australians playing English people ...”

A few months later, in fall 2014, Fango
catches up with Hardy during the editing

process, when he has a bit more time to

talk properly. The trip from London to the

set involved a train, plane, coach and
car—it took very nearly as long to get to

Galway from London as it does to get to

New York—^but today is a leisurely hoiu’s

drive to Hardy’s quaint home village of

Chiddingly, not far from Brighton. There’s

no mobile reception, and we can hear

nothing but birdsong. The church clock

chimes as, fittingly, we enter The Six

Bells pub. As Fango waits inside with a

pint for Hardy’s arrival, a cat comes over,

hes down and goes to sleep. It’s that sort

of place.

“I’d been living in London for 10 years

and never thought I’d be able to do any-

thing here again,” Hardy eiq)lains on his

arrival. “Time had moved on. But now I

have a baby of my own and we’ve moved
back here, and it made sense to try aud

bring the edit suite cilong.” A cockerel

crows outside, and Hardy laughs, “We
keep thinking that’s actually on the sound-

track while we’re editing.”

For Hardy, growing up in these idyllic

surroundings, horror was “this other un-

touchable world” of films he wasn’t al-

lowed to watch. He and a friend used to

make trips up to London to buy Fango,

3“

flS

S

£ Country living doesn't agree with

£ Adam (Joseph Mawle).



FX creator/animatronic designer John Nolan's achievements gave the production

0 hig head.

kicking off his love of creature features.

He was making monster movies on Super-

8 from the age of 1 1 : “We had blood pumps
and squibs. We learned to edit in camera.

I did it all in our bike shed." His TV-direc-

tor father facilitated a meeting with FX
legend Bob [Hellraiser] Keen in Hardy’s

early teens, and while his classmates were
presumably painting still lives of fruit

bowls for their school art projects, Hardy
was interviewing Harryhausen (who was
rude about his foam-rubber dinosaur: “Too

fat—he basically

told me off!”).

“I’m not really

that computer-liter-

ate,” he says now. “I

was always more
comfortable making
things with my
hands.” For his

award-winning cuii-

mated short Butter-

fly—made in that

bike shed over five

years
—

“I built cam-

era rigs out of show-

er-curtain rings and

car jacks.” That film

led to music videos,

which was “a way to

tell short stories”;

the cigarette-packet

figures from his

Prodigy video “War-

rior’s Dance” perch

on a bookshelf in his

house. The Hallow

has been a long time

coming, but it was
clearly inevitable

that he’d one day
make a feature.

“My mission was
always to create a

horror movie,” he

says, “but I didn’t

want to do vampires

or werewolves. I

wanted to try and
look for other ways
of creating mon-
sters, and fairies

hadn’t really been
explored too much outside of children’s

films. This is a sort of fairy home-invasion

movie! It transforms from this real-world

setting to a sort of fevered nightmare.”

His mythology is the resiUt of years of

research, but doesn’t specifically adhere

to any particular folkloric source. “We’ve

created our own stories based on the Good
People [the film’s original title; itwas also

known as The Woods for a time], or the

fairies, or the Tuatha De Danann. There’s

so much folklore out there that I was orig-

inally almost trying to namecheck too

much of it.

“That was one of the hardest things to

get right in the screenplay,” he continues.

“The moment you start doing that, you
face the problem of the rules not making
sense, because there are so many and
they’re so widespread and mixed up. You
want the movie to be driving forward, but

you’ve got a couple who have to stop and

boil water and pour it into halved egg-

shells and stuff like that. So a lot of the

writing process involved balancing the

m3rthology and reality, and then present-

ing it within a story that didn’t need too

much exposition.”

The family home is a short walk
around the comer from the pub. The bike

shed now houses the aforementioned edit

srrite, through a theatrically creaky door,

and a small sitting room that has become
something of a Hallow museum, packed
with the animatronic heads and copious

design work (examples of which you can

see below) that went into the film. “The

creatures turned up in a big lorry a couple

of days ago,” he smiles. “I just wanted
them here!”

‘i’m really proud that
we’ve done [the

effects] in camera as
much as nossible.”

—Ilorin Hardy,
writer/director

Also part of the archive is the Necro-

nomicon-style book of m3rthology that

plays an important part in The Hallow. A
labor of ridiculous love, it’s bound in wood
and contains more illustrations and dense

calligraphy than could possibly be visible

on screen. “Yeah, well, that’s making
movies, isn’t it?” Hardy asks rhetorically.

“If you don’t put the work in. .

.”

As we leave, an hour or two later, fol-

lowing tea and biscrrits and a look at some
of the footage edited so far, we notice the

Godzilla cover of Fango’s first issue

behind glass on one of the walls. “Yeah,”

he grins, “if you get us into FANGORIA,
that’s going in a frame too.”
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From the seed planted by ’80s slashers,

Australian filmmaker Chris Sun grows a new
gore-thirsty villain.

By MICHAEL HELMS

<

People just need to

realize that if they

leave Charlie (Nathan

Jones) alone, he'll

leave them alone.° if

E
ven before his first feature, the dark

and ragged thrill-kill shocker Come
and Get Me, had played anywhere,

prop trader turned fUmmaker Chris Sun
was talking up a project called Charlie’s

Farm. But his next film proved to be the

sadistic pedophile-revenge opus Daddy’s

Little Girl. On a bright and sunny midwin-

ter morning, Sean Gannon, who played

CoUn in Girl, picks up this reporter from a

Queensland airport and heads into the

hinterlands, toward the homestead loca-

tion where Charlie ’s Farm is seeing fruition

at last.

¥#3*s'^ Speaking with a Scottish brogue

^ '''thicker than the fog outside The

^ Q
' Slaughtered Lamb, Gannon erqrlains

. that he’s concentrating on produ-
’ cing duties on Charlie’s Farm (now on

DVD from Alchemy), and is clearly

excited to be attached to Sun’s biggest

and highest-profile production yet. With-

out revealing any other details, Gannon
also promises that a very serious FX bit is

being staged today. .

.

Some time later, we arrive at a few
dilapidated buildings just as the cast and

crew have finished lunch. From inside an

ancient shed that once housed livestock.

Sun is soon striding out onto a field adja-

cent to where the property backs into a

river, and where shooting will be concen-

trated this cifternoon. “Charlie’s Farm has

“The whole idea of a
deformed serial killer

is a cliche now, and
we wanted to do
something a little

different.”

—Steve Boyle, makeup
FX creator

been in the making for something like

four years,” he says. “In Australia, we
make the most amazing horror films and

films in general, except for drama shit.

But I don’t believe there’s ever been a

true, iconic Australian slasher character

like Jason Voorhees, Michael Myers, etc.

So I’m excited to have created Charlie. I

think once audiences have seen him, they

will realize he’s one of the greats.”

To boost the appeal to those fans. Sun
has brought a couple of horror heavy-

weights on board. “We’ve got Bill Moseley

and Kane Hodder,” he says, “along with

Tara Reid, plus Nathan [Mad Max: Fury

Road] Jones playing Charlie as a dead-set

monster. We get to kill all these famous
people in cool ways with a really big guy.”

As if on cue, a large figure seated on a

bench in front of a few tents becomes visi-

ble in the distance. People are scurrying

left and right, but this man appears much
bigger than anyone else, even though he’s

sitting down. Yours truly approaches the

bench with sudden and unexpected trepi-

dation, and Jones turns around slowly

before smiling. The overall impact is in-

stantaneous, and for the first time on a

film set, this writer is actually spooked by
a character in makeup. It’s hard not to

focus first on the dentures that seem
ready to rip and tear, before taking in a

wider view of a face that’s hideously dis-

figured with fine but deep scars that leave

long shadows when he looks to the sky.

Although he’s tanned, Jones, with his

yellow contact lenses in, bears an overall

look of sickness. He once had the nick-

name Muscles, which are bursting out of

his ragged costume, and later proves his

athleticism in a most frightening way. Be-

fore he can speak to Fango, though, he’s

led away by a PA who teUs him he has an

•

When he takes a life, Charlie's just taking after

his dad (Bill Maseley).

extra 10 minutes to rest up in his tent be-

fore the first shot of this very hot afternoon.

It’s not surprisingwhen Sun reveals, “I

had Nathan in mind when I wrote Charlie ’s

Farm. It was important that we not have

some dude with warts or big boils on his

face, but scars created from scratching

fleas. What people have to remember is

that Charlie is a 40-year-old kid. He’s just

an overgrown chQd, and he kills people for

touching his stuff. There are people who
have survived Charlie’s Farm; they’ve

gone searching for the legend and Uved.



Then there have been people who went
out there and started playing around, and

that pisses him off. Charhe doesn’t know
how to share.”

In one of the tents, we come upon
Steve Boyle, makeup effects master and

designer of all things Charlie. Having
worked his magic on major films hke The

Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey and the

vampire thriller Daybreakers, as well as

smaller projects like What We Do in the

Shadows and Sun’s Girl, Boyle is charged

up to be visiting Charlie's Farm. “From the

start, I was very excited about this,” he

“He’s just an
overgrown child, and
he Kills people for

touching his stuff.

Charlie doesn’t know
how to share.”

—Chris Sun,
writer/director

says, “because it’s a true throwback to

’80s slashers, and I grew up on those.

Even though I’ve done much higher-profile

stuff, I always knew I had one of these

movies in me—or maybe a couple, if

there’s a sequel.

“I was also excited about designing

Charhe’s makeup. The whole idea of a

deformed seiicil killer is something of a

chche now, and we wanted to do some-

thing a httle different and design some-

thing where the deformities are kept off

the face. We deform other parts of the

body, and the facial design is more influ-

enced by sickness, disease and expo-

sure to the elements. He has contact

lenses and hairpieces, dentures, pros-

thetics for his body, his back, his hands,

eveiything.”

The sheer quantity of makeup FX

If no weapons ore

handy, Charlie

prefers the hands-

on approach.

required for Charlie’s Farm was also an
attraction, Boyle notes. “It’s rare to have

so many effects in a film with this budget.

You would usually only see this on a $20-

miUion project. It’s not just making the

pieces for Charlie every single day, plus

the stunt-mask versions; there are all the

deaths of the other cast members. Even
though five weeks of shooting time

sounds good compared to a lot of other

stuff that’s being done, it just takes a lot

of time to film the effects. If a scene

involves blood, I just know I’m going to

hold the set up—^but I’m used to that look

from people now. I’ve actually lost count

of how many, but we’ve got fake heads,

slit throats, punctured bodies, people

being hit with cixes and all sorts of

appendages being cut off, and all of them
have blood rigs.”

Clearly, Charhe is quite the creative

killer, and Boyle adds, “What I hke about

him is that sometimes, he just uses his

bare hands. It’s easier than getting a

weapon; he’U just grab someone’s throat

and rip out a big chunk. I’ve always

wanted to do something like that.” And
even Charhe’s yeUow eyes have a concep-

tual basis: “We were playing with the idea

of, what if someone has become so evil

that there are all these different stews

inside his body, different viruses? How

It would be a fairer fight if Kane Hodder was

playing his masked alter ego.

would that present itself physically? We
thought we could let that concentration

come out through his eyes, through emo-

tional intensity.”

The uiuque thing about Charhe is that

standing next to him, you get no sense of

him being supernatural; his look is entire-

ly of his own making. “I get the feehng

he’s going to remain alive and stay hu-

man” in potential future films, Boyle

muses. “That was the thing Chris wanted
to separate him from all the others. He
didn’t want Charhe to be a bogeyman; he

wanted him to be a real guy.”

Another special feature of Charlie’s

Farm is that its antagoiust actuaUy fights

Jason Voorhees—at least figuratively, in

the form of Hodder’s character Tony Stew-
art. Few other retro-slashers can claim

that. “In a sense, Charhe was fathered by
those characters, as we ah were creative-

ly,” Boyle says. “I grew up with those

movies—the Friday the ISths, the Night-

mare on Elm Streets—and I stiU watch
them constantly. So the idea of contribut-

ing to a character where we ah have the

same goal for him—^the ques-

tion then becomes, how do

V



family [laughs]. We don’t have a lot of big

guys in our bloodline. I’m very proud to

see him now that he’s aU grown up. It

didn’t look hke he was going to amount to

much. We used to call him the retard. He

I was very nervous at first, because I

made Charhe’s prosthetics in so many sec-

tions, I hadn’t actually seen it put to-

gether except in the original design I did

with Photoshop. But on the first night,

Chris and I looked at each other and knew
we’d got it right.”

Suddenly, all things are go on set and

Boyle is called back to attend to Charlie

—

but before leaving, he offers an answer to

the question of whether he’s doing any-

thing especially innovative on Charlie’s

Farm. “The funny thing is. I’ve sht peo-

ple’s throats before. I’ve done fuUy

deformed meikeups before. I’ve cut heads

off before, stabbed people before, ripped

off people’s genitals. I don’t think I’ve

ever torn off someone’s jaw before. This

may be the first time I’ve done that par-

tic^ar mutilation.”

After watching a bathing scene with

Alhra Jaques as Melanie and Sam Coward

as Donkey, Fango ends up in the middle of

the paddock as the setup for today’s FX

How you gonna keep them away from the Farm when they're curious about a local legend?

wasn’t really a good kid.”

At the end of the day, darkness and
rain descend rapidly, and the urge not to

get caught in an instant quagmire results

in a lot of people running for shelter.

Fango catches up with Sun for a final com-

parison between Charhe and the slasher

icons that formed him. “Jason and Michael

Myers are both pretty much the same, and

they’re both wearing masks. I’m still a

huge Michael fan, but the one thing I hke
about Leatherface is that he runs. Charlie

really shows that he’s a child in the way
he plays with his victims. He toys with

them in the way he kills them, but he

doesn’t f**k around either. Once he’s

going to kill you, that’s it, and you die

very painfully.”

As he departs. Sun turns back with a

smQe for one final observation. “You know
who Charlie does remind me of? Harry

from Harry and the Hendersons—^just a

really violent one.”

Charlie come hy his hod hohlts at on early age (as played hy Cameran Caulfield,

with Madeleine Kennedy).
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scene, featuring Charlie, Donkey and a

very sharp blade, continues apace. A
pleasant surprise occurs as we’re joined

by Charlie’s father, a.k.a. Moseley, who
has just stepped onto the location for

the first time. The actor is trying to orien-

tate himself at the moment, but provides

excellent company as the scene unfolds,

causing us both to wince in unison as

the cast and crew, er, puU it off for maxi-

mum impact.

Having watched Charhe chase Donkey,

Moseley remarks, “I see Charhe now, and

I wonder if his size must come from his

mother Merideth’s [Trudi Ross] side of the

Natasha (Tara Reid) finds herself In an

Outhack stake hause.
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V
eteran actor Clu Gulager has created a

body of work that spans decades, from

the Western TV classics The Virginian

and The Tall Man to a pair of enduring

fright films celebrating their 30th anni-

versaries this year; Dan O’Bannon’s hor-

ror/comedy gem The Return of the Living

Dead and Jack Sholder’s sequel A Night-

mare on Elm Street 2: Freddy’s Revenge.

Entertainment runs surprisingly deep in

Gulager’s family; his father John was a

prolific vaudeville performer and humor-
ist, and his cousin Will Rogers was one of

the most recognizable celebrities for dec-

ades. His late wife Miriam Byrd-Netheiy

co-starred with Grilager in Jeff Burr’s From
a Whisper to a Scream (a.k.a. The Offspring)

and played Mama Sawyer in Burr’s Leath-

, efface: Texas Chainsaw Massacre III.

And of course, Gulager’s older

son John directed the Feast trilogy

and Piranha 3DD, casting Gulager in

all four. His younger son Tom is also

an actor who appeared in the second

and third Feast films; who can forget him
throwing the baby to the monsters to save

himself? (Incidentally, that baby was his

own son and Clu’s grandson!) FANGORIA
sat down with Gulager to reminisce about

the horrors in his past. .

.

FANGORIA: Are you a horror fan yourself?

CLU GULAGER: I’m a fan of every movie.

I think no filmmaker, horror filmmakers

included, ever sets out to make a bad film.

Sometimes, we end up making pictures

that are not as good as others, but we
don’t mean to. 1 like the intention of an
artist when he or she sets out to make a

movie. I always take that into account.

Not everyone can be a Martin Scorsese,

but that’s OK; we can still make enter-

taining pieces. We have all these points of

viewwhen we create a horror film, and it’s

so dangerous because we’re dealing with

death and blood and the most d3mamic

images movies can deal with. The more
blood, the more I like it. Maybe I have a

perversion that is not good for society. I

hope I do!

E^^G: That’s just fine! What can you tell

us about the Return of the Living Dead
ejq)erience?

GULAGER: 1 have had numerous people

come up and teU me, “You were just right.

It seemed like they wrote that for you.” I

teU them no, I don’t think so. Dan told me
he was writing it as a joke. They had Tobe

Hooper to direct it, but the money was
hard to come by, so finally, the producers

said, “We can’t wait any longer. Dan, you
are going to have to direct it.” He said,

“I’m not a director.” They said, “Now you
are.” So he started directing. He didn’t

know, necessarily, how to prepare for each

day’s work and so forth, but after I saw it,

1 felt that he hit it. He came out a winner

on that. Dan did a splendid job.

FANG: At the time, were you familiar with

George A. Romero’s films and what O’Ban-

non’s script was riffing on?

GULAGER: Yeah, I was. And we did some
things that were really frightening, too. 1

had to knock the head off a zombie. They
had this little person who was the stunt-

man, dressed in this costume with a fake

head sitting on his head. I had this bat I

was supposed to swing as hard as I could

to knock that head off, and I did. It was
crazy, but I actually hit it and it went
sailing off like it was going over the fence.

I was thrilled, and didn’t think much
about it until later. Then I began to cringe

and realize what we had done. If I had hit

that guy in his head, it would have killed

him instantly.

FANG: So it wasn’t a prop bat? It was real?

GULAGER: Oh, yes. A real wooden Louis-

ville Slugger. I really hit it hard. I didn’t

even question it until later. Then it almost

made me sick to my stomach.

“Forrest J Ackerman
said, 'Don’t do Jeff

Burr’s film, Vincent...
because in it, Clu
Gulager kills his
naked wife!’

”

FANG: Return of the Living Dead's longevity

is ameizing. When you make convention

appearances, is that the role that res-

onates most with fans?

GULAGER: There are two entertainment

entities I have been associated with that

are still, as you say, resonating with folks.

One is The Virginian, a Western show that

was on for about nine years, and the other

is Return of the Living Dead. I would say, if

I am remembered at aU, those two are

probably what it will be for.

FANG: You will be remembered. There
definitely is a legacy there.

Clu and Tom Gulager suffered for John's art through the two feast sequels.



Gulager says there was the potential for real death while shooting this Return of the Living Dead gag.

GULAGER: You know, film has been
around about 100 years or so. So you’re

right in that sense. There is a legacy for

every actor, actress, director and editor. I

know that we’re now in this kind of recidi-

vism period where people are reviving

things like David Cronenberg and so forth,

and I think it is right that your magazine

honors these legends. My period is within

that 100-year era of film.

Quentin Tarantino, who’s a friend of

mine and owns the theater I go to aU the

time [LA’s New Beverly Cinema], just

hates it that [actual] film is gone. He
would probably hate me for saying film

has gone, but that’s how I feel. Now we’re

in the age of digital projection, and I know
Quentin feels it is wrong. I don’t neces-

sarily agree with his position all the way,

but I understand what he’s saying. There

may be a different look to film, a little

richer maybe, deeper hues and things hke
that. 1 understand that, but film is so

expensive now, maybe this can make it a

httle cheaper.

FANG: Well, technology always offers

financial savings eventually, but when
something is new, it’s usually ejq)ensive.

Later, when it becomes more affordable,

independent filmmakers can finally use it.

Just like 3D technology, which will proba-

bly become cheaper.

GULAGER: That’s interesting. 3D was a

gimmick, and now it has become more
widespread. It has never affected my enjoy-

ment of film much. John had to make his

last film in 3D. The Weinsteins wanted
Piranha 3DD to have big tits shown triple

[laughs], so that’s what he did! They had
big titties shown three different wa5?s! If

the Weinsteins want it and they’re putting

up the money, let’s do it!

FANG: A Nightmare on Elm Street 2 had

you battling an exploding bird, among
other things. What was that Uke?
GULAGER: Well, aU I know is the bird

Gulager's son John ordered up a recurring role

for his dad in the Feast triptych.

was supposed to fly around the room, and
they Uked to do things the old-fashioned

way. So they got this old man who used to

be good with whips and things Uke that.

He had this big long string on a pole with

a phony bird tied to it, and he just started

whipping it around the living room. It

hit me right in the f**king eye! I said,

“Oh, shit! That old man oughta be put

down!” So, that was my ejq)erience »>»

with that film.

FANG: Jeff Burr cast you in From a
**

Whisper to a Scream, Eddie Presley and
Puppet Master 5: The Final Chapter. How
was it working with him?

GULAGER: Jeff is a brilliant filmmaker.

Once again, we see that the legacy of

Hollywood sometimes disrespects great

artists. They disrespected Jeff, and that

bothered the shit out of me.As Return's Burt, Gulager is a straight man among the often humorous living Dead.



I have a great story about Vincent

Price on From a Whisper to a Scream. I

played a psychotic guy, as I often do, and
Miriam played my sister—my wife in real

life played my sister in the movie. They
asked Vincent to do the wraparound
scenes, and they gave him the script, and

Vincent was a friend of this guywho had a

horror magcizine called Famous Monsters.

FANG: Forrest J Ackerman. .

.

GULAGER: Yeah, Forrest. He was his

good friend, and a good friend of mine, so

I thought. He heard Vincent was offered

this script, so he wrote to him. This is

wild, but it’s true [laughs]: A friend of

Jeff’s who works at the Library of Congress

came across some of Vincent’s old letters

and papers he’d received, and sent Jeff

one from Forrest J Ackerman to Vincent

Price. In it, he sard, “Don’t do Jeff Burr’s

film, Vincent. You are making a horrible

mistake, because in it, Clu Gulager MUs his

naked wife!” Well, of course—that’s what
we do in horror films! But I heard later

that the real reason he didn’t want Wn-
cent to do it was that Forrest had
wanted that role, and it wasn’t

offered to him. So, there you go.

And at the end of the letter, he

said, “Destroy this, I don’t want
anyone reading it.” Well, it’s in

the Library of Congress, and now
it’s gonna be in FANGORIA. F**k

it, you know, because I think

things like this should be known.

I didn’t like him sending a letter

hke that about my wife. She was a

very religious woman, and she

was an actress playing her part.

She did it beautifully. The part

required her to be taking a bath

when I stabbed her in the back
and drowned her. That’s what the

script said, so she did it. That’s

what actors do. Morahty, up to a

point, doesn’t enter into art. Now,

having said that, you may get a lot of let-

ters, but who gives a shit? I don’t care

what anyone thinks.

FANG: Well said! How was it being direct-

ed by your son as the Bartender in the

three Feast films?

GULAGER: Not only was it thriUing and

rewarding, it was an honor, because he is

a great filmmaker. He is a true artist, so it

was a thrill to be asked to do it. He helped

me out so much in film, throughout my
hfe, and the least I can do when he wants
me to do something is just do it.

*i had to knock the
head off a zombie... If

I had hit that guy in

his [real] head, it

would have killed

him instantly.”

FANG: Can you talk a bit about the film act-

ing workshops you offer in different cities?

GULAGER: We don’t take many students

in those workshops. We go on location for

each scene and shoot everything, and I

critique it. Then, when we play it back, I

critique it again. It’s not a seminar, I don’t

just give a lecture; it’s not that kind of

deal. My theory, and it’s probably aU wet,

is, “Can I get them on their feet, scene

after scene, moment after moment, exer-

cise after exercise?” Practice makes per-

fect—that’s my concept. I’m probably

old-fashioned, but that’s the way we think,

in that workshop anyway.

Find out more about Gulager’s Film Acting

Workshop at http://gulager.com/acting.
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A
lthough Mexico has always been rich in traditions and leg-

ends, not many horror movies have been produced there, and

very few of those have been released in Europe or the United

States. With the exception of a group of films made by writer/

director Juan Bustillo Oro, considered by many to be the true

father of Mexican horror cinema, in the ’30s, Mexican production
was overwhelmingly dominated by melodramas and Westerns in

its early decades. This changed in the ’50s, when the great TV
success of professional wrestling, the lucha libre, led to big-

screen vehicles for its creizy, costumed heroes and villains, with

the hkes of Santo and The Blue Demon taking on monsters, vam-
pires, robots, mummies and mad doctors.

With a few exceptions, though—^hke Chano Urueta’s Franken-

stein-inspired El Monstruo Resucitado (1953) and Fernando Men-
dez’s El Vampiro (1957)—serious Mexican horror had to wait

until a young Guillermo del Toro made his international success

Cronos (1993). More recently, Jorge Michel Grau debuted to much
applause with We Are What We Are, and formerly Argentina-based

Adrian Garcia Bogliano moved to Mexico to create Here Comes
the Devil and Scherzo Diabolico. Sound designer turned filmmaker

Lex Ortega thus decided itwas the right time to initiate a project

that would bring the most brutally shocking Mexican traditions

and legends to the screen, gathering together seven other Mexi-

can fnmmakers/genre fans for the anthology feature Mexico Bar-

baro, now on DVD and digital from Dark Sky Films.

An anthology
from Mexico
adapts
traditional

legends to

break new
ground in the

genre.

Lex Ortega

wants ta

intraduce

the warld ta

a hotter

flavor of

horror.
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Also an executive producer on the film, Ortega was joined in

the directorial lineup by Grau, Isaac Ezban, Laurette Flores

Bom, Ulises Guzman, Edgar Nito, Gigi Saul Guerrero and Aaron
Soto. Mexico Barbaro had its world premiere at last year’s Sitges

Film Festival, where FANGORIA had a chat with its mastermind.

FANGORIA: How did you get into moviemaking?

LEX ORTEGA: I studied sound engineering at the Trebas Insti-

tute in Montreal, Canada, and also cinematography at UNAM in

Mexico City. I have been doing sound design for radio, television

IVe Are What IVe Are creator Jorge Michel Grau took o break from the feature

world to contribute "Munecos."

and films for about 15 years, all the while surrounded by direc-

tors, producers, editors, etc. So I got pretty involved in the pro-

duction area, and realized what you shouldn’t do during shooting

and then try to fix it in post.

One day I had an idea for a short film, and it coincided with

the submission dates for Mexico’s Morbido horror film festival. I

didn’t have a script or any knowledge about direction; all I had to

make the short was an idea and a couple of questions: How
would zombies listen, and what happens if they attack humans
because of our noises? Maybe our screams are so annoying that

they just want to make it stop; as you can see, everything was
related to sound.

So I took a camera with some friends and shot Devourment,

and it was an official selection at Morbido and played Fantasia

as well! I couldn’t believe it, and after that I just felt the need to

make more movies. I subsequently made various extreme shorts

in the horror genre, and founded the postproduction and sound-

design company LSD Audio, with which I have worked on domestic

and international film projects such as Adrian Garcia Bogliano’s

Here Comes the Devil and LatePhases, Richard Raaphorst’sF’ranft-

enstein ’s Army and Isaac Ezban’s The Incident.

FANG: Frankenstein’s Army is a pretty crazy movie; what do you
remember of that erqrerience?

ORTEGA: I didn’t go on set, I just worked on the postproduction.

I remember seeing the black-and-white Frankenstein ’sArmy teas-

ers on the web and totally loving them. After the producers from

Dark Sky contacted us to do the sound, I was flipping out about

**Mexico Baxbaro shows the world
stories that form a part of our
culture, and some that have
haunted us since childhood.”

working on that project; I just loved those creatures. When I met
Richard during the mixing process, he told us he had to sell his

collection of Star Wars toys to pay for those teasers!

FANG: How did you come up with the idea of making an antholo-

gy horror feature?

ORTEGA: Today, it is almost impossible to see short films at reg-

ular theaters. Luckily, they’re always welcomed at festivals and

have their own space, but their lifespan is relatively brief, and

you can only catch them at festivals or special showings. The



Some people like the taste of blade. (From Lourette Flores Born's "Tzompontli")

idea came up basically because I wanted
to give longer life to short movies, so more
people would be able to watch them and

they could be shown on the big screen. I

wanted to give them back their impor-

tance, and the only way I found to do that

was to join forces with other directors

who felt the same way. Creepshow influ-

enced this project very much, but there

were other anthologies that inspired its

territorial context, which is the spine of

Mexico Barbara. I’m thinking about

Three...Extremes, by the renowned Asian

directors Takashi Miike, Fruit Chan and

Park Chan-wook. They told their stories

in a very provincial way, and I loved that.

FANG: Was it difficult to get Mexico Bar-

bara financed?

ORTEGA: It’s always hard to get money
for a movie, and that was a very impor-

tant issue ior Mexico Barbara. Each direc-

tor financed his or her own segment, or

sought their own resources to finish it.

‘‘Most of the segments
ended up presentino a

very realistic anif
socially conscious
view of present-day

Mexico.”

That’s what made this project 100 percent

independent.

FANG: How did you corral all the film-

makers?
ORTEGA: We all met each other at festi-

vals, and I respect and enjoy their work a

lot, so I told them the idea for an antholo-

gy with the common theme of Mexican
traditions and legends, and they loved it.

The majority of the initial lineup remained

to the end, although the original list

changed a bit, because two of the direc-

tors were busy filming other things and

decided to step out of the project for per-

sonal reasons. When that happened, we
proposed their conceivable successors,

analyzed their work and made the deci-

sion after voting.

FANG: Based on that, Mexico seems rich

with creepy stories to teU. .

.

ORTEGA: This project is very nationalis-

tic. All the directors had to be born in

Mexican territory, regardless of the place

or their current residence. We wanted to

show the world at least a small part of our

popular culture—^told with some buckets

of blood, of course! Most of the time, film-

makers recreate the legend of La Llorona

[the crying woman] in different ways; that

is our most common and famous tradi-

tional legend, but in Mexico we have

many stories and creatures, so we tried to

use Afferent ones. It’s funny—most of the

segments ended up presenting a very real-

istic and socially conscious view of pres-

ent-day Mexico, without any agreement
among us: fenrirricide, organ trafficking,

narcos, vengeance, the disappearance of

innocent people, drug cartels and so on.

FANG: Tell us about your episode.

ORTEGA: It’s titled “Lo Que Importa Es

Lo de Adentro” [“It’s What’s Inside That
Counts”) . I did a bizarre, sick and veryvio-

lent version of what we know as the leg-

end of El Coco [the Hispanic eqrrivalent of

the bogeyman], or El Senor del Costal.

That kind of contradicts what I said be-

fore about not doing the most common
legends, but I gave it a social context and

Poverty bites in Ortega's "Lo Que Importa Es Lo de Adentro."

FANG: Did each of the directors come up
with his or her own story, or was a com-

mon theme given to them?

ORTEGA: We each decided which story to

make and chose our legend or tradition,

and had total freedom to do so, without any

interference. Mexico Barbara shows the

world stories that form a part of our cul-

ture, and even some that have haunted us

and given us rrightmares since childhood

—

the ones that took away our innocence.

The bogeyman, trolls, ghosts, creatures,

Aztec sacrifices and, of course, our most
beloved tradition, the Dio de los Muertos

[Day of the Dead], are some of the sub-

jects making up tWs anthology.

put it in an urban setting, very close to

any of us who live in the monstrous met-

ropolitan area that Mexico City is.

The story takes place in a dysfunc-

tional family environment, where the

mother despises her little daughter

Laura, who has a disease called Rett »>.

syndrome that affects girls almost

exclusively, damaging motor func-

tions and language. The mother feels

Laura is a burden to her, and prefers her

healthy child. Laura knows what’s going on

in the neighborhood with El Coco, but she

can’t commurricate. I talk about segrega-

tion, exclusion and how appearances are

deceiving. My bogeyman is not an entity



hiding in a closet; this one is real, hving

among us, and he is a real son of a bitch.

Tlatelolco, the area of Mexico City

where I chose to shoot my segment, has a

pretty bloody past. In 1968, there was a

genocide led by the state; during a mas-

sive protest in the main square, many stu-

dents were kQled by snipers shooting from

the roof of the Chihuahua building, which
is where the story unfolds. Many students

ran into the bmlding to escape, am
undercover paramilitary killed them
on the stairs. In September 1985, a

magnitude 8.1 earthquake shook
Mexico City, aud on the right side of

Tlatelolco’s square, the Nuevo
Leon bmlding collapsed, kilhng

between 200 and 300 people.

You can imagine the vibes that

place has.

FANG The actor playing the

bogeyman is impressive; one

moment he looks like a good

guy, and the next he is a

frightening monster. How did

you cast him?

ORTEGA. On most of my past

shorts, I have worked with non-

actors because of a lack of fi-

nancial resources—^just friends

who had the characters’ physical

profiles. They’d read the script.

I’d give them the backgrounds of

the parts and we’d shoot. This

case was the same. I wrote the

script thinking of my friend

Anuar Zuniga Naime, who had the

perfect look; with the right guid-

ance he could be really creepy and

a bad-ass. Unlike the character, he is

a very easygoing person, and he was so

worried about not being believable on

screen, but he did a great job!

FANG Were there any issues working
side by side with so many other filmmak-

ers, with such distinct personahties?

ORTEGA Not at all; it was absolutely

awesome! They’re all professionals and
very talented, they know what to do aud

how to do it aud there was full commit-

meut from all of them, aud that was cru-

cial to the film beiug completed. Mexico

Barbara offers visious from dowutowu, the

uorth aud south of the couutry aud Mexi-

cau resideuts Uviug iu other couutries. All

of them have differeut life experieuces

that give a unique flavor to each of these

In Aaron

Soto's

"Drena,"

bod behavior

leads to

much worse.

stories, which makes this the first Mexi-

can feature with that quality.

FANG There have been rumors about a

potential second Mexico Barbara movie,

with different directors involved. Can you

say anything about that?

ORTEGA Well, besides being au interest-

ing project by its very nature, Mexico Bar-

bara is a door to ejq)osure for filmmakers

who, for various reasons, have been
unable to make a feature. So yes, there

will be eight more Barbaros telling

bizarre, extreme aud bloody traditioual

Mexicau stories. We waut to ejq)aud Mex-

ico Barbara iuto a franchise, to give oppor-

tunities to more genre directors from all

over Mexico. It won’t matter if their

career has been long or short; the only

requirement is to be Mexican-born. We
will create a forum within social media,

where service providers aud film-iudustry

professiouals cau have a platform to

showcase aud offer their work aud ser-

vices aud exchauge ideas for those iuter-

ested iu horror aud fautasy movies.

Beyoud that, this project will create a

chauuel where people cau geuerate pro-

jects aud provide guidauce aud support

for productious outside the frauchise.

__tNG Mexico Barbara feels fresh while
' keepiug the classic architecture of horror

ciuema. What do you think will be the

future of the genre?

ORTEGA: Hollywood’s lack of ideas is

obvious, aud we uow have the opportunity,

thanks to the ease of technology, to film

any time. Independent moviemakers
aren’t restricted any more; you can shoot

on a very small budget. The most im-

portant thing is that we have all kinds

of fresh, original stories to tell, and I

believe all kinds of good directors from

unimaginable places are coming to kick

ass, so the genre is going to be around for

a while.

FANG. What are your next projects? Will

we see a full Lex Ortega picture?

ORTEGA. I’m working on my first fea-

ture, Atroz [Atrocious], which came out of

a short I made a few years ago. It’s a very

graphic, ultraviolent story about two seri-

al kQlers who record their tortures aud

murders, aud these suirff tapes are cou-

fiscated by the police wheu they’re ar-

rested for causiug a traffic accideut. It’s

a mixture of fouud footage aud tradi-

tioual ciuema. ©

C‘_
'
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Only Gigi Soul

Guerrero's story

is named after tbe

bolidoy, but every

day is o "Dio de

los Muertos" in

Mexico Barbara.



*‘E1 Gigante” Muscles In

M exico Barbara's "Dia de los Muertos"

isn't the only short film by Gigi Soul

Guerrero to find its way to audiences

this year. With her cohorts in Luchagore Pro-

ductions, she's been riling up festival crowds

with El Gigante, a 1 3-minute tale of south-of-

the-border brutality intended to launch a fea-

ture. Guerrero and partners

Raynor Shima and Luke

Bramley screened both the

short and a proof-of-concept

for the full-length movie at

this past summer's Fantasia

festival in Montreal, where

they pitched to prospective

backers during the Frontieres

International Co-Production

Market, and spoke to FAN-
GORIA about the project.

El Gigante may not be the

first flick to combine horror

and masked grapplers, but

it's likely the most explicit.

Bramley describes the story

as "The Texas Chainsaw Mas-
sacre meets luchador wres-

tling. It's about this family who
live in the barren outback of

the Texas/Mexico border,

and they capture illegal immi-

Con Came by Shane McKenzie, with the short

dramatizing its first chapter. "We were really

lucky to stumble upon this story," Guerrero

says. "We have to thank John Skipp for that;

he introduced us to Shane and basically said,

'You've got to meet this team; they understand

what Tex-Mex horror is all about.' So, long

well—including El Gigante himself, David Forts.

"He's probably the most polite giant man
you will ever meet, and you would never ex-

pect him to be so evil on screen!" Guerrero

says. "Raynor and Luke actually had to back

away from him at the audition. I was luckily

way back with the camera, but these guys

were like, 'Whoa!'
"

"You know when you see someone who's

really quiet, but they have that dark inner side

The short-film ring isn't hig enough to hold El Gigante (David Forts).rants trying to cross over,

ring them back to their home,

terrorize them in a makeshift wrestling ring, kill

them and sell their meat for tacos in the near-

est town. Instead of Leatherface, they have El

Gigante, this big luchador who just destroys

and pulverizes his victims in his ring."

El Gigante is based on the novel Muerte

story short, Shane sent us his book, we sent

him our work and from there Shane said,

'Please make my book into a film!' [Loughs]"

No doubt the author was pleased by the

level of grit and grue in the El Gigante short,

which promises a lot more for the feature.

'When you read the novel, it makes you feel

so gross, and that stood out to us immediate-

ly," Guerrero says. "We want to make sure

that's on screen. As Luke described it, you

should feel like you need a shower after watch-

ing. In the family scenes, everything in the frame

has to be covered with some sort of grime or

dirt. And the gore— I mean, that's what we're

all fans of, right?"

"It's not for everyone," Bramley adds, "but

we have a good feeling that we'll find the right

audience for it."

They certainly found enthusiastic support

when they set up a Kickstarter campaign to

raise money for the short. With a target of

$5,000, they wound up with a total of $8,000,

which allowed them to add more production

value. The trio plan to bring the creative team

behind this and their other films, including lead

makeup FX artist Carolyn Williams, with them to

the longer version, and while they'd like to cast

a coupfe of known names as the central couple

who stumble upon the brutal brood, they want
to retain the actors who play these deviants as

to them, and when they get really pissed off,

they start yelling and you're so surprised?" $hi-

ma asks. "That's David, because when he came
in to audition for us, we were like, 'Aw, this

guy's, like, super-quiet,' but then he let himself

go in that moment and just freaked out, and we
said, 'Damn! He's scary when he gets angry!'

"

Thanks to Donald Trump, the subject of bor-

der crossing has been back in the collective

consciousness recently, meaning El Gigante

has a political reality to tap into along with

audience bloodlust. 'There is some social com-

mentary in this film," Bramley says, "an under-

lying theme of looking at what's going on right

now as far as Mexicans vanishing. We don't

always hear about it, but we know it's happen-

ing. The story is about this couple trying to

expose the disappearance of illegal immi-

rants near the U.$. border; nobody really

nows what happens on that line. It's a shady

kind of area, you know? $o the movie is par-

tially about that aspect of what's going on.

And at the same time, it kind of deals with ani-

mal-cruelty issues."

'The way El Gigante and his family butcher

their victims touches on the subject of how we
humans prepare our meat, and treat countless

animals so savagely," Guerrero adds. "$o

there's a lot going on in this story."

—Michael Gingold

Escaping Mexico is a lot harder with this

hunch around.

rilGHTSCAPE
CVNOPOUS

Detroit becomes a city doomed to

savagery by thought alone in this

novel of breakneck action, rogue sci-

ence and Lovecraftian weirdness.

Available October 20

nightscapeseries.com



WRESTLINGWITH EVIL
There’s a long and colorful tradition of horrific characters in the squared

circle.

By TIM CHIZMAR and JOHN PALISANO

A
bell rings as smoke fills the arena.

Flashes of lightning appear on the

large Titantron screen high above the

thousands of fans in attendance. Either

watching in person or at home on pay-per-

view, they know it’s going to be another

match with a macabre finish. It might be

hangings, body bags, burying someone
alive or even a classic casket match;

these theatrics have replaced the steel

cages that were once so prevalent. Chills

pass through the crowd. Fans raise their

lighters like they’re at a heavy metal con-

cert. Children gasp as a short, chubby man
in a suit steps through the mist, holding

an urn to his chest, and cries, “Oh, yes!”

This man is known as Paxil Bearer, and his

appearance signifies the arrival of the

WWE phenomenon: The Deadman...The
Undertaker. Will tonight be one of his infa-

mous “Hell in a Cell” matches?

Although the Undertaker’s amazing
popularity is certainly not the first time

horror imagery and wrestling have come
together, his impressive presence in pop

culture and huge success for promoters

all over the world has inspired many grap-

plers to incorporate genre elements into

their characters, reaching past the com-

mon convention of generic bab3daces vs.

heels (good guys vs. bad guys). The era of

the superhero urging you to say your

prayers and eat your vitamins is passe,

replaced with an unforgettable demon
who’s been summoned from the depths of

a lake, or an evil

leprechaun, or

worse. Re-

cently, FAN-
GORIA

was

Bigger isn't necessarily scarier, as Sinn Badhi graves.

lucky enough to speak with some Main
Event wrestlers currently touring the

world. A Demon, a Snake, and a Boogey-

man speak below about the past, present

and future of the collision between
wrestling and horror.

Sinn Bodhi, a former WWE wrestler

better known as Kizamy, a crazy carni-

val freak, says, “I can train in the gym
all day long, but it’s just not going to

make me 7 feet taU. The Under-

taker is an ominous man in

stature, so if he comes out all

serious—with the right re-

galia, music and lighting—it

sets an awesome tone.

Whereas Gangrel [a famous

vampire wrestler] is medium-
sized. I’m no midget, but for

wrestling? I’m pretty small at 6-

feet-2 and 230 pounds—that’s runty

for a heavyweight. Gangrel is about

6-feet-3 and just shy of 300 pounds,

while the Undertaker is 6-feet-lO

and easily 300 pounds.

Your time is up if you face The

Boogeyman in the ring.

“I’m the fastest of the three, which is

my plus,” he continues. “I don’t come out

trying to look all serious. My ambience is

really scary because I’m mixed with cute

imagery. I’ve got bloody, angry stuff going

on, but then? I’ve got duckies and bunnies

strapped to me. I’m psycho. I’ve got circus

animals hanging off me. I can’t tell you
how often fans come up to me and say how
they never thought pink hearts wotxld be

“The worms weren't
the only thing [1 used],

but they were the
easiest to control.”

—The Boogeyman

so scary. Women tell me that I’m the

creepiest performer they’ve ever seen in

the ring, and tough gU5?s who think they

could take me are afraid I’ll bite their

faces off!”

Bodhi currently runs Freakshow Wres-
tling, and was recently honored by the

prestigious Caxrliflower Alley Club in Las
Vegas, inducted by legendary madman



wrestler Jake the Snake Roberts. Jake the

Snake, known for his eloquent promos as

well as biting the snakes he took inside

the ring, was even once assisted at Wrestle-

Mania 3 by none other than shock rocker

Alice Cooper. Jake is unfortunately also

widely known for his personal horrors of

drug and alcohol abuse, as documented in

the 1999 film Beyond the Mat and this

year’s documentary The Resurrection of

Jake the Snake. He says he’s much better

these days
—

“Getting sober was the first

step”—and he was recently inducted into

the WWE Hall of Fame.

Fango caught up with Jake following a

live wrestling event in Hollywood, where
he was victorious over Scorch the Clown.

‘*1 can train in the gym
all day long, but it^s

just not ooing to make
me Tfeertall.”

—Sinn Bodhi

“1 fought the Undertaker at WrestleMania

8, and you want to know my thoughts on

horror in pro wrestling? It’s aU about the

mystique of horror. What is it? Where does

it come from? The bump underneath the

bed? Or what’s in the closet? That’s what
it’s all about. Horror, scaring kids. Wres-

tling does that.”

As far as his own choice for the most

iconic scary character in the field, Jake

says, “Well, 1 think Mankind—the origi-

nal Mankind, before he went siUy on ev-

erybody. He was pretty spooky.” Mankind
lived inside a boiler room, collected body

parts and wore a signature Hannibal

Lecter-style mask. He would rock back
and forth, screaming for his mommy while

pulling out clumps of his hair.

Backstage before another live event,

Fango catches up with formerWWE wres-

tler The Boogeyman as well as the lovely

Katarina Leigh Waters (formerly known
as WWE Diva Katie Lea Burchill). The
Boogeyman (a.k.a. Martin Wright) in-

tones, “As 1 see you, you see me. As 1 look

into the mirror. I’m a part of you and you
are a part of me.” He lets out a character-

istically evil laugh as the crowd goes wild.

“They love it!”

Waters, who added to her horror cred

by hosting a series of DVDs for Scorpion

Releasing, recalls her ejq)erience taking

on the Booge3mian in the WWE: “Standing

in the ring and hearing that music and
seeing him come out—^the dance and the

smoke, the laughter—^was probably the

most exciting thing that happened while 1

was there. 1 wish it had lasted a bit longer.”

The Boogeyman is known for actually

eating handfuls of live worms, as well as

throwing them into the audience, scatter-

ing fans in all directions. “The worms
weren’t the only thing, but they were the

easiest to control,” he says. “1 had in-

sects—maggots, Madagascar roaches,

crickets and so forth—^in my pouch, but

the only thing they could handle was the

Can you smell what Scorch the Clown's cooking?

Some might consider Bodhi cruel to animals, hut

let's not split hares

worms. When we went into the arena,

we’d have to pay an infestation clause of

$80,000, so they didn’t want to do that.

“1 must add that working with Kat was
the most phenomenal time—one of the

highlights of my career,” he continues.

“She’s a very good, professional wrestler,

her and Paul Burchill [Waters’ in-the-

ring brother]. We had a good thing—

a

good feud—and 1 wish it had lasted long-

er, but you know what? That memory of

her and Paul is something I’U take with

me to my death.”

What about the elements of his act

that scare people? The voodoo, the super-

natural, the creature in the closet, sprin-

kled with a little bit of magic—how did

it all come together? “The Boogeyman has

been here since the beginning of time.

All cultures have him, and he’s a part of

everyone.”

Adds Waters, “The reason why the

Boogeyman caught on so well, and has
lasted so long, is that he’s not a stereo-

type. He has grown out of you—evolved

out of you—native roots and voodoo. He’s

more than a two-dimensional character;

he’s quite magical. It’s not like you’re act-

ing [opposite him). You feel like you’re

interacting with a creature.”

When the topic of horror arises, few
have been as big in the WWE in the last

decade as the aforementioned Gangrel,

otherwise known as The Vampire Warrior.

From his entrance rising through a circle

of fire, to his evil minions known as the

Brood, to spitting blood out of a goblet

into the air before a match, this fanged

man is bom of darkness. He even began

his career as a member of the Under-

taker’s group The Ministry of Darkness.

When you’ve got a wrestler whose finish-

ing move is called The Nail in the Coffin,

he’s someone Fango had to catch up with.

He spoke with us at the Art Parlor in Val-

ley Village, California, after a night of

wrestling-themed spoken word.
“1 wrestled originally as Lestat,” re-

calls Gangrel, cuk.a. David William Heath,

who still tours regularly at various cham-
pionships all over the world. “Then when
1 toured Puerto Rico, 1 became the Vam-
pire Warrior. It’s easier to be a heel. Faces

are usuallyjerks—^the biggest jerks in the

business. Heels are awesome, and they’re

actually the nice guys.” Looking at his

fanged face dripping blood onto his

Renaissance-era fluffy white shirt, we
couldn’t agree more.

D’Lo Brown, nee Accie Julius Connor,

is a longtime WWE performer and former

Intercontinental Champion, as well as the

longest member of The
Nation of Domi-

nation, with

matches
against
Stone
Cold, The
Rock and
others.
He offers

h i s

views



When it comes to opponents, Gongrel

always looks for fresh hlood.

performed in the WWE as evil dentist

Isaac Yankem, DDS. “The dentist evokes

a different type of fear,” Brown notes.

Another man involved in the transition

of pro wrestlers to film is David DeFalco,

director of indie horrors like Chaos and

The Backlot Murders as well as Wrong Side

of Town, an actioner featuring former

WWE World Heavyweight Champions Rob
Van Dam and Dave Bautista, the latter

years before his breakout success playing

Drax the Destroyer in Guardians of the

Galaxy. “Manyvwestlers get the chance to

succeed,” DeFalco says, “but only two
have reached the heights of The Rock and

Bautista. I had a direct participation in

that, as I wrote, directed and produced

Bautista’s first movie. Those guys have

the larger-than-life charisma, and can

translate that to the big screen; I saw that

abUity in him. In order to be successful,

they’ve got to know their hmitations, and

put themselves in the right vehicles.”

The right vehicle for so many vsrestlers

these da3?s is to take a walk on the wild

side and not run from their shadows, but

embrace them, and walk with them. Hor-

ror and professional wresthng will always

attract die-hard fans, be it on television or

in sold-out arenas, and these characters

and performers are likely to continue

crossing over to mainstream success in a

major way. As Brown puts it, “It’s all

about tapping into it and bringing out the

best of yourself.” See you ringside!

on terror in the squared circle: “A good

horror-wresthng character is someone
who evokes fear, hke Freddy Krueger or

Michael Myers. That immediately brings

you to the Undertaker, Kane [the Under-

taker’s evil brother], Gangrel, Edge and
Christian. These were characters who
evoked that fear in you—^that element of

T don’t want to be in the middle of a hor-

ror movie.’
”

When asked if the performers need to

have a darker side in real life or just be

good performers. Brown lights up. “It’s a

little of both. Wresthng characters are a

bit about yourself, but then you magnify

what you are, even if you aren’t. I know
Kane, and he’s not a scary guy, but he

really comes off that way.” Kane, born

Glen Jacobs, has had the most conspicu-

ous crossover from the ring to the genre

screen as vicious killer Jacob Goodnight in

the See No Evil movies; Jacobs previously

Fans of the frightening

side of wrestling really

dig The Undertaker.

SPECIALIZING INHORROR
Collectibles, Toys, Clothing, Music,

Posters, Masks, Books, Magazines &

MUCH MORE!
www.HouseofMysteriousSecrets.conn
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ast a Deadly

Spell and
Witch Hunt

are a pair of HBO
Original Movies that

languish in obscu-

rity, despite being

genuinely unique

visions that origi-

nally received high-

profile airings.

Ordinarily, this col-

umn covers a single

film, but since these

two go together. .

.

they go together.

Cast a Deadly

Spell, from 1991, is

based on a bizarre

yet genius idea. In

an alternate 1 940s
Los Angeles, magic is real, and so commonplace that those who
don't use it are seen as akin as Luddites, out of touch with the

modern world. Detective Harry Philip Lovecraft (Fred Ward) is

an old-fashioned dick who refuses to use magic in any way, yet

always seems to get caught up in it. Yes, this is a noir story fea-

turing monsters, witches, demons and a lead character named
H.P. Lovecraft—like I said, genius.

The plot concerns Lovecraft's search for a stolen rare book

that turns out to be the Necronomicon. Plenty of colorful charac-

ters are encountered and references to horror mainstays are fre-

quent, along with an abundance of mood and atmosphere.

Director Martin Campbell (who would go on to helm the Bond
films ColdenEye and
Casino Royale) and
topnotch genre pro-

ducer Gale Anne
Hurd (Aliens, The

Walking Dead) craft a

fully realized world

where monsters are

not the stuff of stories,

but of the evening

news. Beyond Ward,
there is a supporting

cast to die (and be

resurrected) for,

including Julianne

Moore and genre

veterans David

Warner, Clancy

Brown, Charles (The

Thing) Hallahan and
Lee Tergesen.

Cast a Deadly

Spell is a movie every

horror fan simply has

to see, with a shock-

ingly good story

(scripted by Joseph

Dougherty) and a noir

setting redone in a Gothic tone. This unique take on an old sub-

ject also boasts excellent creature/makeup and visual FX over-

seen by Tony Gardner and the Skotak brothers, respectively.

HBO is committing a crime against cinema by holding it back

from a digital release, and Cast a Deadly Spell deserves better.

Being left to die in VHS-only limbo is no fate for such an excep-

tional product, though the tape is pretty easy to find in the wild

and very inexpensive on the^condary market.

Speaking of holding back great ideas, we come to the 1 994
follow-up Witch Hunt, which may be more insane than its pre-

decessor and is yet inferior. This one's set in the 1 950s, with

Lovecraft (now played by Dennis Hopper) once again getting in

over his head with magic and the occult. A conspiracy to stop

those who abuse those powers is central to the plot, incorporat-

ing a less-than-subtle allegory for the Red Scare.

Once again written by Dougherty, and directed by Paul

Schrader (Cat People, Dominion: Prequel to the Exorcist), Witch

Hunt ups the ante and somehow becomes the worse for it. The

abundance of cheap '90s CGI and an obviously smaller budget

are so noticeable, it's hard to consider this a true sequel to Cast

a Deadly Spell. Everything about Witch Hunt seems cheaper,

including the cast. Hopper and Julian Sands are about it for

genre names, and Penelope Ann Miller and Eric Bogosian are

hardly of the same caliber as the previous film's ensemble. Hurd

is also back as producer, but you can't really see it this time.

Witch Hunt fails not out of lack of ambition, but from a lack of

cohesion. Where Cast a Deadly Spell feels fleshed out while also

fun and pulpy. Witch Hunt is just bland and meandering, with a

good idea (the magic-vs.-Communism analogy) that got lost

somewhere along the line.

Once again, HBO chose to only release Witch Hunt on VHS,
withholding it from the digital realm. The company seems reluc-

tant to release many of their properties to DVD, but Cast a
Deadly Spell and
Witch Hunt are worth

seeking out on video-

cassette as examples

of how cable projects

can be original and
distinctive. Indeed,

Hopper is on the

record as saying that

Witch Hunt is the

strangest film he has

ever made, and he

had no idea what
was happening while

filming it. Let that sink

in for a moment: Den-

nis Hopper thinks this

film is so odd that he

never understood it.

That alone should

entice even the most

skeptical reader to

track down this duo
of singularly fantas-

tic (in Doth senses of

the word) analog

treasures.

—Josh Hadley

VHS
‘Cast a Deadly
Spell” and

“Witch Hunt”

From the producer of The Terminator Jnd Aliens

(MT A DEADLY

mil

"^real way to spend
an evening!"

-—EnlerUinmenl Weekly

"Imagine Who Framed
Roger Rabbitf with

witches and zombies
instead of toons."

-USA Today

The Comedy Detective Thriller With Special Effects

A HollywoofI Private Eye,
A Miirilorefl Movie Moc|h 1, Anti

Bill Troiilile In The Slinpc Of A Btiil Woman

DENNIS HOPPER

From the Producer of The Terminator and Aliens
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Join FANGORIA’s Rebekah McKendry,

FEARnet’s Rob Gailuzzo and Inside

Horror’s Elric Kane as they discuss

all things horror and go in depth with

all the latest horror movies &
news, welcome special guests

and tackle a myriad of topics

weekly.

PAST GUESTS INCLUDE:
Dean Cundey, Mick Garris,

Stuart Gordon, Lance

Henriksen, Danielle Harris,

Felissa Rose, William Lustig,

and many more!!!

twitter.com/KillerPOV

geeknation.com/podcast/killer-pov/
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Abbie Bernstein has more Vic-

tor Frankenstein coverage com-
ing on Fangoria.com this month. David
Bertrand spun horror scores aplenty as

resident DJ for the Toronto After Dark

Film Festival. Tim Chizmar is often

quite nude, which as witnesses will

agree is nearly as terrifying as his writ-

ings. Nearly. Roberto E. D'Onofrio
watched amazing movies and met mas-

ters of horror Rick Baker and Tom Savini

at Spain's Sitges Film Festival. Josh
Hadley is a Luddite whose reluctance to

venture into the future of media has

restrained him in the best way. Michael
Helms hopes to see more than a few

Fangorians at this month's Monster Fest

in Melbourne. Madeleine Koestner
isn't crazy, she just doesn't give a f**k.

Shawn Macomber accepts that his

2-year-old daughter Ruth Isabel has in-

herited her beauty, sweetness and intelli-

gence from Mommy, but takes credit

(blame?) for her love of werewolves.

John Palisano made his son a Hallo-

ween costume of Springtrap from Five

Nights at Freddy's. It scares him. Badly.

Brian Steward wishes Chris Alex-

ander and Michael Gingold the best of

luck in their new positions and suggests

you visit Briansteward.com ofteni Owen
Williams recently realized that Hell-

raiser is as old now as the earliest Ham-
mer horrors were when Hellraiser was
new. He feels old.

B ruuuuuuucel

The first name in reluctant horror

heroism is also our cover boy for next

issue, as we sit down with longtime

Fango favorite Bruce Campbell. With

Starz's ASH VS. EVIL DEAD series in

full swing, the actor discusses his long-

time association with the bloodstreaked

role in depth.

Another of our favorite performers,

Henry Rollins, makes his starring

debut in a genre picture as the canni-

balistic protagonist of HE NEVER
DIED. We visited the set of the deadpan
horror/black comedy to chat up Rollins

and his cohorts.

Next, we'll head to Japan to take a

walk in THE FOREST, and investigate the

mysterious horrors lurking within the trees.

Then we'll talk with The Quay Broth-

ers, creators of some of the creepiest and
most influential animation ever.

Perhaps the most chilling film

of this winter is ANGUISH, a dif-

ferent kind of youth-oriented ghost

story that's entirely adult in its ap-

proach; we have a chat with director

Sonny Mallhi on tap. And we'll pre-

sent part one of a career interview with

Gary Sherman, the man behind the

cult classics DEATH LINE, DEAD &
BURIED and others. Get the Campbell

scoop in FANGORIA #346!

www.fangoria.coiti

RAIMI
(continuedfrom page 14)

its own and has its own reality, and it’s

moving forward from there.

FANG: How has the show tahen on that

life of its own as you have overseen its

development?

RAIMI: Well, here’s how it has taken on

its own hfe: from the mere fact that I

couldn’t be there to run it and direct it all.

My brother and I, even though we had
some early episode ideas, really had to

turn it over to a room of very talented

writers and our showrunner Craig Di-

Gregorio. I had to leave the writing room
and start preproduction in New Zealand,

so I said, “So long, fellas, good luck!” I

took care of that preproduction for many
weeks, and then I came back for a week
and caught up on what they were all writ-

ing, and then I had to go away for eight

more weeks to do more preproduction and

direct. When I came back again, all the

scripts were written, and I was kind of

cheering them on, basically.

FANG: You earlier mentioned eliciting

the fear of the unknown, and given that

and the presence of ancient demons and a

Necronomicon, the world of EvilDead seems

at least partially inspired by H.P. Love-

craft. Has he been any kind of influence?

RAIMI: I don’t think Lovecraft has been

a big inspiration for me. I’ve read some of

his short stories, maybe one of his novel-

las, but what I think has really had a

giant influence on The Evil Dead is

George Romero’s Night of the Living Dead.

That was a very influential film for us; it

showed Bruce, Rob and I how to make a

horror movie with zombiehke bad guys in

a cabin for a very low budget that could

be super-effective. Also, The Texas Chain-

saw Massacre and The Hills Have Eyes

have been big influences on EvilDead, but

I don’t think it was the work of Lovecraft

so much.

FANG: Can you talk a bit about the new
freedom that TV allows in terms of show-

ing violence and gore, and how that land-

scape has become so much more
horror-friendly?

RAIMI: It’s great how many horror piec-

es there are on TV, from The Walking Dead
to American Horror Story. I’m not really

familiar with the others, but those are

terrific, the episodes I’ve seen. It’s really

a horror lover’s dream to have this age
of television where you can get really

scary original programming on a nightly

basis; it’s crazy. It’s like the Golden Age
of TV horror.

Before the last several years, I can’t

think of any show on television, after The

Tlvilight Zone or The Outer Limits or Night

Gallery, that really worked on the audi-

ence and made them frightened. It has

really changed, because people want to

scare TV viewers now, and there are no

holds barred. It’s quite an open landscape

for great young artists to come in and
make new horror programming, so it has

definitely changed for the positive.

JERUZALEM
(continuedfrom page 21)

ing shoot that took them into some inhos-

pitable locations, including real caves

that they spent days running through.

“There was no air-conditioning, it was
hot and wet and sweaty all the time,”

Doron remembers. “The actors worked
really hard, and sometimes they would
fall down and actucdly bleed. But what’s

great about shooting on location is that

you don’t need to fake anything, and you
can get amazing production value with-

out spending a lot of money.”

Yoav has his own idea about the great-

est difficulty some of the cast (literally)

faced: “"rhe hardest thing for them was
putting in the black contact lenses. We
ordered them from abroad, and onlywhen
we got them did we realize how huge
they were...”

“They covered the whole eyeball,”

Doron interjects.

“We felt so sorry for the actors who
needed to wear them,” Yoav continues,

“because it took so long for the makeup
guys to slide them over their eyes. They
suffered so much, I couldn’t even look.

That was the most horrifying part of the

production for me, just watching the ac-

tors dealing with those contact lenses.”

Having previously directed music vid-

eos, episodic TV and one previous feature,

the drama Phobidilia, the Paz brothers

began theJeruZalem project by putting up
their own money to shoot a handful of

scenes. After unsuccessfully seeking

financing for the full feature from fund-

ing bodies in Israel, they eventually

found backing from Epic Pictures—and

hope to achieve the international success

of Rabies and Wolves' Aharon Keshales

and Navot Papushado, to help pave the

way for greater genre acceptance in their

home country.

“I believe the industry is going to

change,” Doron says, “and that in a few
years, it’s going to be natural to talk

about Israeli genre movies, which are

now very fresh and new. We’re just start-

ing this process, but it’s a positive direc-

tion our cinema is going.” Adds Yoav,

“The audience is open to new things; on

television. The Walking Dead is popular

in Israel like it is all around the world.

And when you watch Game of Thrones,

you see aU kinds of horrific things. So

even if people say, ‘Oh, I don’t Uke horror

films,’ they’re crazy about Thrones.

Everyone loves being scared in some way
or other.”

And they’ve given themselves a nat-

ural launching pad forferuZalem sequels,

should that opportunity arise. “When we
found that quote from the Talmud that

opens the film, that there are gates to

hell in the desert, the ocean and in Jeru-

salem, we were amazed, because it tells

the whole story,” Doron says. “It gives us

material to create a trilogy—^but of

course, we’ll need a huge budget to shoot

the third movie in the ocean!”



FESSENDEN
(continuedfrom page 32)

FRIZZI
(continuedfrom page 41)

WAKALIWOOD
(continuedfrom page 51)

it’s not unusual. It’s incredibly hard, and

that’s why my message is always: Make a

small film. Don’t chase the money, chase

the dream, chase the art, make the movie

at an even lower budget than you think

you can. So many times I hear about peo-

ple who have their miUion-doUar project,

and it’s budgeted responsibly, and they

eventually make it for $200,000. It’s dis-

appointing, and it’s not the way the busi-

ness should work. Just like the middle

class is being destroyed, so is just the

sustainable filmmaking world.

However, if you’re doing this because

of the art, if you’re doing it because you
have to, there are ways to do it. The cam-

eras are cheap, you can get a crew. That’s

why I work with the young; I feed off of

them like an old vampire! You have to

feed off that energy; that’s the only way
to do it, and then maybe you’ll build a

career or maybe you’ll just build a movie

Ubrary, but that’s cool too. If you’ve made
a few films in your life, it’s thrilling—you
lived the dream a little bit.

FANG: What’s your overall feeing about

where the genre is right now?
FESSENDEN: I think horror’s in a great

place. It seems Uke there’s a huge variety

of movies being made. You know, it’s

weird how things are talked about; if a

film has any kind of heart or pacing that’s

unexpected, it’s called a throwback. But
in general, I think the fans are empow-
ered to assert that they want something

different. A lot of the new filmmakers are

doing that, and it’s in a positive place.

I want to keep pushing the bound-

aries; that’s why we’re making Graham
Reznick’s The Designer [about video games
that reshape people’s realities] which is a

truly interesting project, and tried to get

that movie with JT up and running. Be-

lieve me, I always Uke to revisit old sto-

rylines, but let’s not get stuck in that

haunted house over and over. There’s so

much that horror can do—^including, as

usual, from my perspective, comment on

the world of shit we’re in as a human
race, continually making terrible choices,

ignoring our own better interests and
endlessly betraying ourselves, and those

are the kernes you can bring.

That’s what horror’s supposed to do:

It’s supposed to shock the viewer into an

awareness and to talk about what’s truly

horrific, which has always been my
theme. I worry if we’re only making en-

tertainment, and it’s just splatter and
gore and more fantastical stuff. We need

to use the medium to confront people.

That’s what it used be, when Texas Chain-

saw Massacre and Night of the Living Dead
were made. Those were shocking movies

that also felt Uke they were coming from

the culture, and I’m concerned if the

genre scene is only about the medium
and our access to cameras. It also has to

be connected to the real world, so that’s

my hope.

though I was very busy with my job, I

began putting together a concert tribute

to Lucio; I even brought in Antonella.

When we were confronted by the world

economic crisis a few years later, I had

more spare time, so the “Frizzi 2 Fulci”

show saw the light in 2013. With my
orchestra, we did two concerts in Italy as

a test: at the ItaUan Horror Fest in Net-

tuno, and in Rocca Priora.

Then some friends in London proposed
that I do a show on Halloween night at

the Union Chapel. I accepted, and though

the tickets were only available on-line,

the event quickly sold out. The concert

was amazing; at the end, we got 15 min-

utes of applause, and reaUzed that people

stni loved Lucio and the music I vwote for

his films. Last year, we went back to Lon-

don, this time in a bigger theater—^the

Barbican—and once again it sold out.

FANG: What do you feel you learned from

Fulci over the course of your collaboration?

FRIZZI: Lucio helped me figure out the

differences between writing songs and
writing music for movies or television. I

have written six guitar preludes, for

example, and took inspiration for those

from my memories and emotions, but

when Fulci called and asked me to vmte
the soundtrack for, say. The Beyond,

things were different. Nevertheless,

when you work on a film, your personal

feelings act as a sort of filter for what the

director wants, so you bring in your own
personality.

Usually, when you think about scoring

a dramatic sequence in a horror movie,

the first things that come to mind are a

lot of unpleasant, frightening sounds.

Some ofmy friends and fans have noticed,

however, that for these scenes, I often

write themes that are almost romantic. I

am very instinctive when I compose for a

film; I look carefully at the story aud the

characters, then put aside ever^hing for

a while, and then it’s as if the music

writes itself. It’s a representation of the

psychological impressions the characters

leave on me.

To give you an example: Before I wrote

Emily’s theme for The Beyond, I went on

the set when they were about to shoot the

scene rvith her and the dog, and there

was an untuned piano there. Lucio said,

“Let’s try to create music that connects

this backdrop with her character.” I got to

meet the actress [Cinzia Monreale], a

very beautiful girl, and we went to have

lunch and she told me she had been suf-

fering with the contact lenses she had to

wear; when she took them out, her eyes

were all red. I assimilated aU those

things, and when I sat down at the piano,

all those emotions came out. To do this

job, I beUeve you have to be a very sensi-

tive person, and when you write music for

images and stories that are not yours,

somehow you make them yours, and give

them pieces of your soul. A

mates that he has a seven-daywindow for

his actors to sell films door-to-door until

he is pirated out of profitability. DVD
traders carry an extreme hodgepodge:

Lots of NoUywood product, Asian action

flicks and current Hollywood hits that are

often confusingly repackaged—the cover

for Ridley Scott’s Prometheus sports a

behind-the-scenes snap from Alien of

Nigerian stunt actor Bolaji Badejo wear-

ing the Alien outfit, minus the head. I

even spot a busted-up copy of Joe D’Am-
ato’s Anthropophagusl

About half the films for sale have pre-

recorded VJ (Video Joker) audio tracks

laid over the original soundtracks—

a

uniquely Ugandan phenomenon that

stems from a tradition of live explanatory

translations for non-translated, non-sub-

titled films. People like VJ Emmie,
Wakaliwood’s resident VJ (he’s the voice

in every Wakaliwood trailer and through-

out Who Killed Captain Alex), are huge
stars in the country.

There is so much on deck in the

Wakaliwood world, it’s an embarrass-

ment of riches. Aside from the aforemen-

tioned scrap-metal helicopter, which may
or may not be followed by a full-sized

tank and submarine (?), there is now
merch for sale, maybe a video game, the

Ebola Hunter web series, a feature with

Playboy and numerous films in various

stages of production, including Tebaatu-

sasula: EBOLA, Demon Village (starring a

gun-toting gourd). The Ugandan Expend-

ables and the multitude of established

classics released domestically but not yet

internationally, including Rescue Team,

Bukunfa Tekunfa Mitti: The Cannibals and

The Return of Uncle Benon.

The tou^est problems facing Wakali-

wood are less-than-functional equipment,

lack of money and resources and local

piracy. Plus, it’s one guy (Hofmanis) in a

shoebox-sized room using perpetually

crapping-out Internet and electricity in

charge of all website management and
social media, as well as handUng the ex-

port subtitles and recording the obliga-

tory English-language VJ tracks with

Emmie (an increasingly hard man to

vwangle due to his growing rock-star sta-

tus). But Nabwana and WakaUwood have

been intentionally holding back, propping

to release up to three films internation-

ally at once, in a multi-barreled plot to

blow up the film world.

“Looming Soon” from Wakaliwood:

The Crazy World (a huge recent local hit)

starring Uganda’s kung fu kids, the Waka
Starz; the true-crime-inspired slum ac-

tionerBadBlack
;
and of course the deadly

and delirious Eaten Alive in Uganda.

For all the supa action, check out www.
wakaliwood. com, www.facebook.com/

wakaliwood and on Twitter ©Wakaliwood;

donations can be made at www.patreon.com/

wakaliwood. O
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